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COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING OF COBALAMIN-
DEPENDENT ENZYMATIC REACTIONS: INITIAL STEP OF 
B12 CATALYSIS IN ADENOSYLCOBALAMIN-DEPENDENT 
MUTASES AND COB(II)ALAMIN/COB(I)ALAMIN REDOX 
PROCESS IN METHYL TRANSFERASES 
Manoj Kumar 
April 6th , 2012 
The role of the active site tyrosine residue in the Co-C5' bond activation in the 
context of adenosylcobalamin-dependent mutases has been computationally 
investigated. The density functional, complete active space self-consistent field 
and quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations have predicted that 
the deprotonated tyrosine can serve as a redox center potentially causing the 
one-electron reduction of B12 cofactor. As a result, the reduced form of 
adenosylcobalamin has been suggested to participate in B12 catalysis and an 
alternate mechanism for explaining the origin of catalysis in adenosylcobalamin-
dependent mutases has been proposed. The implications of the involvement of 
the reduced B12 cofactor in the initial step of B12 catalysis that involve Co-C5' 
VI 
cleavage and subsequent hydrogen atom abstraction from the substrate has 
been computationally studied by means of density functional calculations. The 
energetic demands of the reaction have been found to be significantly lowered 
when the reaction is mediated by the one-electron reduced form of the cofactor. 
During the second part of this dissertation, an unprecedented Co 1+ ion 
induced H-bonding interaction (Co1+--H) has been computationally validated. The 
H-bond forming capacity of Co1+ ion that is a dominant dB configuration has been 
suggested to be rooted in the availability of appropriately oriented filled d-orbitals 
which can serve as H-bond acceptors to interact with the acidic ends of the axial 
ligands. Because of a Co1+--H interaction, cob(l)alamin, a Co1+ ion-based 
ubiquitous B12 intermediate, has been suggested to be a pentacoordinated 
square pyramidal or hexacoordinated octahedral complex in addition to its 
commonly accepted tetracoordinated square planar geometry. In specific, the 
QM/MM calculations on methionine synthase-bound cob(l)alamin (PDB-code: 
31VA @ 2.2 A resolution; 1 BMT @ 3.0 A resolution) has provided the convincing 
evidence of an enzyme-induced Co 1+ --H interaction. The Co 1+ --H interaction 
exerts an anodic shift upon the reduction potential of the Co2+/Co 1+ process 
which is a common chemical event in a large family of methyltransferases and 
ATP:corrinoid adenosyltransferases. Building upon these insights, an alternate 
mechanistic pathway for the enzyme-induced Co2+/Co1+ redox process has been 
suggested that is mediated by the square pyramidal cob(l)alamin rather than its 
square planar form. 
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The B12 cofactors belong to a class of COlli containing organocorrinoids, in 
which the COlli ion is equatorially coordinated by four tetrapyrrole nitrogens of the 
corrin macrocycle and in the ex ("lower") axial coordination site by the 5,6-
dimethylbenzimidazole (OBI) of the nucleotide loop connected to the corrin ring 
(Figure 1). The ligand X occupying the ~ ("upper") axial site is different for 
different types of cobalamins (XCbl). Alkylcobalamins or, more generally, 
organocobalamins, where X is a C-bonded to Co ligand R, are generally denoted 
as RCbl. Particularly, R is a methyl group (Me) in the case of methylcobalamin 
(MeCbl), that serves as a cofactor in B12-dependent methyltransferases, while it 
is 5'-deoxy-5'-adenosyl (Ado) group in the case of adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) 
cofactor in B12-dependent mutases, isomerases and eliminases.1-19 
Cyanocobalamin (CNCbl), popularly known as vitamin B12, has R= CN- and is a 
non-alkylcobalamin. The other known non-alkylcobalamins are azidocobalamin 
(N3Cbl), aquocobalamin (H20Cbn and hydroxocobalamin (HOCbl), respectively. 
It should be noted that vitamin B12 is not a biologicallyactive species. However 
another member of non-alkylcobalamin family, HOCbl has recently been shown 
to act as a photocatalytic source of hydroxyl radicals for the investigation of 
biological complexes such as DNA and RNA.2o,21 
Ado: S'-deoxy-S'-adenosyl 
~HO 0: H H o H2<;; NX;N~ 
: ~ II N ~ N 
NH2 
Me: 
Figure 1. Molecular Structure of RCbl. 
The relatively weak organometallic Co-C bond in derivatives of vitamin 812 (Le., 
MeCbl and AdoCbl) continues to provide fascinating avenues for experimental as 
well as computational research in the field of bioinorganic chemistry.1-19 The 
inherent reactivity of the Co-C bond plays a pivotal role in a variety of 
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physiological events. In all these enzymes, the rapid cleavage of the 
organometallic Co-C bond constitutes one of the critical steps of their catalytic 
cycles. The Co-C bond is of moderate strength and its bond dissociation energy 
(BDE) lies in the range of 32-40 kcal/mol for MeCb122,23 and 26-34 kcal/mol for 
AdoCb1. 25-27 The most remarkable aspect of the enzymatic catalysis employing 
coenzyme B12 is the observed rate enhancement,22 which exceeds that of the 
uncatalyzed reaction taking place in solution by about 12 orders of magnitude for 
AdoCbl-dependent enzymes. 
Taking into account that the cleavage of the Co-C bond is not a rate 
determining step,28 its strength must be significantly reduced by -50%, in order 
to achieve the observed rate enhancement. 29 However, the mechanism of the 
Co-C bond activation remains elusive, because the intermediates involved in the 
B12-dependent enzymatic catalysis are short-lived and many of them are 
spectroscopically "silent". Because of this situation, computational modeling has 
become an indispensable guiding tool for understanding the mechanism of the 
Co-C bond activation in B12 cofactors. Here, we have utilized a variety of 
computational tools to understand the mechanism of the initial step of catalysis in 
AdoCbl-dependent mutases namely methyl malonyl coenzyme A mutase (MCM) 
and glutamate mutase (GLM) respectively that consist of Co-C bond cleavage 
and subsequent hydrogen atom (H-atom) abstraction from the substrate. 
Cob(lI)alamin (Co2+Cbx30) to cob(l)alamin (Co 1+Cbx) reduction (i.e., Co2+1 
Co 1+) constitutes an important chemical event in many methyltransferases such 
as methionine synthase (MetH),31 corrinoid/Fe-S protein (CFeSP),32 
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methanol:CoM (MtaBC),33 monomethylamine:CoM 
dimethylamine:CoM (MtbB 1 C), 34b trimethylamine:CoM 
(MtmBC),34a 
(MttB1C),34C 
dimethylsulfide:CoM (MtsAB)34d.16 This reduction process is not only implicated in 
the reaction cycles of methyltransferases, but also forms an essential chemical 
component in ATP:corrinoid adenosyltransferases (ACAs)35 (e.g., CobA, PduO 
and EutT)36-38 en route to the de novo synthesis of adenosylated derivative of 
vitamin B12, AdoCbl. Despite being a ubiquitous chemical event, the precise 
molecular mechanism as to how this thermodynamically challenging C02+/C01+ 
reduction process is accomplished within enzymes remains to be fully elucidated. 
The study in the second part of this dissertation focuses on understanding the 
mechanistic details of the C02+/Co 1+ reduction process of the methyltransferases 
using modern computational tools. 
The dissertation is composed of two parts. The first part is the 
investigation of the mechanism of the initial step of catalysis in AdoCbl-
dependent MCM and GLM mutases that comprises Co-C bond breakage and 
subsequent H-atom abstraction from the substrate. In chapter II, the alternate 
role of the active site tyrosine (Y) residue as an electron transfer (ET) agent has 
been studied and an alternate Co-C bond activation mechanism for B12-
dependent mutases has been suggested. The energetic implications of the ET 
between the Y residue and the AdoCbl cofactor in the context of the initial step of 
catalysis i.e., Co-C bond cleavage and subsequent H-atom abstraction from the 
substrate has been discussed in Chapter III. The second part is the study of the 
C02+/C01+ reduction process in the models as well as MetH-bound complexes. 
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The unusual H-bond forming ability of Co 1+ ion (a dominant dB electronic 
configuration)39,40 in Co 1+Cbx model complexes, and its structural as well as 
biological implications in the context of C02+/C01+ process have been investigated 
in chapter IV. The existence of an unprecedented MetH-bound C01+--H 
interaction induced by the axial ligand conformational change and its role in the 
C02+/C01+ redox process has been discussed in chapter V. The study of alternate 
coordination environments of C01+Cbx in the model as well as MetH-bound 
complexes have been developed in chapter VI. The possible involvement of the 
local enzyme scaffold especially that of the active site tyrosine residue of MetH 
enzyme in the C01+--H bond formation has been studied in chapter VII. 
1.1 8 12 Catalysis in Adenosylcobalamin-Dependent Mutases 
AdoCbl or coenzyme 812 catalyzes a variety of chemically difficult 
transformations that involve intramolecular 1,2-type hydrogen exchange with a 
functional group (alkyl, hydroxyl or amino) on adjacent carbon atoms (Schemes 1 
and 2).1-19 It is generally accepted that the catalytic reaction is initiated by the 
homolytic cleavage of the Co-C bond of AdoCbl cofactor leading to the formation 
(at least formally) of 5'-deoxy-5'-adenosyl radical (Ado·) and C02+Cbx.41 The Ado· 
then abstracts H-atom from the substrate, which is followed by rearrangement of 
the substrate-derived radical into a product-related radical. The re-abstraction of 
H-atom closes the catalytic cycle. 
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There are several fundamental issues related to AdoCbl-dependent 
enzyme catalysis which remain elusive. The most fundamental is the question of 
the -1 012-fo ld rate enhancement of the Co-C bond cleavage inside the enzyme 
- t_Xf,- II ,\- 0-1-
I / I I Substrate Radical 
Substrate ( 
Ado 
~ Ado-CH2' Ado-CH3 III 
812 Cofactor 
_l- I-V T I IV I . - c- c -I I 
Product Product Radical 
Scheme 1. General catalytic mechanism for AdoCbl-dependent enzymes. 
environmene2 in comparison to thermal homolysis of the free cofactor in solution. 
The Co-C bond cleavage in isolated coenzyme B12 is energetically unfavorable 
with the bond dissociation energy (BDE) estimated at -31 .0 kcal/mol. 25-27 In 
contrast, the homolysis of the Co-C bond inside enzyme is rapid and is not a rate 
determining step28 implying that its strength must be significantly reduced by 
-17.0 kcal/mol during catalytic turnover.29 The enzyme also shifts the equilibrium 
towards the homolysis products giving equil ibrium constant close to unity inside 
the enzyme.28b,28d,41,42,43,44 In addition , the homolytic cleavage of the Co-C bond 
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is kinetically coupled to the H-atom abstraction from the 
substrate.28b,28d,42,43,44,45,46 Although it is generally believed that AdoCbl cofactor 
is only required to initiate the radical reaction and resulting Co2+Cbx behaves like 
a spectator (i.e. does not participate in subsequent steps), Buckel et al. ,47 
challenged this traditional view and proposed that Co2+Cbx in AdoCbl-dependent 
mutases such as MCM or GLM plays a more active role. It was suggested that 
the Co2+Cbx acts as a conductor by stabilizing both Ado· and the product-related 
radical intermediates. The Co2+Cbx-mediated stabilization of radicals may occur 
via a concerted mechanism involving Co-C cleavage and H-atom abstraction 
from substrate. Thus, the concept of Co2+Cbx being a spectator48 can be applied 
to a subclass of AdoCbl-dependent enzymes known as eliminases that are 













Scheme 2. 1,2-type reactions catalyzed by MCM and GLM mutases. The 
carboxylic group that can interact with the Y residue has been indicated by box. 
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Several mechanistic explanations have been suggested to account for the 
enhanced cleavage of Co-C bond inside the enzyme. Earlier proposals have 
been primarily of steric nature3,22,41,51,52,53,54,55-60 and emphasized importance of 
factors such as deformation of corrin ring,41,51,52 role of a-axial ligand,53,54 
bending of ~-axial Iigand55-60 and steric strain induced by the substrate 
binding3,22,57. However, recent crystallographic, 2,61,62,63-65 spectroscopic54,67,68,69 
as well as computational studies7o-72 reveal the invalidity of steric proposals to 
fully explain the observed catalytic effect. Taking into account that mechanism of 
AdoCbl-dependent enzyme catalysis has been difficult to probe experimentally; 
several groups have started using computational tools to acquire insight into the 
activation of the Co-C bond in AdoCbl-dependent mutases. Two AdoCbl-
dependent mutases, MCM and GLM received particular attention because of 
their reliable crystal structures.62,73 The calculations for the Co-C bond cleavage 
and subsequent H-atom transfer have been reported for model systems in gas 
phase74-78 as well as inside the proteins79,8o. Jensen and Ryde performed 
comprehensive QM/MM calculations focusing primary on the Co-C bond 
cleavage in the GLM-bound AdoCbl cofactor. 81 The mechanistic aspects of the 
subsequent H-atom abstraction step were also briefly discussed. The Co-C BDE 
for AdoCbl cofactor was significantly reduced from ":'34.2 kcal/mol in vacuum to 
-1.9 kcal/mol inside the GLM enzyme which was attributed to several factors. 
The entire catalytic effect was made up of four contributing components with the 
most significant coming from the geometrical distortion of the cofactor by the 
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protein which was larger in COlli state than in COli state, and the stabilization of 
the dissociated state via electrostatic interactions of the cofactor with the protein 
residues. Our research group modeled the Co-C bond homolysis and 
subsequent H-atom abstraction using a truncated model of the GLM substrate in 
the gas phase. 82 The concerted pathway was predicted to be energetically more 
favorable than stepwise by -7.0 kcallmol thus confirming the conductor 
hypothesis of Buckel et al.47 Radom and co-workers83 also performed a similar 
analysis in the gas phase emphasizing the importance of the ribose orientation in 
the substrate activation. They obtained a stepwise pathway pointing out that the 
longer Co··C bond in TS for H-abstraction was due to use of the full GLM 
substrate in their calculations instead of a truncated propanol model applied 
previously. Their calculations also identified sizeable stabilization of TS by -7.2 
kcallmol for one distinct orientation of the ribose part of AdoCbl as a result of 
favorable C-H··03' hydrogen bond formation with corrin macrocycle. Thus, the 
conductor hypothesis47 was also confirmed in this study with similar energetic 
effect but having a different origin. 
Warshel et aI., 84 employed the empirical valence bond methodology along 
with the free energy perturbation approach to investigate the Co-C bond 
cleavage and subsequent H-atom abstraction in the case of MCM enzyme. They 
showed that the concerted mechanism in MCM was more favorable and it was 
concluded that the catalytic effect mainly originate from the electrostatic 
interaction between the ribose and the protein. Morokuma et aI., 85 also 
investigated the origin of the catalytic effect in MCM enzyme, but using the 
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ONIOM QM/MM methodology. These authors pointed out that the cobalt-carbon 
bond coordinate alone is not a sufficient reaction coordinate to study the catalytic 
event. The transition state for the Co-C bond cleavage that was studied as a 
function of the conformational change in the Ado moiety was predicted for the 
homolysis step. They also obtained significant reduction of the Co-C BDE 
confirming previously reported results of Jensen and Ryde81 that the catalytic 
effect can be decomposed into several components such as cage effect or the 
effect of coenzyme geometrical distortion. When the formation of an Ado radical 
and subsequent H-atom transfer from the substrate was studied it was concluded 
that the initial Co-C bond cleavage and the subsequent H-atom transfer occur in 
a stepwise manner in the protein and that the concerted pathway in the gas 
phase is favored by 7.7 kcal/mol. 
Although the consensus with regard to the origin of the enormous catalytic 
activity in B12 dependent enzymes is still lacking, yet the one-electron reduction 
of the cofactor, that leads to weakened Co-C bond, has attracted considerable 
attention.86-9o Almost three decades ago, electrochemical studies by Lexa and 
Saveant86 demonstrated that the addition of an electron to the B12 cofactor leads 
to significant reduction in the BDE of Co-C bond that could explain the catalytic 
effect observed inside the protein environment. Later on, other experimental 
studies confirmed and extended this finding. 87,88,89-90 Despite the potential 
relevance to B12-dependent enzyme catalysis, the mechanism of reductive 
cleavage has not been deciphered until recently.89 It has been hypothesized that 
the added electron directly goes to a* co-c orbital and formation of 3-electron bond 
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is primarily responsible for the observed bond weakening. However recent 
reports91 -94 show that initial addition of an electron leads to the formation of a 
n* corrin anion radical with electron delocalized over the equatorial ligand. 
Consequently, the cleavage of the Co-C bond must involve several distinctive 
steps, one of them being the transition of added electron between two electronic 
states n*corrin and o*co-c. It was established that lowering in BOE arises due to 
involvement of two electronic states: intial n* corrin state that is formed upon one-
electron addition and final o*co-c state. Upon stretching the Co-C bond, the 
added electron moves to the o*co-c state and the final cleavage involves a three 
electron bond (0)2 (0*)1. This finding has been demonstrated for one-electron-
reduced (1e-Red) MeCbI91 ,93-94 as well as alkyl-cobalt(III)phthalocyanin (PC)92 
complexes. In case of 1e-Red MeCbl, the lowering in BOE was estimated to be 
-45% while it was -37% as far as 1 e-Red Pc-based model compound was 
concerned. The reductive Co-C bond cleavage mechanism involving transfer of 
Me- from MeCbl to the substrate radical (CH3S-) has also been investigated by 
means of OFT, complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) followed by 
second order perturbation theory (CASPT2),93 and hybrid quantum 
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations94. It has been shown that 
the deprotonated substrate (CH3-S-) can serve as a redox center causing one-
electron reduction of the cofactor and thereby can induce the efficient Me group 
transfer. The QM/MM analysis of MetH catalyzed methyl transfer reaction 
suggested an energy barrier of s 8.5 kcal/mol for the reductive reaction 
pathwal4 which is comparable to what has been estimated for an SN2 reaction95. 
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Although the BOE lowering caused by one-electron reduction is in line with 
what is required to achieve the observed _10 12 orders of enzymatic rate 
enhancement, the reductive cleavage mechanism91 -94 has never been 
considered as a possible mode of activation largely due to the highly unfavorable 
redox chemistry of B12 cofactors (-1.20 to -1.60 V vs standard calomel electrode 
(SCE)).86,89 However it is well-documented in literature,96-103 that the complex 
interactions operative within the protein framework can significantly alter the 
redox potential of a cofactor or the active site. For example, a single residue 
(Gin), in case of superoxide dismutase (SOD), has been found to induce a redox 
modulation of over 1V range owing to changes in its local environment. 96 
Similarly, low dielectric constant of the protein active site and the H-bond network 
have been suggested to modulate the redox potential of the Y residue and P680 + 
motif in the case of photosystem-II (PS_II).97 Even the hydrophobic residues in 
the binding pockets of myoglobin and cytochromes have been found to exert a 
redox tuning of -500 mV.98-100 Variations in the ligation and spin states of the 
heme framework also impart a significant amount of modulation upon the redox 
behavior of hemoproteins.101-103 This growing body of evidence about, the redox 
tuning of protein-encapsulated redox cofactors suggest that the electrochemical 
behavior of enzyme-bound B12 cofactors may also be tunable, and the possibility 
of ET-based activation mechanism in the context of AdoCbl-dependent enzymes 
cannot be entirely ruled out. 
In the first study in Chapter II, the role of the active site tyrosine residue as 
an ET agent in the case of AdoCbl-dependent GLM and MCM mutases has been 
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investigated by means of the OFT, CASSCF and QM/MM computational methods. 
For the model OFT calculations, the AdoCbl cofactor that was simplified with 
respect to the corrin amide side chains was used while PhOH was used to 
mimick the active site Y residue in the case of GLM and MCM enzymes 
respectively. The simplified CH3CH2Cbl was used as the AdoCbl model for 
carrying out the CASSCF calculations that are aimed at gaining detailed 
information about the electronic structure of AdoCbl--Y- complex. The QM/MM 
calculations were performed to investigate the catalytic role of Y89 residue in the 
MCM enzyme (POB-code: 4REQ @ 2.2 A resolution)56. The computational Y89F 
mutation was also carried out to better understand the role of Y89 residue in the 
context of the Co-C bond cleavage and subsequent H-atom abstraction from the 
substrate. An alternate mechanism for the activation of Co-C bond cleavage in 
the AdoCbl-dependent mutases has been proposed. 
Taking into account that the one-electron reduction of the cofactor exerts 
an appreciable amount of the catalytic effect upon the Co-C bond cleavage 
process,86-90 the initial step of B12 catalysis that consists of Co-C bond breakage 
and subsequent H-atom abstraction from the substrate in the context of GLM 
enzyme has been investigated considering the involvement of the reduced 
AdoCbl cofactor. The simplified ribosylcobalamin (RibCbl) and propionaldehyde 
has been used in the OFT calculations to mimick the AdoCbl and glutamate 
substrate respectively. The intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations have been 
performed to locate the transition state involved in the reaction. 
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1.2 Cob(lI)alamin/Cob(l)alamin Redox Process in 
Methyltransferases 
Co 1+Cbx supplies significant mechanistic assistance for the reactions 
catalyzed by a wide body of methyltransferases namely MetH ,31 CFeSP,32 
MtaBC,33 MtmBC,34a MtbB1C,34b MttB1C,34C MtsAB34d and many more. 35 
Co 1+Cbx is not only relevant for methyltransferase chemistry, but also forms an 
essential chemical component in ACAs36 (e.g ., CobA, PduO and EutT)37-40 
leading to the de novo synthesis of AdoCbl (Scheme 3) . In addition to its 
impeccable biological profile, Co 1+Cbx also plays a deterministic role in the 
biofriendly detoxification reactions of halogenated organic compounds 104,105,106 
that are major contaminants prevalent in the soil and groundwater of many 
hATR = human-type adenosyltransferase 




Scheme 3. Biochemical Pathway of ATP:corrinoid adenosyltransferases. 
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industrial sites 107. Because of the large repertoire of functions Co 1+Cbx serve, 
understanding its structural and electronic properties is an important pursuit. 
Interestingly, methyltransferases and ACAs not only share the same intermediate 
platform, but also a common mechanistic feature i.e., Co2+/Co 1+ reduction is 
executed at some stage of their respective reaction cycles .16 For example, in the 
case of E. Coli cobalamin-dependent MetH enzyme (Scheme 4) ,31 Co2+/Co1+ 
reduction is needed during the reactivation cycle when Co 1+Cbx is deactivated 
yielding Co2+Cbx. This deactivation reaction is reported to occur once every 
-2000 catalytic turnovers. 108 In another methyltransferase namely CFeSP 
enzyme,32 the similar deactivation process occurs once every 100 catalytic 
cycles.109 In order to maintain the proper catalytic functioning of the enzyme, 





Scheme 4. Reaction cycle of MetH enzyme. The main catalytic cycle is shown in 
dark maroon whereas the reactivation cycle is shown in blue. 
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is a two-step process: (i) initially a conformational change is induced at the 
C02+Cbx where the a-axial H759 ligand is displaced110 and is substituted by the 
~-axial H20 ligand111 . This is the rate determining step of the reactivation cycle 
and involves a significant amount of the conformational motion of the interacting 
domains. no (ii) The C02+Cbx is then reduced into Co 1+Cbx with the assistance of 
biological electron donor flavodoxin followed by the subsequent methylation by 
the adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet).112 
Despite its ubiquitous nature, the C02+/Co 1+ reduction continues to remain 
one of the insufficiently proven aspects of cobalamin chemistry. This is due in 
part to thermodynamic up-hill character of the C02+ ICo 1+ process, because the 
reduction potential of the unbound base-off C02+Cbx (-500 mV vs standard 
hydrogen electrode (SHE)) is inaccessible to the common physiological 
reductants (-280 mV to -440 mV vs SHE) present in the cellular 
environments.86,113 To rationalize the enzyme-induced tuning of the reduction 
process, formation of tetracoordinated square planar Co 1+Cbx has been 
advocated as the most reasonable mechanistic rationale because the axial ligand 
(H20)-bound Co 1+Cbl is found to be a thermodynamically unstable complex (IlG 
= +1.96 kcal/mol) at the level of conventional DFT (i .e., PBEITZP) .1 14 Existing 
EXAFS115 and spectroscopic111 ,114 data have been interpreted in favor of 
Co 1+Cbx being strictly a tetracoordinated square planar species. MetH-bound 
Co 1+Cbx has also been suggested to be a square planar complex, wherein the 
active site Y1139 residue catalyzes the formation of square planar MetH-bound 
C01+Cbx (Scheme 5) .1 11,116 ExperimentaI117-118 and spectroscopic119-12o 
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precedence in the case of human-type ACA, even predict Co2+Cbx to be a 
tetracoordinated species. The catalytic importance of 0112 of the LrPduO 
enzyme, an ACA enzyme, in promoting the formation of tetracoordinated 









Scheme 5. MetH-induced formation of square planar Co 1+Cbx. 
coordinates of 0112 in conjunction with its steric bulk has been postulated to 
dismiss any kind of the axial interaction of the cofactor. 118 Also, in the case of 
CFeSP enzyme, the OM/MM investigation of methylated H20-bound Co2+Cbx 
model suggests that enzyme-bound Co 1+Cbx would be a tetracoordinated square 
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planar complex. 121 Surprisingly, the feasibility of a pentacoordinated Co 1+Cbx 
complex in the context of CFeSP enzyme (or in general for methyltransferases) 
has never been computationally tested using H20-bound Co 1+Cbx, rather the 
conclusions are based on the fact that the axial H20 ligand detachment in the 
case of H20-bound C02+Cbi is an energetically amenable process « 4 
kcal/mol).121 
On the other hand, the X-ray structural characterization of two anionic 
pentacoordinated cob(l)aloximes namely [pyCo 1+(dmgBF2hr. 122 and 
[MeCNCo+1(dmgBF2hr.123 and, also of a Co 1+ clathrochelate ([Co 1+(Cbgh(Bn-
C4H9)2n 124 in a trigonal prism arrangement, imply that Co 1+Cbx may also adapt 
to square pyramidal or octahedral coordination geometry in addition to the most 
widely embraced viewpoint of its square planarity. Note here that the biological 
importance of square pyramidal Co 1+ model compounds in the context of the 
catalytic cycle of MetH enzyme has also been discussed by Randaccio et al. 125 
Interestingly, an increasing body of experimental and theoretical evidences 
suggests that the dB metal ions (C01+, Ni2+, Pt2+, Pd2+ etc.) display an uncommon 
yet distinct ability of forming metal ion influenced H-bonds (i.e., C01+ __ H,126,127,12B 
Ni2+ __ H,129 Pt2+ __ H,130,131,132-133 Pd2+ __ H,134,135 etc.)136,137 that, in turn, empowers 
their complexes with an aptitude for square pyramidal coordination environment. 
The formation of such H-bonds is credited to the fact that the dB metal ions can 
utilize their preferentially oriented filled d-orbitals for interacting with the acidic 
hydrogens (H-X; X = N, 0 or C) of the axial ligands. For example, a Ni2+--H-N 
interaction (2.45 A; 158.2°) has been observed in square planar 
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[Ni(NH2Eth][NiL21 (L = maleonitriledithiolato) complex where the hydrogen bound 
to N-hetero atom of the anionic ligand is engaged in cation-anion type interaction 
with the Ni2+ center of the square planar complex. 129 A Pt2+ ion-enforced charge-
assisted H-bond (N-H---Pt2+ interaction = 2.26 A (167.3°)) has been identified in 
the [PtCI2(NH2Meh][NPrn4l2[PtCI41 complex.132-133 It is worthy of mention that the 
axial H20 ligand in the trans-[PtCI2(NH3)(N-glycine)].H20 complex was found to 
be O-bound with the Pt2+ ion during a prior X-ray diffraction study,138 but this 
prediction has recently been reversed owing to a low temperature neutron 
diffraction study by Kozelka et al.,133 wherein the accurate localization of H atoms 
has led to the confirmation that the Pt2+ ion is rather H-bonded with H20 molecule. 
The PdCIL.1.5H20 (L = glycyl-L-histidine-N,N',N'') complex also displays a H-
bond type interaction between the H-N segment of ligand and the square planar 
Pd2+ center (N-H---Pd2+ = 2.60 A (137.5°)).134 
The Co 1+ ion-induced charge-assisted H-bonds between the cobalt 
carbonyl anion (Co(COk1) and its NR3H+ counterions have also been noted. 126-
128 For example, the [NMe3H][Co(CO)41 complex manifests a Co 1+ --H-N 
interaction (2.51 A - 2.52 A; 179.5° - 179.r), that is slightly weakened (2.61 A -
2.68 A) in the [NEt3H][Co(CO)41 complex due to the greater steric size of the Et 
ligand. 126,127 The similar Co 1+ --H-N interaction is also observed in crystalline 
L2L'[Co(CO)41 (L = N-methylpiperazinium; L' = N-methylpiperazine) (Co 1+--H-N = 
2.60 A - 2.64 A; 163.9° - 176.8°).128 
These new fundamental organometallic and bioinorganic advances clearly 
imply that a significant amount of research effort has yet to be invested to provide 
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a comprehensive insight into coordination environment of C01+Cbx as well as into 
the details of the C02+/C01+ reduction process. The second part of this 
dissertation exclusively addresses the following mechanistically important 
question: is Co 1+Cbx intermediate really a square planar species as the existing 
data suggest? Or it can exist as a pentacoordinated square pyramidal or 
hexacoordinated octahedral complex owing to its plausible ability of 
communicating with the axial ligands via Co 1+ ion induced H-bonds? If yes, what 
could be the ensuing mechanistic prospects of such associative interactions in 
the context of C02+/C01+ reduction catalyzed by methyltransferases and ACAs? 
Finally, how is the thermodynamic stability of weak non-covalent Co 1+ --H 
interactions affected by the enzyme environment? In specific, the purpose of the 
third study elaborated in Chapter IV is to probe the H-bond forming ability of Co 1+ 
ion which is a dominat dB configuration39,40 with judiously oriented filled d-orbitals 
and can interact with the axial ligands in the Co 1+Cbx complexes. The OFT, 
natural bond orbital (NBO) and atoms in molecule (AIM) computational tools 
have been analyzed to investigate the coordination environments of model 
C01+Cbx complexes. The electrochemistry of C02+/C01+ reduction process has 
been computationally explored taking into account the square planar and square 
pyramidal geometries of C01+Cbx complexes. 
Considering that the dB metal ion induced H-bonds are usually non-
covalent in nature,126-137 the formation of Co 1 + --H bond mayor may not be 
feasible inside the enzyme environment. To investigate the impact of biological 
environment of methyltransferase upon the thermodynamic stability of Co 1+ --H 
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bond, OFT and QM/MM calculations in Chapter V have been performed to model 
the MetH-bound Co2+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx complexes. The QM/MM calculations are 
performed using the most reasonable crystal structure available for the reaction 
complex of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx (POB-code: 31VA @ 2.7 A resolution)116 to gain 
insight how the conformational change at the axial ligand is induced due to a 
change in the electronic configuration of the cobalt ion. The AIM calculations are 
carried out to characterize the nature of Co 1+ --H interaction in model Co 1+Cbx 
complexes. The thermodynamic stability of H-bonded Co 1+Cbl complexes is 
analyzed within polarizable continuum model (PCM) of solvation where the 
chloroform solvent is used to mimick the enzyme environment. 
In the next study in Chapter VI, OFT, AIM, NBO and QM/MM 
computational tools are applied to further probe the possibility of alternate 
coordination geometries of Co 1+Cbx. Two kinds of structural model namely 
simplified (Co 1+Cbl) as well as complete (Co 1+Cbi) models are considered in the 
OFT calculations wherein H20 and imidazole (1m) are mimicked as the axial 
ligands respectively. The nature of Co1+--H interactions in the H-bonded Co1+Cbl 
and Co 1+Cbi is characterized using AIM analysis. The reduction potentials of 
Co2+/Co 1+ redox couple are calculated in three different solvents namely 
chloroform, acetonitrile and water while assuming all the possible coordination 
geometries of Co 1+Cbx complexes. The QM/MM calculations are performed on 
MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx complexes (POB-code: 1 BMT @ 3.0 A resolution)2 where 
the a- and p-axial ligands are modeled by H759 and H20 respectively. The X-ray 
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crystal structure of the active sites of methyltransferases is analyzed to support 
our calculations. 
Finally, the fourth study in Chapter VII focuses on understanding the 
possible involvement of the active site tyrosine residue (i.e., Y1139) of MetH 
enzyme116,139 in the C01+--H bond formation. The OFT calculations are carried 
out on the C01+Cbi complexes testing two different p-axial ligands namely H20 
and PhOH respectively. The PhOH motif is used to mimick the tyrosine Y1139 
residue that has been found in the active site of the reactivation complex of MetH 
enzyme116,139 and has been suggested to be catalytically important for the 
C02+/C01+ reduction process. 111 ,116 To model the local environment, an additional 
H20 molecule is considered in the vicinity of the p-axial ligands. The analysis of 
the existing crystallographic data available for the reactivation conformation of 




ROLE OF TYROSINE RESIDUE IN B12 CATALYSIS: A CASE 
STUDY OF ADENOSYLCOBALAMIN-DEPENDENT MUTASES 
2.1 Introduction 
AdoCbl catalyzes a variety of chemically difficult transformations involving 
1,2-type intramolecular shift of a H-atom with a functional group such as alkyl, 
hydroxyl or amino (Scheme 1).1-19 During the catalytic cycle the Co-C bond of 
AdoCbl cofactor is cleaved in a homolytic fashion leading to the formation of Ado· 
and Co2+Cbx.41 The most remarkable aspect of AdoCbl-dependent enzyme 
catalysis is _1012 rate enhancement inside the enzyme environment. 22 Though it 
has been found that homolysis of the Co-C bond is rapid and is not a rate 
determining step28 implying that its strength must be significantly reduced during 
catalytic turnover in comparison to free AdoCbl in solution,29 yet the precise 
underlying mechanism responsible for such Co-C bond weakening remains 
elusive. 
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The Co-C bond in AdoCbl-dependent enzymes is not substantially 
destabilized in the absence of substrate. The most convincing argument 
supporting this notion comes from resonance Raman spectroscopy where 
vibrational data show that the Co-C stretching frequency is essentially the same 
in the case of isolated AdoCbl in solution as well as in the enzyme-bound 
AdoCb1.67-69 Upon binding of substrate, the catalytic cycle is initiated with the 
homolysis of the Co-C bond which is followed by subsequent H-atom abstraction 
from the substrate. The manner in which the arrival of substrate triggers the 
enzymatic reaction remains an open question. Available crystallographic data for 
several AdoCbl-dependent enzymes49,50,56,60,73,140,141 reveal that the substrate 
enters into the active site through channel positioned on the upper face of the 
corrin macrocycle.49,5o,56,73,14o It has further been postulated that the presence of 
substrate which induces a conformational switch56 or the tight binding of the 
adenine binding pocket induces a marked distortion of the Co-C bond49b,c that 
can have implications with reference to the activation of Co-C bond. However, 
the crystal structures of AdoCbl-dependent enzymes have been determined 
under the condition that the Ado moiety is either not well-resolved or has been 
replaced by other groups. Furthermore, due to limited crystalographic resolution 
of available X-ray structures of B12-dependent enzymes, one cannot get an 
obvious insight into how the structural changes observed upon substrate binding 
can be connected with AdoCbl-based catalytic activity. 
On the other hand, closer inspection of crystallographic dataavailable for 
AdoCbl-based enzymes49,50,56,62,73,140,141 reveals a very interesting and a common 
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thread connecting all these enzymes. In the vicinity of cofactor, the Y residue is 
present in the immediate surroundings of the active site at an average distance 
of -7.5 A from the cobalt center (see Table 1). Based upon structural information 
stored in protein data bank, Figure 2 sketches an overview of the local 
environment of the active site capturing the location of Y component in different 
enzymes. The -OH group of this motif is either directed towards the metal center 
of the cofactor or the substrate which might be significant from enzymatic 
catalysis point of view. Moreover, the site-specific Y89F mutation in the case of 
MCM,57 has resulted in a significant drop (-103-104) in the catalytic activity. 
An important question arises what can be the role of Y residue in the 
possible mechanism of Co-C bond activation accounting for _10 12 enzymatic rate 
enhancement? Before turning our attention to this issue, it is important to 
emphasize that deprotonation of Y residue and its subsequent oxidation leading 
to the formation of neutral radical i.e., Y ---+ Y- ---+ Y·, constitutes a key step in 
numerous enzymatic processes. 142 The participation of Y· has been confirmed in 
many enzymes including PS_II,143 prostaglandin H synthase,144 galactose 
oxidase,145 cytochrome c oxidase,146 cytochrome b5 reductase,147 ribonucleotide 
reductase,148 monoamine oxidase,149 and charge transfer between the tyrosine 
and the tryptophan residues in proteins. 15o In all these enzymes, Y· takes part in 
biological reactions via PCET, a phenomenon ubiquitous in biological systems 
and a topic of intense experimental and theoretical scrutiny. Thus, the role of the 
Y residue acting as a redox center has precedence in bioinorganic chemistry. 
This prompted us to investigate the importance of the Y residue as an internal 
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redox center inside the AdoCbl-dependent enzymes. If Y serves like a redox 
motif, an electron would be transferred to the AdoCbl cofactor leading to the 
formation of n* corrin anion radical. Consequently, the cleavage of the enzyme-
bound Co-C bond would be more in line with 1 el-Red form of AdoCbl cofactor 
(i.e., [AdoCbW-) rather than its neutral analogue. It is well-documented in 
literature86,89-9o that the electrochemical reduction of B12 cofactors leads to 
significant lowering in the Co-C BDE. Such reduction of the bond strength, 
according to computational studies, 91-94 can be attributed to the involvement of 
two electronic states in the dissociation process: initially the addition of an 
electron to the cofactor leads to the formation of a n* corrin anion radical, with the 
extra electron delocalized over the equatorial i.e. corrin ligand. As the Co-C bond 
Table 1 
Co .. O(Y) distances (A) in selected AdoCbl-dependent enzymes. Only the Y 
residues lying within a distance of 10 A. from the Co center have been 
considered 
Enzymes PDB-code Tyr-code Co"O(Y) Ref. 
MCM 3REQ Y89, Y243 8.71,8.13 56 
4REQ Y89, Y243 8.08,6,95 56 
GLM 1CB7 YI81 7.54 73a 
1CCW YI81 7.43 73a 
1I9C Y181 7.21 73b 
LAM 1XRS Y193 6.95 141 
DOH 1010 Y226 7.20 49a 
lEEX Y226 7.23 49b 
lEGM Y226 7.19 49b 
GDH lIWP Y227 7.36 50a 
IMMF Y227 7.42 50b 
* MCM=MethylmalonylCoA Mutase; GLM=Glutamate Mutase; LAM= Lysine 
Amino Mutase; DDH=Diol Dehydratase; GDH=Glycerol Dehydratase 
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4REQ 
Figure 2. Close up view of the superimposition of the active site in AdoCbl-
dependent enzymes depicting the location of Y residue relative to the corrin ring : 
4REQ (Y89, Y213, purple) , 1XRS (Y193, yellow) , 1010 (Y226, green), 1MMF 
(Y227, cyan), and 119C (Y181 , pink) . The corrin ring is shown only for MCM 
(4REQ) (see Table 1 for details). 
is stretched , the extra electron relocates into the O'*co-c state, and the final 
cleavage involves a three-electron bond (0')2(0'*)1. Thus, according to this 
proposal , the main catalytic effect of AdoCbl-dependent enzymes may be due to 
the weakening of the Co-C bond via increased population of the O'*co-c orbital. 
The purpose of the research described in this chapter is to investigate the 
redox role of the active site Y residue in the Co-C bond activation in AdoCbl-
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dependent MCM and GLM mutases respectively. A variety of structural models 
while incorporating a varied degree of complexity associated with electronic 
structure calculations have been used to accomplish the research goals. 
2.2 Computational Details 
Three levels of sophistication with respect to theoretical framework as well 
as with regard to the structural models have been applied to elucidate the 
electronic properties of AdoCbl-Y complex. Specifically, first of all, the complex 
was investigated at OFT level of theory using realistic structural complexes of 
MCM and GLM mutases respectively. Since the diradical state of the complex 
can only approximately be described at a OFT level of theory, the analysis of 
AdoCbl-Y complex was also performed using multi-reference CASSCF 
wavefunction followed by second order multi-reference perturbation theory 
(QOPT2). In order to take enzymatic environment into consideration, QM/MM 
calculations were also carried out for the MCM enzyme. Finally, the effect of 
Y89F site-directed mutation of MCM enzyme on the electronic structure of the 
diradical state of the AdoCbl-Y complex was also probed . 
2.2.1 OFT calculations 
All the calculations reported in the present work have been carried out 
using the Gaussian03151 suite of programs for electronic structure and properties 
calculations. To investigate the significance of Y being in the immediate vicinity of 
AdoCbl , we have carried out OFT-based computations using the structural 
models mimicking the active sites of MCM (POB-code: 4REQ @ 2.2 A resolution) 
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and GLM (POB-code: 119C @ A resolution) mutases (Table 1; Figure 2) . The 
models have been constructed , first optimizing the structure of AdoCbl (simplified 
with respect to the side chains of corrin ring) and then placing the PhOH (an ideal 
structural mimick of the Y residue) in the locations consistent with the available 
crystallographic information (Figure 3) . Both neutral (PhOH) and deprotonated 
phenol (PhO-) were employed in the present theoretical investigation. BP86152 
and B3L yp152a,153_based OFT calculations have been performed assuming 
singlet electronic state, consistent with even number of total electrons, while 
allowing spin polarization between different molecular entities via unrestricted 
Figure 3. Structural models of GLM-(Ieft) and MCM-bound (right) AdoCbl--Y-
complexes. 
Kohn-Sham formalism. The 6-31 G(d) basis set (5d components) was used 
throughout the calculations. The use of BP86/6-31 G( d) 5d level of theory is 
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inspired by the fact that it constitutes an appropriate platform for addressing the 
structural , electronic and spectroscopic properties of the alkyl-cobalt(III) 
complexes. 82,91 -94, 154, 155, 156 
2.2.2 CASSCF/MC-XQDPT2 calculations 
Considering the fact that the diradical electronic state could only 
approximately be described using single-deterimantal wavefunction , CASSCF 
calculations followed by second-order perturbation theory were also applied to 
elucidate the electronic properties of AdoCbl-Y complex. Recently the modified 
version of quasi-degenerate perturbation theory with multiconfigurational self-
consistent-field reference function (QDPT2) 157 referred to as MC-XQDPT2 as 
implemented in the PC GAMESS/Firefly QC package,158 along with the SV(P) 
basis set was applied. In order to reduce the structural complexity of AdoCbl 
cofactor, Ado ligand was further simplified to -CH2CH3.82 
2.2.3 QM/MM Calculations 
The most complex and advanced calculations were carried out by taking 
into account the actual enzymatic environment of MCM enzyme where AdoCbl 
cofactor and Y89 residue were considered as a part of QM domain. Two different 
types of QM/MM calculations were performed with different QM and MM 
partitions. To prepare a structurally reasonable model for QM/MM calculations, 
we did initial model setting on the basis of the crystal structure (PDB-code: 4REQ 
@ 2.2 A resolution) of MCM--substrate complex. The protonation states of 
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titratable residues at pH 7.5 were determined with the Generalized-Born method. 
The enzyme model included ligands, water molecules, and amino acids 38-728 
of chain A, resulting in 12289 atoms in total. The system was heated and 
equilibrated at the CHARMM level of theory in three steps: (i) steepest descent 
optimization of the system, (ii) molecular dynamics (MD) for 15 ps heating from 
50 to 300 K, and (iii) equilibration for 400 ps at 300 K with a time step of 1 fs . 
During the MD simulation, the coordinates of the OM-region atoms and of heavy 
atoms beyond 20 A from the Co atom in the active site were kept fixed at the X-
ray coordinates. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain bonds involving H-
atoms. 
Figure 4. Active site view of MCM-bound AdoCbl cofactor (PDB-code: 4REO @ 
2.2 A resolution) . 
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Finally, the system was minimized with the adopted basis Newton-Raphson 
(ABNR) algorithm for 5000 steps. All calculations were carried out with Discovery 
Studio 2.0. The electronic structure of the AdoCbl-Y- complex was probed 
assuming OM matrix comprised of truncated coenzyme B12 with respect to the 
side chains, part of substrate along with R207, H610, E370 and Y89 residues 
while treating rest of the enzyme at the MM level of theory (Figure 4). The 
enzyme model, employed in the present investigation, comprised of residues 38-
78 of chain A, the AdoCbl cofactor, the truncated substrate, and the 
corresponding crystal water molecules closer to chain A, while the remaining 
flexible residues 3-37 of chain A, lying far from the cofactor and substrate were 
excluded from calculations. The effect of Y89F mutation was studied assuming 
Ado group, partial substrate along with Y89, R207, H244 and 0197 residues as 
the constituents of OM domain. BP86 functional was used to investigate the 
electronic properties of the AdoCbl-Y- complex while B3L YP was employed to 
analyze the effect of Y89F mutation. 
All OM/MM calculations were performed with the ChemShell 159 interface 
using TURBOMOLE16o for the DFT calculations along with CHARMM 161 force 
field. The basis set SV(P) (for all atoms) was used to carry out the geometry 
optimizations. The CHARMM force field running through the DL_POL Y program 
was used for the MM part of the system. A standard electronic embedding 
scheme was chosen: the fixed MM atomic charges were included into the one-
electron Hamiltonian of the OM calculations, and the OM/MM electrostatic 
interactions were evaluated from the OM electrostatic potential and the MM 
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atomic charges. No cutoffs were applied for the non-bonded MM and QM/MM 
interactions. We defined a region with 1308 and 1170 atoms to be fully optimized 
by including all the residues that have atoms within a distance of 10 A from the 
Co atom for the Co-C bond cleavage and from the substrate for the 
rearrangement process, respectively, while keeping the remaining atoms fixed. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 OFT Analysis of AdoCbl-Y Model Complexes 
To investigate the significance of Y being in the vicinity of AdoCbl, first of 
all, we carried out OFT computations at the BP86/6-31G(d) 50 level of theory 
considering the structural replica of the active sites of MCM and GLM enzymes 
respectively. The structural replicas were modeled, by optimizing the simplified 
AdoCbl cofactor and then placing the structural mimicks of Y motif (i.e., PhOH 
and PhO-) in positions consistent with available crystallographic data (Figure 2). 
OFT calculations were performed considering singlet electronic state while 
permitting spin polarization between different motives within the broken 
symmetry assumption. In structural models containing PhOH, the spin polarized 
solution couldn't be obtained while in the case of PhO- containing complexes 
(AdoCbl-PhO-), the spin polarized solution pertained to the lowest energy 
structure implying that the complex has a diradical character and should be 
better described as [AdoCbW--PhO·. This finding was further confirmed by using 
B3LYP functional (Tables A2 - A3), although numeric details were slightly 
different. The diradical character of the complex was further verified by 
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computing the triplet state and analyzing spin density pattern. Such spin 
polarization is indicative of the fact that the electronic configuration needed to 
describe AdoCbl-PhO- system (Figure 3) , may require multi-configurational wave 
function . Careful analysis of spin polarized results reveals that the oxidation of 
PhO- takes place and the complex has a diradical character. More precisely, the 
AdoCbl-PhO- complex is better described as a diradical species, [AdoCbW--PhO· 
consistent with an open-shell singlet electronic configuration. This analysis 
further proves that the presence of the Y- residue in the proximity of AdoCbl 
cofactor induces ET between the two units, thus forming a diradical state. The 
formation of diradical complex is highly sensitive with respect to the location as 
well as orientation of the Y residue. When the Y motif was placed in orientation 
consistent with X-ray data, spin density was found to be equally distributed 
Figure 5. Spin density distribution in the structural models of GLM-(Left Panel) 
and MCM-bound (Right Panel) AdoCbl-Y- complexes where blue and green 
colors represent alpha and beta spin densities respectively. 
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between the Y residue and AdoCbl (Tables A 1 - A2) but as the orientation of the 
Y motif was altered by means of rotation through different angles (but keeping 
the same location), we could not find the diradical state of the complex pointing 
that only a specific location and orientation of Y can induce the ET between the 
two motifs highlighting the enzyme specificity. To gain further insight, the 
isosurface spin density profiles were generated for structural models under 
consideration (Figure 5) . In both cases, an unpaired electron is localized on the Y 
component with spin density distribution in odd-alternant manner, a typical 
characteristic of Y·, while the other electron is transferred onto the AdoCbl where 
it is mainly delocalized on the corrin ligand. The latter case represents a 
distribution consistent with the n* corrin anion radical. 
Clearly, the presence of the PhO- within -7.5 A distance from AdoCbl 
alters its electronic structure and the cleavage of the enzyme-bound Co-C bond 
would be more in line with 1el-Red form of AdoCbl (i.e. [AdoCb/t-). Despite the 
potential relevance of the one-electron reduction of cofactor to the 812 
catalysis,86,89-9o the reductive activation mechanism has never been considered 
as a valid mechanism mainly because the redox chemistry of 8 12 cofactors is not 
accessible to the common biological reducing agents. 23,162 This argument is 
based on redox potentials obtained from electrochemical measurements in 
solution that cannot be directly applied to the enzyme-bound processes. 
Evidently interactions among the active site residues can appreciably alter the 
redox potential of the Y residue as well as that of the cofactor. For example, as 
has been found in case of PSII, the redox potentials of Y as well as that of P680+ 
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are appreciably tuned by the local protein invironment. 143 Indeed, as has been 
found here, the presence of the Y residue in the vicinity of AdoCbl might play the 
crucial role of a reducing agent causing the formation of n* corrin anion radical in 
AdoCbl-dependent mutases. To further elaborate this proposal, we have 
performed three series of calculations: (1) dissociation energy curve was 
computed for neutral cofactor (2) similar analysis was performed for [AdoCbW- in 
accordance with electrochemical measurements, and (3) energy curve was 
computed for AdoCbl in presence of PhO- . Last series of calculations were 
performed with an additional constraint imposed on the orientation of PhO- with 
respect to the Co centre in accordance with 119C structure. Figure 6 displays the 
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Figure 6. Co-C BDE curves for neutral AdoCbl , its 1-el-Red analogue (i.e ., 
[AdoCbl)"-) and AdoCbl-PhO- complex. 
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required to cleave Co-C bond homolytically is 31.9 kcallmol, in excellent 
agreement with experimental data of 31.5 ± 1.3 kcallmol. However, in case of 
[AdoCbW-, the Co-C BOE is significantly reduced due to involvement of two 
electronic states: initially a n* corrin state is formed with the extra electron 
delocalized over the corrin ligand, but as the Co-C bond is stretched (-2.50 A), 
the extra electron transfers to the O'*co-c state. The mechanism of reductive 
cleavage for AdoCbl follows closely what has recently been reported for 
MeCbI91 ,93-94 and its Pc analogue92 . Since the final cleavage involves a three 
electron bond (0')2 (0'*) 1, the Co-C BOE decreases to 18.0 kcallmol, implying 44% 
bond strength reduction. Interestingly, the dissociation energy curve for Co-C 
bond estimated in case of [AdoCbW--PhO· complex resembles very closely to 
that obtained for [AdoCbW-, and the BOE lowering essentially follows the same 
protocol. The presence of local enzyme environment near AdoCbl cofactor has 
resulted in -41 % lowering in the Co-C BOE which provides the logistic 
explanation why the formation of [AdoCbW- can be one of the key ingredients of 
catalytic effect affiliated with AdoCbl-dependent mutases. 
2.3.2 X-ray Structural Analysis of MCM and GLM Mutases 
up to now we have presented crystallographic details and computational 
evidences highlighting the critical importance of Y in the activation of Co-C bond 
in AdoCbl-dependent enzymes. According to OFT calculations, ET occurs only in 
case of PhO- (Figure 5), which makes the proton abstraction prerequisite for ET. 
Since the Y is present as a neutral residue inside the enzymes, it is reasonable 
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to postulate that upon substrate binding, the Y residue is deprotonated. The local 
environment around the active site provides important insight into how the 
deprotonation may take place (Figure 7). In case of MCM, Y89 residue lies in 
close proximity of substrate (i.e., MCA802) and a solvent HOH170 molecule, with 
the Y89 being at a distance of 2.60 A and 2.69 A, from the substrate and water 
molecule respectively. 56 The similar inspection of substrate-free crystal structure 
(PDB-code: 3REQ)56 implies that the distance between the Y residue and the 
nearby H364 residue is significantly large enough (i.e., 4.09 A) to discard the 
possibility of any H-bond formation using the phenolic proton of the Y residue 
(Figure 7c). This structural insight elucidates that the Y181 residue in case of 
GLM73b is at a distance of 3.38 A and 3.41 A from the substrate and the proximal 
histidine (H 150) respectively. Thus it is expected that deprotonation of Y occurs 
upon substrate binding which serves to complete the PT pathway thereby 
promoting ET to cofactor. It is therefore reasonable to further postulate that PT 
step is coupled to ET which can be termed PCET (Scheme 6). There are two 
experimental findings which lend further support to PCET mechanism in case of 
AdoCbl-dependent mutases: in case of MCM enzyme, the Y89F mutation has 
lead to decrease in catalytic activity by 3-4 orders of magnitude. 57 Although this 
has been interpreted as the loss of stabilizing interactions upon mutation, the 
replacement Y ~ F appears to be more consistent with decrease in the rate of 
ET as Y is a comparatively electron rich systems. This implies that Y acts as a 
redox center transferring an electron to the cofactor, instead of just stabilizing the 
radicals formed upon the homolysis of Co-C bond. The further evidences 
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supporting PCET proposal comes from another experimental study 163 where the 
sensitivity of MCM catalytic activity with respect to the substrate modification was 
addressed. It was observed that the slight modifications in the structure of the 
substrate lead to substantial decrease in the catalytic rate which also underlines 
the significance of substrate in the activation process. The key feature of present 
proposal is that the Y motif acts as an internal redox center which transfers an 
electron to the AdoCbl cofactor leading to the formation of n* corrin anion radical. 
Once the electron is transferred, the cleavage of the Co-C bond occurs from 
[AdoCbr- involving a three electron bond (cr)2(cr*) 1, thereby yielding Co 1+Cbx and 
Ado·. Although the Y· as well as C01+Cbx have never been observed during the 
experimental studies of AdoCbl-dependent enzymes, it does not rule out the 
possibility of the involvement of theY motif in the activation of Co-C bond. The 
lack of experimental Y· detection can be explained by the back electron transfer 
involving C01+Cbx and Y· i.e. C01+CbxlY· --) C02+CbxlY which is a 
thermodynamically feasible reaction because Co 1+Cbx is a powerful reducing 
agent which favors the ET to the Y·. Thus the experimentally observed species 
would be Co 1+Cbx instead of C02+Cbx. This type of ET reaction has chemical 
precedence in case of cobalamin-dependent MetH where C01+Cbx is oxidized to 





Figure 7. Close-up of the active site in AdoCbl-dependent mutases showing the 
location of Y residue relative to substrate and the corrin ring. (a) 4REQ crystal 
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Scheme 6. PCET-inspired mechanistic pathway for the activation of Co-C bond 
in AdoCbl-dependent mutases. 
2.3.3 CASSCF/MC-XQDPT2 Analysis of AdoCbl-Y- Complex 
OFT-based investigation of electronic properties of the structural mimicks 
of two mutases under mention pointed out that the presence of the Y- in the 
vicinity of the AdoCbl cofactor alters its electronic structure by transferring an 
electron to the cofactor that gets delocalized over the corrin ring . This 
observation is based on UHF-type spin polarized solution with a noticeable value 
of <S2> that could be used for quantifying the extent of diradical character of a 
complex. Spin density is found to be evenly distributed between corrin and the Y 
aromatic rings. However, from the electronic structure point of view, multi-
reference framework is required to describe the systems with diradical character 
as the open-shell singlet electronic configurations are only accurately captured 
using multi-reference wavefunctions. Since the Kohn-Sham formal ism, which is 
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the basis for all OFT-based methodologies, is restricted to single-reference 
framework, we decided to perform CASSCF type analysis of the structural 
complex which is considered to be a more accurate theoretical way of addressing 
diradical-based problems. 
In order to reduce the structural complexity, the Ado ligand of AdoCbl-
PhO- complex was further simplified to -CH2CH3 group. Different active spaces 
were tested and analyzed based on initial orbitals generated from 83L YP/SV(P) 
calculations. Previously reported CASSCF calculations for Co 1+Cbx39,4Q and 
corroles 164 have provided important clues regarding how to select an active 
space for addressing such problems. Final active space selected in such a way 
had 12 active electrons distributed among 12 active orbitals as shown in Figure 8. 
The active space comprised of two doubly occupied corrin n-orbitals, crCo-C, 3dxz , 
p orbital of tyrosine oxygen, and tyrosine n-orbital plus oxygen-centred p-orbital. 
The respective correlating orbitals were three orrin n*-orbitals , cr*co-c, 4dxz , and 
tyrosine n*-orbital. It is important to note that p orbital of tyrosine oxygen (lone 
pair) does not have correlating counterpart and thus corrin n*-orbital was 
selected. Using active space made-up of n spaces of Y as well as of corrin , our 
objective was to explore whether the formation of the diradical state is 
energetically feasible considering the close proximity between AdoCbl cofactor 
and the Y motif. However, performing CASSCF calculations that only accounted 
for the non-dynamical electron correlation was not enough and in addition 














Figure 8. Orbitals in the active space for the \}'dirad and \}'anionic wave functions. 
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the essence of problem in hand. This was accomplished via using second order 
mutli-reference perturbation theory based on CASSCF wavefunction 157 where the 
efficient MC-XOOPT2 scheme was applied to account for the dynamical 
correlations.158 To cover both anionic and diradical states we performed a series 
of state-average calculations (SA-CASSCF) testing different number of states. It 
is concluded that only three states are sufficient to describe the problem. Taking 
into account the fact that structure was taken from OFT calculation of the 
previous section and further truncation with respect to Ado group was applied, 
we also tested geometrical changes and their influence on final results. Since it 
has already been established that the displacement of axial base might have 
important influence on 1t* corrin anion radical, we probed the energy dependence 
as a function of Co-Nax coordinate. As shown in Figure 9, all three states showed 
monotonic changes and the minima of energy occurred at Co-Nax -2.3 A. 
The results based on CASSCF/MC-XOOPT2 calculations are fully 
consistent with conclusions derived from OFT analysis. Indeed, the lowest 
electronic state of the structural complex is found to be the diradical state i.e., 
[AdoCbr--PhO· while the anionic state is observed to be energetically 5.3 
kcal/mol higher than the diradical state. The third electronic state probed in the 
current analysis also has diradical character but it is mainly due to excitation from 
the p orbital of tyrosyl oxygen to 1t-orbital of corrin . This state lies energetically 
much higher than the anionic state. It should be pointed out that energy 
differences between anionic and diradical states has only semi-quantitative 
meaning because the calculations are carried out using the geometry that was 
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optimized at OFT level of theory only. Taking into account the fact that neutral 
charges were not shielded by surrounding environment, the energy difference 
was most likely overestimated . However it serves as a proof of concept because 
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Figure 9. Oiradical and anionic states of AdoCbl-PhO- complex computed along 
the Co-Nax coordinate at CASSCF/MP2 level of theory. 
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2.3.4 QM/MM Analysis of MCM-bound AdoCbl-Y- Complex 
up to this point, OFT and CASSCF/MC-XOOPT2 calculations were carried 
out for the isolated complexes in gas phase without the explicit inclusion of 
enzyme environment. Such models might artificially stabilize the diradical state 
and could give rise to anionic state due to the improperly balanced charges by 
the surrounding environment. To provide a more realistic description and to 
elucidate the energetic of the MCM-bound AdoCbl-Y- complex, we performed 
OM/MM calculations using the 4REO crystal structure. It is important to recall 
that truncated AdoCbl with respect to the side chains, part of substrate together 
with R207, H610, E370 and Y89 residues were included in the OM part (Figure 
4) while rest of the enzyme was treated at MM level. Several groups81,84,85 have 
applied OM/MM framework to model the catalytic activity of AdoCbl-dependent 
enzymes but Y89 residue hasn't been considered as a part of OM region in any 
of these studies. Morokuma and co-workers85 investigated the origin of catalysis 
in MCM enzyme where they considered several models to mimick the OM 
domain in terms of structural complexity but our present OM/MM set up 
containing Y89 residue is the largest model to be investigated till date. 
Employing such a large OM region, structural analysis of the AdoCbl-Y 
complex was first carried out assuming the Y residue (Figure 10a). Of particular 
interest is the network of H-bonds around the Y residue and substrate with 
possible interaction exerted by the side chain of the AdoCbl cofactor. Although 
these chains were treated at the MM level of theory, yet the interactions involving 
these chains are nicely captured in the present study. The phenoxyl proton of 
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V89 is directed towards the -COO- group of substrate and the VOH··-OOC-
optimized distance of 1.55 A is relatively short. In addition, the -OH group of V89 
residue is involved in another H-bond with a solvent molecule (HOH170), present 
at a distance of 1.94 A. The solvent molecule is also engaged in H-bond 
formation with the side chains of AdoCbl lying at 2.12 and 2.15 A distances 
respectively. Thus the local environment around the V motive (V89) shows a 
network of H-bonds which might be important for efficient PT in order to facilitate 
ET process. Since objective of the present study is to explore the feasibility of 
tyrosine residue being oxidized, y- ~ V·, and of the AdoCbl cofactor being 
reduced (Scheme 6), we also optimized the anionic AdoCbl-V- state. The 
deprotonation of the V residue doesn't lead to the structural alternations as 
shown in Figure 10b. Using the anionic wavefunction, the triplet state calculations 
on AdoCbl-V- were performed in order to generate an initial guess for probing the 
diradical state of the complex. Based on the triplet MOs the singlet state 
calculations on AdoCbl-V~ were performed while allowing spin polarization that 
could be used to describe diradical character of a given system. It is found that 
the optimized structure has wavefunction with <S2> = 0.30 and the identity of the 
diradical state is further verified by the inspection of spin profiles. The spin 
density distribution of MCM-bound [AdoCbW--V· is very similar to that calculated 
for the structural replica of active site of MCM in gas phase (see Sections 2.3.1 
and 2.3.3). 
Figure 10c displays QM/MM optimized structure of diradical analogue, 
showing that no significant differences in terms of key structural parameters are 
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Figure 10. The active site for the reactant complex in different states. (a) AdoCbl-
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Figure 11 . Anionic and diradical states of MCM-bound AdoCbl-Y complex as a 
function of the Co-Nax(H61 0) bond distance. 
noticed among them. In particular, the length of the Co-C bond is found to be 
2.02 A while the Co-N(H610) axial coordinate is 2.21 A long. However it's 
important to notice that the distance between Y89 and the side chain of the 
AdoCbl cofactor in case of diradical complex is short enough (2.73 A) to allow the 
efficient overlap required for the ET. The QM/MM optimized Co-N(H610) distance 
is observed to be noticeably shorter than that (2.47 A) reported for 4REQ 
structure. Thus we performed two additional series of calculations where both the 
anionic and diradical states were optimized with energy being evaluated along 
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the Co-N(H610) coordinate. The minimum energy of the anionic state was used 
as a reference and energetic changes were plotted as a function of the Co-
N(H610) distance (Figure 11). The energetic difference between the two states is 
found to be 0.53 kcal/mol implying that the energy gap between the two states in 
the presence of enzyme is significantly reduced; however, the diradical state is 
still dthe lowest electronic state of the system. Thus, the results of QM/MM 
analysis are in agreement with what is previously concluded for isolated 
complexes based on the gas phase calculations. 
2.3.5 QM/MM Analysis of Y89F Mutation upon the Initial 
Step of 8 12 Catalysis 
There have been several reports documented in literature where the effect 
of mutation of Y89 residue57 as well as a few others 165-166 near the corrin of MCM 
enzyme has been investigated. In particular, the crystal structure of Y89F mutant 
(PDB-code: 5REQ)58 has been reported for mutant that is found to be essentially 
superimposable with that of wild-type, implying that the loss of the phenolic 
hydroxyl group has a minor impact on the structural properties, in particular on 
the active site environment of the coenzyme B12. Interestingly, however, when 
the effect of mutation on the homolysis of the Co-C bond is studied, it has been 
found that -103 to 104 of the total 1012 -fold acceleration of the homolysis rate 
might be derived from the contribution of a single Y89 residue. 57 
There are several possible explanations why the Y89F mutation might 
lead to a drop in catalytic activity. In the light of the present calculations, Y89 
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plays a critical role in the activation of the Co-C bond because the Y motive 
serves as an internal redox center and mutation alters its redox capacity. Similar 
types of mutation studies have been reported in the case of flavin enzymes 167 
where it has been found that the Y98F mutation increases the mid-potential of 
redox couple due to the relatively lesser electron donating ability of the F residue. 
We think that a similar situation is being encountered in the MCM enzyme where 
the ET from the F (in the mutant enzyme) to the cofactor becomes comparatively 
difficult resulting in the rate reduction of four-orders of magnitude. In the case of 
human monoamine oxidase,168 the site-specific mutation analysis has been used 
to probe the functional implications of tyrosine motif that also presents a quite 
similar picture: upon the Y 435F replacement, the catalytic activity is hampered by 
one-fourth of its actual value (in case of wild-type enzyme) with no structural 
alterations being noticed in the active site architecture. Similarly Y430F 
substitution of one of the component of the aromatic cage in murine polyamine 
oxidase 169 has resulted in the reduced catalytic activity as compared to the wild-
type. 
However, there are some other possibilities that might cause reduction in 
the catalytic activity upon Y89F mutation. Some of them have been related to the 
Co-C post cleavage intermediates as well as substrate radical rearrangement 
step,57,58 i.e. catalytic step where substrate radical, i.e., C02+Cbx + AdoCH 3 + 
Sub-, has already been formed. To provide deeper understanding of the Y89F 
mutation, we performed QM/MM calculations in which energy/structure 
relationship between Sub- of MCM and corresponding TS was performed for 
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wild-type as well as for the Y89F mutant. The OM/MM set up was different than 
in the previous calculations. The OM part in addition to the Y89 includes the 
AdoCH 3, part of substrate along with R207, H244 and 0197 residues. Taking into 
account that only reactions between organic residues were analyzed, B3L YP 
functional was used to describe the energetic of TS as this hybrid functional is 
considered to be the most appropriate for modeling the organic reactions. Figure 
12 summarized the main results of Y89F OM/MM calculations. Overall, the Y89F 
mutation doesn't lead to noticeable structural changes as could be judged from 
the OM/MM optimized structural parameters. The energy of radical 
rearrangement is predicted to be at 6.0 kcal/mol for wild-type and slightly higher 
(9.6 kcal/mol) for the Y89F mutant. The results of present investigation are in 
good agreement with the previously published by Loferer et aI., 170 though some 
minor differences are worth to notice. For example, in our optimized structure the 
H244 residue shares an H-bond between 0197 and the substrate thus 
supporting partial protonation of the C=O group (Figure 13). 
Several important observations could be drawn from the current OM/MM 
calculations regarding the involvement of Y89 in the catalytic process. Overall, 
the Y89F mutation has minor influence on the radical rearrangement from 
energetic as well as structural standpoint. Any significant extent of H-bond 
between the Y residue and substrate has been found to have small influence on 
the radical rearrangement step. For example, before the rearrangement could 
actually take place, H-bond between the -OH group of Y89 residue and 
substrate is 1.55 A long while in TS, this bond length changes to 1.62 A. 
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Computational study predicts that the Y89F mutation has hardly any impact the 
flexibility of the bound substrate. Loss of the H-bond doesn't change orientation 
of the substrate because the -COO- group of substrate is engaged in additional 
electrostatic interaction via a two-pronged H-bonding contact with R207. Upon 
mutation these anchor type H-bond distances changes from 1.73 and 1.91 A to 
1.69 and 1.81 A, respectively. Loss of the H-bonding interaction is predicted to 
increase the isomerization barrier from methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA only 
by 3.6 kcal/mol. The interaction between the Y89 residue and Ado moiety is 
essentially negligible as could be judged from QM/MM optimized structure 
(Figure 13) and therefore any implications that Y might have in stabilizing the 
Ado·57 have no structural justification. This is against the hypothesis that Y89 
could function as a molecular wedge labilizing the Co-C bond. 58 This argument 
was derived from the crystallographic data, which revealed that substrate-driven 
barrel closure results in a large translational motion of this residue leading to the 
rupture of the adenine moiety and steric crowding above the corrin ring. This is 
very hard to reconcile considering the fact that the Ado ligand has not been 
accurately resolved in the case of MCM enzyme. In summary, the Y89 motif has 
minor influence on the cleavage step or in stabilizing the Ado· which implies that 
this motif must be involved in the activation step via some different mechanism. 
2.4 Conclusions 
In the present theoretical study, the energetics of AdoCbl-Y- complex has 
been extensively investigated at various levels of theory (OFT, CASSCF/MC-
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(a) (d) 
SR 0.0 kcal /mol SR 0.0 kcallmol 
(b) (e) 
TS 6.0 kcal /mol TS 9.6 kcallmol 
(c) (f) 
PR - 11.7 kcallmol PR -6.1 kcallmol 
Figure 12. Key species involved in methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA radical 
rearrangement (as catalyzed by MCM enzyme) corresponding to wild-type (a) -
(c) and Y89F mutant (d) - (f) , respectively. The Ado group has not been shown 




Figure 13. Close-up of QM/MM optimized MCM enzyme showing the location of 
the Y89 residue relative to the Ado moiety (a) before the Co-C bond cleavage, 
and (b) after Co-C bond cleavage and H-atom abstraction. 
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XQDPT2 and QM/MM) incorporating a varied degree of structural complexity. 
The QM/MM computations have been carried out for MCM enzyme with the Y89 
residue being considered in the QM domain thereby making it a very first study 
where the role of the Y motif has been rigorously discussed in the context of 
AdoCbl-dependent enzyme catalysis. According to the computational results 
obtained (irrespective of the theoretical approach used), the diradical state i.e. 
[AdoCbW--Y· instead of AdoCbl-Y- has been found to be the lowest electronic 
state of the complex providing convincing evidence that ET can take place from 
the Y residue to the AdoCbl cofactor. 
The involvement of [AdoCbW- may have important consequence with 
regard to the cleavage of the Co-C bond in AdoCbl-dependent enzyme. It has 
been found that the electrochemical reduction of a 8 12 cofactor weakens the Co-
C bond. 86,89-9o However, it has been argued that the species like [AdoCbW- can't 
be involved in the AdoCbl-dependent enzyme catalysis,23,162 due to the very 
negative redox potentials of 8 12 cofactors. It was reasoned that even the 
presence of a relatively strong reducing agent, such as a Fe-S cluster, can't 
facilitate the outer-sphere ET for reducing the 8 12 cofactors. However, in the light 
of the present study as well as our increased understanding of redox processes 
inside enzymes, several arguments can be presented that speak against 
conclusions made during the earlier studies23,162. First of all, the redox potentials 
are usually computed employing the solution-based electrochemistry where two 
relevant redox components are considered to be infinitely separated. Certainly, 
this is not the situation being encountered inside the enzymes where several 
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types of interactions are taking place among the various entities, thereby 
invalidating the use of solution-based electrochemistry with reference to 
enzymatic processes. Thus the redox potentials derived from electrochemistry 
can provide some clue but can't be taken literarily to model enzymatic reaction. 
For example, in the case of SODs, it has been found that a single Gin residue 
plays a critical role of redox switch by inducing a redox tuning of -1V range. 96 
Even certain enzymatic processes can't take place if the redox potentials (from in 
vitro data) are taken into consideration. The best example is PS-II where the 
involvement of the Y residue in charge separation process is generally 
accepted. 143 However, the detailed thermodynamic studl7 showed that the 
redox potential of the YN· was far above that of P680 literally negating the 
possibility of electron transfer from Yz to P680 motif, but indeed the charge 
transfer occurs inside the enzyme where the electrostatic interactions such as 
dielectric effect and H-bond network playa key role of redox switch thereby 
altering the redox potentials of Yz and P680 in order to make this charge 
separation process feasible. These theoretical studies reflect that the redox 
potentials of the active site residues are drastically modified when the enzymatic 
interactions are taken into consideration highlighting the existence as well as the 
significance of strong communication prevalent among the various motifs. 
Secondly, a strong reducing agent is not always required to facilitate the outer-
sphere ET as the active site residues can also induce such ET via PCET route. 
PCET is thermochemically more favorable than processes involving the stepwise 
ET and PT often by 2: 1 eV. In the present study, it is thus proposed that the 
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presence of the active site Y residue plays a critical role of redox centre and can 
facilitate ET to the cofactor via PCET which may have implications in explaining 
the origin of catalysis in B12-dependent mutases. 
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CHAPTER III 
EFFECT OF REDUCED ADENOSYLCOBALAMIN COFACTOR 
UPON THE Co-C BOND CLEAVAGE AND SUBSEQUENT 
HYDROGEN ATOM ABSTRACTION FROM THE SUBSTRATE 
3.1 Introduction 
The origin of the enormous catalytic efficiency of the enzymes employing 
AdoCbl is of significant bioinorganic interest.1-19 The AdoCbl-dependent catalysis 
is initiated by the homolytic cleavage of the Co-C5' bond leading to the formation 
of Ado· and Co2+Cbx that is coupled with subsequent H-atom abstraction from 
the substrate. 171 Precisely how the Co-C5' bond is activated and what 
mechanism is responsible for the observed-12 orders of magnitude enzymatic 
rate enhancemene2 remains poorly understood. We recently proposed172-173 that 
the active site tyrosine residue (e.g.,Y89 residue in case of MCM enzyme) plays 
a critical role in the activation of Co-C5' bond in the case of B12-dependent 
mutases where the binding of the substrate induces the formation of 1 el-Red 
form of AdoCbl cofactor (i.e. [AdoCbW-). The initial step of the proposed 
mechanism involves the PT coupled with the ET via PCET (Scheme 6), which 
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can be summarized as follows: 
AdoCbl + YOH + XCOO- ~ [AdoCbW- + YO· + XCOOH (1) 
The process is initiated by the PT which is an energetically uphill reaction. 
Although the catalytic step described by Eqn. (1) is thermoneutral, as revealed by 
DFT model calculations, there is an overall energy barrier for the initial PCET 
step. Due to nonadiabatic nature of the reaction, it is difficult to quantify the 
energy requirements for [AdoCbW- formation. Considering there is an energy 
barrier associated with the PT and ET steps, it is expected that the energetic 
requirement would be lower when the PT and ET steps will occur in a concerted 
fashion, because the PCET pathway avoids the generation of charged 
intermediates minimizing the energetic demand of the reaction. 
It should be noted that the reduction potentials of 8 12 cofactors lie in the 
range of -1.31 to -1.60 V vs SCE.86,87,88-90 Specifically, the reduction potential of 
MeCbl in the dimethylformamide (DMF):propanol solvent mixture has been 
estimated to be -1.47 to -1.60 V vs SCE, 86,89-90 while the reduction potential of 
AdoCbl in DMF:propanol mixture (-1.31 V vs SCE)89 has been found to be 
relatively positive. Though the reduction potentials of isolated 8 12 cofactors are 
significantly more negative than that of the tyrosine residue (+0.51 to +0.76 V vs 
SCE),174 but it should be noted that the redox potential of an enzyme-bound 
cofactor can be significantly tuned by the various interactions operative inside the 
enzymes.96-103 Our recent QM/MM computations also 173 suggest that the 
enzyme-bound 8 12 cofactor can be reduced if a deprotonated tyrosine residue is 
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present in its vicinity. This implies that the redox chemistry of the AdoCbl-Y-
complex is significantly altered by the enzymatic environment and consequently, 
the diradical state i.e. [AdoCbW--Y· (instead of AdoCbl-Y-) becomes the lowest 
electronic state of the complex. 
The main objective of the research detailed in this chapter is to further elaborate 
this proposal and provide energetic implications regarding the involvement of the 
[AdoCbW- radical anion in the initial step of AdoCbl-dependent enzymatic 
catalysis that involves Co-C5' bond scission and subsequent H-atom abstraction 
from the substrate. 
3.2 Computational Details 
All the OFT calculations were performed using Gaussian03151 suite of 
programs for electronic structure and properties calculations. To mimick the Co-
C5' bond cleavage and subsequent H-atom abstraction from the substrate, the 
AdoCbl cofactor and the substrate were modeled by the simplified RibCbl where 
all the corrin amide side chains were substituted by H's, and the propanaldehyde 
respectively. To model the base-on forms of the AdoCbl cofactor, the 1m was 
used as the axial base. The BP86/6-31 G( d) 5d level of theory was used in all the 
computations considering its well-established usefulness in reproducing the 
structural, electronic and spectroscopic features of B12 corrinoids. 82,91-94,154,155,156 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Co-C5' Bond Cleavage in RibCbl 
In order to quantify the catalytic effect gained by the one-electron 
reduction of the cofactor, as a first step, the cleavage of Co-C5' bond was 
studied in the positively charged AdoCbl model represented by (Im-[Colll(corrin)]-
Rib+; Figure 14) and its 1el-Red analogue where 1m and ribosyl (Rib) were 
modeled as the lower and the upper axial ligands respectively. The Co-C5' bond 
cleavage was computationally investigated at the BP86 /6-31 G(d) (5d) level of 
theory as this level of theory has been found to reproduce the structural aspects 
of B12 cofactors and their electronic properties to a reliable degree of 
Figure 14. BP86-optimized structures of Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ (left) , Im-
[Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib (middle) and [Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib (right) . 
accuracy.154,155,156 The bond dissociation energy (BDE) for Co-C5' homolytic 
cleavage in the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ model has been calculated to be 37.2 
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kcal/mol,82 that is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 31.5 ± 
1.3 kcal/mol26-29 estimated for AdoCbl cofactor. 
Addition of an electron to AdoCbl cofactor initially lead to the formation of 
7t*corrin anion radical, that was modeled as Im-[Colll(corrine)]-Rib. Presence of an 
electron delocalized over the corrin ring had relatively small influence on the axial 
bond lengths as they were only slightly different from those in the Im-
[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ model (Figure 14). In order to illustrate the impact of one-
electron reduction, the cleavage was studied in the 1m-on and 1m-off forms of the 
reduced cofactor where the axial bonds were repeatedly elongated and the 
geometry was reoptimized at each point. The previous theoretical studies91 -92 
suggest that the cleavage of the Co-C5' bond in the 1 el-Red B12 cofactor models 
demands prior displacement of the axial base. The energy required for detaching 
OBI base from the neutral MeCbl in the aqueous solution has been 
experimentally estimated to be 6.5 - 7.6 kcal/mol. 175 However, the axial N-
methylimidazole dissociation energy from the MeCbi(N-lmt in the aqueous and 
ethylene glycol solution has been found to be 3.1 kcal/mol and 6.9 kcal/mol 
respectively. 176 A recent computational study quantified the energetic of the axial 
1m base detachment in the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Me+ and the Im-[Colll(corrine)]-Me 
forms of MeCbl wherein the truncated cofactor models were employed. 91 It was 
concluded that the solvation effect has to be included in order to obtain results 
comparable with the experimental data. The 1m detachment energy in the Im-
[Co11I(corrin)]-Me+ model was estimated to be 9.4 kcal/mol in the water solvent 
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which was lowered by -58.5 % in the 1el-Red form (i.e., Im-[Co"l(corrine)]-Me; 3.9 
kca/lmol). 
Herein we also computed the axial 1m detachment energy for the 
positively charged Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ model and its 1el-Red analogue (i.e., Im-
[Co11I(corrine)]-Rib) in the gas phase as well as in the PCM-based water solvent (£ 
= 78), respectively. Two different approaches were used to calculate the 
detachment energy: (i) the completely dissociated state was considered i.e., Im-
[Co11I(corrin)]-Rib+ - 1m + [Colll(corrin)]-Rib+, and (ii) the axial 1m base was 
repeatedly stretched for attaining the dissociated state. The approach (ii) was 
only explored for the Im-[Colll(corrine)]-Rib analogue. Following approach (i), the 
computed 1m detachment energy for the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ (14.4 kca/lmol (gas 
phase); 8.7 kca/lmol (water)) 
Table 2 
Thermodynamic Data for Axial Imidazole Ligand Dissociation B 
Thermodynamic Quantity Dissociation Reaction [kcal/mol] 
Im-[CoIIl( corrin)]-Rib + ~ Im-[CoIIl( corrinO)]-Rib ~ 
1m + CoIIl(corrin)]-Rib+ 1m + [CoIIl(corrinO)]-Rib 
~Eb 14.4 7.6 
ZPE Term 1.5 1.1 
~E(PCMt 8.7 4.6 
~Hd 30.1 23.1 
~Sd 44.6 40.0 
~Gd 16.8 11.2 
a u c Calculated uSing the BP86/6-31G(d) level of theory. ZPE corrected. The energetics for PCM 
model with dielectric constant for water as a solvent. d The thermodynamic data were calculated 
assuming ideal gas law validity. 
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was reduced by - 55 % in the Im-[Co"l(corrine)]-Rib (7.6 kcal/mol (gas phase) ; 
4.6 kcallmol (water) (see Table 2 for details) . This implied that the one-electron 
reduction favors the axial base detachment in the B12 cofactors. The energy 
required to detach the axial 1m base from the Im-[Co"1(corrine)]-Rib model was 
also computed by repeatedly stretching the CO-Nlm bond . The dissociated state 
(i .e., 1m + [Co1 I(corrine)]-Rib) was found to be reached at a CO-Nlm bond distance 
of 3.00 A that corresponded to the 1m detachment energy of 6.7 kcallmol in gas 
phase and 5.3 kcallmol in the aqueous solution , respectively. Considering that 
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Figure 15. Estimation of the axial 1m base detachment energy in the 1 el-Red Im-
[C011I ( corrine)]-Rib. 
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mutases,49,50,56,62,140,141 the activation of the enzyme-bound Co-C5' bond might 
also be occurring from the 1el-Red cofactor. Taking into account that the 
reductive cleavage of Co-C5' demands prior displacement of the axial 1m base, 
the Co-C5' BDE for the 1 el-Red cofactor was evaluated as the sum of energies 
associated with the axial 1m base displacement, i.e., 7.6 kcal/mol and the 
dissociation reaction [Co11I(corrin-)]-Rib ~ [Co1(corrin)] + -Rib i.e.,19.0 kcal/mol. 
The energy of the dissociation reaction is equivalent to the BDE of Co-C5' bond 
in the 1m-off [Co11I(corrin-)]-Rib (19.0 kcal/mol) which was lowered by -48.9% as 
compared to the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ model. The effective Co-C5' BDE in the 
Im-[Colll(corrin-)]-Rib thus came out to be 26.6 kcal/mol which indicated -28.5% 
bond strength reduction in comparison to the positively charged Im-[Colll(corrin)]-
Rib+. The Co-C5' BDE in the [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib as well as in the Im-[Colll(corrin-)]-
Rib was also calculated by the systematic elongation of the Co-C5' and the (Co-
C5' and CO-Nlm) bonds respectively (Figure 15). The significant lowering of Co-
C5' BDE calculated with the 1 el-Red analogues was due to involvement of the 
two electronic states in the cleavage event: initially a n* corrin anion radical state 
was formed with the added electron de localized over the equatorial corrin ligand. 
As the Co-C5' bond was stretched to -2.35 A, the electron relocated into the 
0*co-C5' state and the final cleavage involved three electron bond (0)2(0*)1 (Figure 
16b). The reductive cleavage mechanism of Co-C5' bond in Im-[Colll(corrin-)]-Rib 
is in line with what has recently been suggested for MeCbl91 and Pc-based 
analogue92 as well as for the MetH-bound MeCb194. Especially in the case of 
MetH enzyme, the QM/MM computations94 illustrated that the Hcy substrate can 
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reduce the cofactor that can potentially explain the considerable amount of 
catalytic effect associated with the MetH enzyme. The relevant electronic states 
and the spin density profiles associated with the corrin ring and the axial 
fragment (Co and C5' motives) of Im-[Co11I(corrine)]-Rib are summarized in 
Figures 16 and 17. As could be observed, the reductive Co-C5' bond cleavage 
occurred only when both the axial bonds were stretched to represent the blue 
region which in turn corresponded to the situation when the added electron was 
localized in the axial Co-C5' bond (i.e., O*CO-C5' orbital). Initially when the Co-C5' 
bond was short « 2.35 A), the added electron was completely delocalized onto 
the corrin ring and the elongation of CO-Nlm bond had no effect on the spin 
density distribution. As the Co-C5' bond was further lengthened, the CO-Nlm bond 
started influencing the spin density distribution. For shorter CO-Nlm bond (i.e.,< 
2.25 A), the spin density was mainly centered between the corrin ring and Co 
atom, but as the CO-Nlm bond was stretched beyond 2.25 A, the whole spin was 
migrated into the O*CO-C5' orbital. Since further elongation of the the CO-Nlm bond 
had no noticeable impact upon the electronic states and the spin density 
distributions, the CO-Nlm bond was only lengthened up to 2.60 A. This implied 
that the elongated axial base is required to induce an efficient Co-C5' bond 
cleavage in the Im-[Colll(corrine)]-Rib cofactor. This is consistent with the 
electrochemical reduction studies in solution,86-90 pointing out that the axial base 
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Figure 16. Three dimensional scan of the lowest electronic state (upper pane~ 
involved in the Co-C5' Bond Cleavage in the 1el-Red Im-[Colll(corrine)]-Rib 
cofactor and (Lower Panel) two dimensional scan of the two lowest electronic 
states (lower pane~ involved in the reductive cleavage of Co-C5' Bond in the Im-
off [Co11I(corrine)]-Rib. The ol ive circles correspond to the points of interpolation. 
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Figure 17. Spin density surfaces of the corrin ring (top) , Co (middle) and C5' 
(bottom) moieties in the 1el-Red Im-[Colll (corrin-)]-Rib. 
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3.3.2 Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate Analysis of Co-C Bond 
Cleavage and Subsequent H-atom Abstraction 
As a next step, the reaction consisting of Co-C5' bond cleavage and 
subsequent H-atom abstraction was studied employing the 1 el-Red 1m-off 
structural model i.e. , [Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib . To model the substrate, a structural 
replicate CH3-CHH-CHO was used where H represents the H-atom that was 
abstracted by the cofactor during the course of reaction . The initial geometry of 
the TS was constructed on the basis of the optimized structure of [Co11I(corrinO)]-
Rib as well as using the previously reported TS82 involving the positively charged 
Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ model. The substrate was placed near the C5' atom of the 
[Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib for direct H-atom abstraction and a series of constrained 
optimizations were carried out followed by full optimization at the final stage. The 
location of the TS was confirmed by frequency calculations. It should also be 
noted that an attempt was made to probe the TS involving 1m-on form of 1 el-Red 
cofactor (i.e., Im-[Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib) , but such a search was proved to be 
unsuccessful as it always involved the detachment of the axial 1m ligand prior to 
the cleavage of Co-C5' bond . For that reason , the TS structure of the reaction 
involving Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ was compared with that of the 1m-off 
[Co11I(corrinO)]-Rib mediated reaction. Such a comparative analysis would offer 
insight as to how .differently the catalytic step consisting of Co-C5' bond cleavage 
and subsequent H-abstraction would be executed if the 1 el-Red cofactor is taken 
into consideration. 
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The analysis of the TS structure furnished useful mechanistic details of the 
catalytic reaction. Figure 18 displays the TS involving Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ that 
primarily serves as a reference for the TS where the H-atom transfer is mediated 
by [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib. A single imaginary frequency of 81 Oi cm-1 was found for the 
TS mediated by 1el-Red 1m-off [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib in comparison to 905i cm-1 
predicted for the TS involving Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+. The TS structure in both 
cases displayed a reaction coordinate on catalytic path that represented 
Figure 18. Close-ups of the transition state structures along with selected bond 
lengths (A) representing homolytic Co-C5' bond cleavage concerted with H-atom 
abstraction for the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+ (left) and [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib (right), 
respectively. 
a stretched Co-C5' bond along with the partially linked H-atom between the Csub 
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Figure 19, Energy profiles of the Co-C5' bond cleavage and subsequent H-
abstraction, The upper panel corresponds to the IRC paths (not ZPE-corrected) 
for the concerted reaction of the Co-C5' bond cleavage and H-atom abstraction 
involving the Im-[Co"l(corrin)]-Rib+ (violet) and its reduced analogue (olive). The 
distance along the IRC (s) is given in mass-scaled units and the TS is located at 
s=O. The lower panel shows the relative energies (ZPE-corrected) of the involved 
TSs and products. 
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structure involving the 1el-Red [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib was 2.97 A long that was 
identical to the one (2.99 A) noticed in a synthetic analogue of coenzyme 
8 12. 177,178 The H-Csub bond was only slightly lengthened from 1.11 A to 1.27 A, 
while the C5'-H bond was still long i.e. , 1.55 A implying that the T8 occurred late 
with respect to the Co-C5' coordinate while it appeared early with reference to H-
atom transfer. In both the reactions, the homolytic cleavage of the Co-C5' bond 
and the subsequent H-atom abstraction was concerted. This was verified by the 
IRC calculations showing only single energy maximum connecting reactants and 
products (Figure 19). 
The main finding of this computational investigation was the quantification 
of the significant amount of stabilization gained by the T8 when the 1 el-Red form 
is taken into consideration . Clearly, the energetic demand of the reaction was 
drastically reduced when the concerted reaction involved 1 el-Red form of AdoCbl 
cofactor. The activation energy barrier of the reaction mediated by the 1m-off 
[Colll(corrin-)]-Rib , was found to be 15.0 kcal/mol (ZPE-corrected) that was 
lowered by approximately 50% in comparison to the reaction involving the Im-
[Co11I(corrin)]-Rib+ (energy barrier = 33.0 kcal/mol) (Figure 19). It is also important 
to mention that the concerted reaction involving the 1 el-Red analogue could only 
be studied with the 1m-off form, i.e., [Colll(corrin-)]-Rib, as the 1m base was 
always detached during the T8 search. This implied that the computed activation 
energy barrier for the reductive pathway had to be corrected by adding the axial 
1m detachment energy (i.e., 7.6 kcal/mol). The effective activation barrier for the 
reaction was thus calculated to be 22.6 kcal/mol which reflected 31.5% energy 
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lowering in comparison to the reaction mediated by the Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+. 
However, the energetic demand for the axial base elongation inside the enzyme 
environment is noticeably lower as has been shown by QM/MM calculations 179 
implying that the catalytic effect of one-electron reduction in the enzyme-bound 
cofactor would be significantly higher than in model complexes. This could be of 
relevance for the enzyme catalysis that involves a rate enhancement of 12 orders 
of magnitude as compared to the uncatalyzed reaction in solution22 . It should be 
noted that the reaction mediated by the [Co11I(corrine)]-Rib is endothermic by 3.9 
kcallmol. The concerted nature of the reaction mechanism, as revealed by the 
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Figure 20. Spin density profiles of key entities along the Co-C5' stretching 
coordinate involved in the concerted reaction . 
suggestive of the fact that the H-atom abstraction step is coupled with the 
homolytic cleavage of the Co-C5' bond.47 The calculations exploring the 1el-Red 
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analogue of AdoCbl cofactor represented by Im-[Co11I (corrine)]-Rib suggest that 
the axial 1m base must be detached or Co-Nlm bond distance significantly 
elongated in order to induce an efficient reductive cleavage of Co-C5' bond. 
Considering that the lengthened Co-Naxial bond has been observed during the X-
ray crystal structure studies of B12-mutases namely MCM56 and GLM51b, the 
reductive mode of Co-C5' bond cleavage might also be operational inside these 
enzymes. 
The analysis of the spin density profiles of the key entities along the Co-
C5' bond (Figure 20) offers further insight into the molecular details of the 
reaction . The corrin macrocycle in the reaction mediated by the [Col ll (corrine)]-Rib 
behaved as a non-innocent ligand . Initially, when an electron was added to the 
cofactor, it was entirely localized on the corrin ring . As the Co-C5' bond was 
stretched to - 2.35 A, the added electron density was completely relocated into 
the axial bond , represented by a *Co-C5' orbita l. Now Co centre had spin density of 
0.7, acquiring COli like character, while C5' had spin of 0.35. In order to initiate 
the H-atom transfer from the Csub, C5' spin had to be further amplified. As the Co-
C5' bond was stretched to -2.90 A, the spin density on C5' reached 0.65 values 
that enhanced its ability to abstract the H-atom from the substrate. This was also 
reflected in terms of the partial stretching of Csub-H bond that lead to the spin 
build-up on Csub (-0.2). At a Co-C5' bond length of 2.97 A corresponding to the 
TS, the H-atom was partially transferred to the C5' atom as could be gauged 
from the spin density values of C5' and Csub, respectively. Beyond this point, the 
H-abstraction occurred very fast and Co ion mainly was present as cob(l)alamin . 
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Since the enhanced C5' spin played a key role in initiating the H-atom transfer 
and the 1 el-Red amplified the electron density on C5' atom, it could explain why 
the TS occurred at relatively shorter Co-C5' bond distance when the reaction was 
mediated by the [Co"1(corrinO)]-Rib . 
3.4 Conclusions 
The impact of one-electron reduction of AdoCbl cofactor upon the preliminary 
step of B12 catalysis has been investigated using density functional calculations . 
The IRC calculations indicate that the reaction consisting of Co-C5' bond 
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Scheme 7. PCET-inspired alternate mechanism for the initial step of catalysis in 
B12-dependent mutases. 
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cleavage and the subsequent H-abstraction from the substrate occur in a 
concerted fashion. The activation energy barrier for the 1el-Red [Co11I(corrin·)]-
Rib-mediated reaction (15.0 kcal/mol) is lowered by -50 % in comparison to the 
reaction (33.0 kcal/mol) that involves the positively charged Im-[Colll(corrin)]-Rib+. 
Since the axial 1m base is detached during the 1el-Red [Colll(corrin·)]-Rib-
mediated reaction, the energy barrier of the reaction needs to be corrected by 
adding the axial 1m detachment energy (7.6 kcal/mol). As a result, the effective 
lowering in the activation barrier of the reaction induced by the one-electron 
reduction is estimated to be 31.5%. This catalytic effect of one-electron reduction 
is expected to be significantly higher in the case of enzyme-bound reactions 
because of the presence of elongated axial base (Scheme 7). These energetic 
implications associated with one-electron reduction of AdoCbl cofactor can playa 
major role in understanding the origin of AdoCbl-dependent enzyme catalysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE ROLE OF Co1+--H INTERACTION 
IN THE ENZYME-INDUCED REDOX TUNING OF Co2+/Co1+ 
REDUCTION PROCESS 
4.1 Introduction 
Although methyltransferases (e.g., MetH31 , CFeSp32, MtaBC33 etc.) and 
ACAs (e.g., CobA, PduO and EutT)37-4o differ vastly in their catalytic functioning 
yet a common thread connects these two seemingly different classes of enzymes 
i.e., C02+/C01+ reduction serves as one of the key components of their catalytic 
cycles. 16 This is a thermodynamically challenging reaction because the midpoint 
reduction potentials of the physiological reducing agents (-260 to -440 mV vs 
SHE) are considerably more positive than that of the C02+Cbx cofactor (-490 mV 
vs SHE).86,113 But this reaction is indeed observed 16 when the enzyme-bound 
C02+Cbx is considered implying that the enzyme must be exercising subtle 
mechanistic control over the reduction process. In spite of being a ubiquitous 
chemical event, the detailed mechanistic insight as to how C02+/C01+ reduction is 
accomplished inside the enzymes has yet to be fully revealed. 
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Based on spectroscopic111 ,114,119-121 and X-ray structure studies,116,117-
11B,139 the generation of tetra-coordinated square planar Co 1+Cbx has been 
invoked to be the key molecular determinant of the enzyme-mediated redox 
tuning of C02+/C01+ process. The reduction event in the case of ACAs is even 
postulated to be mediated by tetra-coordinated C02+Cbx.117-12o However the 
possibility of penta-coordinated C02+Cbx displaying weak axial interactions has 
not been ruled out. In the case of MetH enzyme, the reduction process has been 
suggested to proceed via penta-coordinated C02+Cbx wherein the active site 
interactions, especially the Y1139 residue has been assessed of catalytic 
importance in weakening the interaction between the cofactor and f3-axial H20 
ligand that in turn will promote the reduction process. 111 ,114,116 
However an alternative catalytic strategy for driving C02+/C01+ reduction 
can be envisioned if we take into account recent studies 126-137 on Mn+--H bonds 
(M= Cu, Ni, Co, Pt or Pd; n=1 or 2) where it is shown that the filled d-orbitals of 
square planar dB metal ions can also serve as H-bond acceptors. In specific, the 
existence of a dispersion driven O-H--pe+ interaction has been recently verified 
using low-temperature (20K) neutron diffraction technique. 133 
Considering that the ground state electronic structure of Co 1+Cbx also has 
a dominant component corresponding to closed-shell dB configuration,39,40 an 
interesting question arises if a Co 1+ ion can also engage in metal-ion based H-
bond formation via its filled d-orbitals. And if indeed, what could be the 
implications of such associative interactions in relation to C02+/Co 1+ reduction 
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process, a key catalytic conversion in a large variety of methyltransferases and 
ACAs? 
The aim of the reseach work described in this chapter is to probe the 
abovementioned chemical issues using the OFT, N80 and AIM computational 
tools. 
4.2 Computational Details 
All calculations were performed using HF and a variety of OFT (8P86, 
897_1,180 898,181 897_0,182 w897X183 and w897X-0184) functionals and two 
different basis sets (6-31 G(d) (5d) and 6-31 ++G(d,p)) as embedded in 
Gaussian09185 suite of program for electronic properties and structure 
calculations. The use of dispersion-corrected 897-0 and w897X-0 functionals 
was propelled by the fact that the dispersion interactions cannot be well-captured 
using conventional OFT functionals. The employed structural models were 
extracted from the high resolution X-ray crystal structure of isolated C02+Cbx186 
and were further augmented by performing geometry optimization. The simplified 
structural model (Co 1+Cbl) was prepared by removing all the amide side chains 
and the nucleotide loop of the cofactor while to mimic the full cofactor (C01+Cbi), 
the side chains were retained and only the nucleotide loop was trimmed off at the 
phosphodiester end (Figure 21). For optimizing penta-coordinated Co 1+Cbx 
complexes, two different starting geometries were considered: (1) H20 ligand 
with its O-end towards the Co 1+ ion (Co 1+Cbl--OH2; Co 1+Cbi--OH2) and (2) H-
ended H20 bound to Co 1+Cbx (Co 1+Cbl--H20; Co 1+Cbi--H20). 80th starting 
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geometries led to the same final conformation (i.e. , Co1+Cbl--H-O-H ; Co1+Cbi--H-
O-H) wherein H20 axial ligand was H-bonded to the cofactor. To test the H-bond 
forming feature of Co2+Cbx complexes, penta- and hexa-coordinated structural 
models of Co2+Cbx were employed . To model penta-coordinated Co2+Cbx 
complexes, two commonly suggested conformations 187 were used : (1) (Co2+Cbl--
OH2; Co2+Cbi--OH2) where the H20 ligand was placed over the l3-axial face of the 
cofactor and (2) (Co2+Cbl--lm ; Co2+Cbi-- lm) where 1m, considered as an ideal 
structural mimick of His ligand , was modelled as a axial ligand . The hexa-
coordinated Co2+Cbx complexes were modelled as H20--Co2+Cbl--lm and H20--
Co2+Cbi--lm respectively. For optimizing penta-coordinated Co2+Cbl--OH2 and 
Co2+Cbi--OH2 complexes , two different starting geometries were used : (1) H-
ended as well as O-ended conformations of H20 axial ligand , and (2) optimized 
Figure 21 . Structure of simplified square planar cob(l)alamin model. 
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H-bonded Co 1+Cbx (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H and Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H) complexes. In all the 
optimized C02+Cbx complexes, the H20 axial ligand was found to be O-bound 
with the cofactor. The simplified structural models (Co 1+Cbl and C02+Cbl) were 
fully optimized using 6-31 ++G(d,p) basis set while in the case of the full 
complexes (C01+Cbi and C02+Cbi) , geometry optimization was only carried out 
using 6-31 G( d) (5d) basis set owing to the structural complexity of the cofactor 
model. The authenticity of all the optimized structural models was confirmed by 
frequency calculations. The solvation of H-bonded complexes was studied using 
chloroform (£= 4.7), acetonitrile (£= 32.7) and water (£= 78) solvents as 
implemented in the PCM formalism of Gaussian09. The computed free energies 
of solvation were further corrected by adding the contribution of non-
electrostatics terms (repulsion, cavitation, dispersion). The non-electrostatic 
terms were computed using SMD model of solvation .188 The interaction energies 
of the penta-coordinated Co 1+Cbx complexes (Co 1+Cbl--H20; Co 1+Cbi--H20) 
were calculated as the difference between the total energies of the H-bonded 
complexes (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H; Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H) and the sum of the total energies 
of the individual precursors (Co 1+Cbl, H20 ; Co 1+Cbi, H20). For computing the 
interaction energy profiles, the single point calculations at higher basis set (6-
311++G(2df,2p)) were performed. The computed interaction energy profiles were 
corrected for basis set superposition error (BSSE) using the countpoise scheme 
of Gaussian09 software. 
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The AIM189, NB0190 and Wiberg bond index(WBI)191 analysis of H-bonded 
complexes (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H; Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H) was only performed at the BP86-
optimized geometries. 
In order to quantify the catalytic effect of Co 1+ __ H interaction, we computed 
the reduction potentials of C02+/Co 1+ couple considering two possible 
conformations of Co 1+Cbx (Co 1+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx--H-O-H). The reduction 
potentials were calculated using our recently calibrated computational protocol 
that predicts the redox chemistry of B12 corrinoids within reliable degree of 
accuracy.192 The following equation based on the Born-Haber cycle (Scheme 8) 
was used to compute the reduction potential of a C02+/C01+ couple 
Co1+Cbx (g) IP 
~Gso'v,Red ~Gsolv,Neut 
~Gsolv,Redox 
Scheme 8. Born-Haber cycle for C02+ Cbx/Co 1+Cbx couple. 
EO (vs SHE) = IP + 1/23.06(-TilS + ilGsolvation, Redox) - 4.28 
where IP corresponds to ionization potential. 
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For the SHE, the absolute potential has often been reported as -(4.44 ± 0.02) eV, 
as recommended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry in 
. 1986.193 However, recently Lewis et al. 194 reported a value of -4 .28 eV that is 
considered to be the most accurate available and hence has been employed in 
the present analysis. Also, the entropy term (-TL1S) was dropped while computing 
reduction potentials as the ZPE/entropy corrections were relatively small and 
could be neglected as a first approximation . 
4.3 Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 OFT Structural analysis of Co2+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx 
Model Complexes 
Taking into account that Co 1+Cbx has only been spectroscopically 
characterized ,111 ,114,119-12o we turned our attention to computational modeling. As 
it's shown in the Figure 22, the axial H20 and 1m ligands were 0- and N-bound to 
the Co2+ ion in the optimized Co2+Cbx complexes (Tables A3 - A8) . Note here 
that the axial H20 ligand in the H20 --Co2+Cbi--lm was significantly displaced 
(-4.00 - 4.30 A) away from the Co2+ ion ind icating that the H20--Co2+Cbi--lm 
complex is effectively a penta-coordinated complex. On the other hand, the H20 
ligand in the Co1+Cbx complexes (Co1+Cbl--H-0-H; Co1+Cbi--H-0- H) was ligated 
to the Co1+ ion via its H-end (Figure 23 and Tables A9 - A10) which implies that 
H-bond form ing tendency is only mandated by dB metal ions. The Co 1+ --H-O motif 
in the optimized Co 1+Cbl--H-0-H and Co 1+Cbi--H-0-H complexes was found to 
be almost linear, a structural feature «Mn+ --H-X greater than 110°) that has 
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Figure 22. Close-ups of BP86-optimized Co2+Cbx complexes (Co2+Cbl (left) ; 
Co2+Cbi (right)) wherein the regions of interest have been highlighted using ball-
stick representation . 
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Figure 23. Close-ups of BP86-optimized H-bonded Co 1+Cbx (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H 
(left) ; Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H (right)) complexes wherein the regions of interest have 
been highlighted using ball-stick representation. 
usually been associated with H-bond forming complexes.195 Notably the H-O 
bond of H20 axial ligand was found to be slightly lengthened as compared to its 
H-O bond that supported the development of Co1+--H bond . The BP86-calculated 
harmonic vibrational frequencies further aided the elongation of H-O bond as the 
H-O stretching vibration (3328 cm-1, 3352 cm-1) was lower in energy than the H-O 
vibration (3747 cm-1, 3670 cm-1) in the H-bonded complexes. The WBI that probe 
for covalent interactions afforded useful quantitative information to compliment 
the Co1+--H bond· formation . The H-O bond had a lower bond index (0.711; 
0.676) than the H-O bond (0.767; 0.761) while the Co1+--H bond had a noticeable 
bond order of (0.040; 0.085) which signified the bonding interaction between the 
Co 1+ ion and H-O motif of the H20 axial ligand. 
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4.3.2 OFT Thermodynamic Analysis of Co 1+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
To validate the stability of Co1+--H bond, the static thermodynamic data for 
the complex formation reactions 
H-O-H Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H· , 
H-O-H Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H 
were evaluated. Surprisingly, in the case of Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex, the 
reaction was found to be non-spontaneous when studied using HF or 
conventional DFT functionals (8P86, 897-1 , 898) with the exception of w897X 
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Figure 24. Computed thermodynamic data for the Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H (upper panel) 
and Co1+Cbi--H-O-H (lower panel) complex (green: gas phase, olive: chloroform, 
violet: acetonitrile, orange: water) . 
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such a complex formation (Co 1+Cbl--H20) is not possible from thermodynamic 
point of view (ilG = +1.96 kcal/mol). The exothermicity calculated with wB97X 
functional implied that the Co 1+ --H linkage has long-range correlation component. 
When the thermodynamics of the complex was addressed using dispersion-
corrected OFT, the complex formation was found to be a spontaneous 
phenomenon with B97 -0 functional while the exothermic effect noticed with 
wB97X functional was enhanced by -1 - 2 kcal/mol upon inclusion of dispersion 
interactions (i.e., with wB97X-0 functional) . This indicates that the dispersion 
component of Co1+--H linkage contributes noticeably towards the thermodynamic 
stability of the Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex. The importance of dispersion-corrected 
OFT has recently been illustrated in the case of transition metal complexes 196 and 
carbene-carbene complex formation reactions 197. 
On the other hand, the Co 1+ --H bond formation in the case of Co 1+Cbi--H-
O-H complex was predicted to be an exothermic event at all levels of theory 
(Figure 24 and Table A 12). It should be noted that though Co 1+ __ H bond in the 
Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H complex was weaker than in Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H, yet relatively a 
higher degree of exothermic effect was achieved in this case which was mainly 
due to the larger size of the cofactor (Co 1+Cbi) and an additional H-bond (-N-H--
OH2 = 1.98 A) that the H20 axial ligand forms with one of the amide side chains 
of the cofactor (Figure 23). 
To assess the stability of Co 1+ --H linkage, the Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H and 
Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complexes were solvated using chloroform (£ = 4.7) , acetonitrile 
(£ = 32.7) and water (£ = 78) solvents respectively (Figure 24 and Tables A 13-
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A15 and A16-A18). The solvated Co1+--H bond was found to be appreciably 
destabilized with lesser effect being noticed in the case of lesser polar solvent. 
The highly endothermic nature of Co1+--H bond in water also provides a rationale 
why no such H-bond has been observed experimentally.a6 In spite of the 
weakening of Co 1+ --H linkage upon solvation, the Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
formation reaction was found to be essentially a thermoneutral event (LlG = 
+0.18-0.59 kcal/mol) when studies using B97 -D and wB97X-D functionals while 
the solvated Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H complex remained a thermodynamically stable 
entity. The solvent-induced destabilization of H-bonded complexes indicated that 
the Co 1+ --H bonds are weaker interactions than H20 --H20 H-bonds. 
The existence of the stable Co 1 + --H bond was further supported by the 
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Figure 25. Computed interaction energy profiles of Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H (left) and 
Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H (right) complexes. Interaction energy profiles have been 
corrected with regard to BSSE error. 
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C01+Cbi--H-O-H complexes computed along the C01+--0 coordinate (Figure 25). 
The interaction energies of the H-bonded complexes were calculated as the 
difference between the total energies of the complexes (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H; 
Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H) and the sum of the total energies of their separated monomers 
(Co 1+Cbl, H20; Co 1+Cbi, H20). The occurrence of the HF minima further pointed 
out the electrostatic nature of the Co 1+ --H bond while the deeper minima 
observed with OFT (BP86, B97-1, B98, B97-0, wB97X and wB97X-O) 
functionals implied that the Co 1+ --H bond also has dispersion and correlation 
contribution. 
4.3.3 AIM Analysis of Co 1+Cbx Model Complexes 
In the AIM methodology, the topological properties of the electron density 
associated with bond critical point (BCP) are analyzed to define the bond path 
that connects the interacting atoms. Within the formalism of AIM theory, the sign 
of total energy density (H = G+V) at a BCP is used as an instructive parameter to 
classify the bonding type i.e., whether the interaction is purely electrostatic (H >0) 
or partially covalent (H <0). As a next step, we characterized the nature of C01+ __ 
H interaction using AIM analysis that was performed on the BP86-optimized 
geometries of the H-bonded complexes. For Co 1+ --H interactions in the Co 1+Cbl--
H-O-H and C01+Cbi--H-O-H complexes, the BCP could be located. Table 3 
contains all the relevant BCP properties of C01+--H interactions. The C01+--H 
interaction in the Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex was found to be partially covalent in 
nature (H = -0.00092) while it was purely electrostatic (H = +0.00094) in the 
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Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H complex implying that the Co 1+ --H interaction was stronger in the 
case of C01+Cbl--H-O-H complex. This is also reflected in terms of C01+--H bond 
distances depicted in Figure 23. This analysis further emphasized that the 
greater extent of exothermicity noticed in the case of Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
was largely due to its steric bulk and an additional binding interaction between 
the axial H20 ligand and the amide side chain of the cofactor. 
Table 3 
BCP Properties of C01+--H Interaction for C01+Cbl--H-O-H and C01+Cbi--H-O-H 
Complexes 
Complex PCol+--H a \72pcol+ __ H b -VCo1 +--H c GCo1 +--H d HCo1+_-H e 
= -VCo1 +--H + GCol+--H 
Co1+Cbl--H-O-H 0.02097 0.04105 0.01211 0.01119 -0.00092 
Co1+Cbi--H-O-H 0.01530 0.03918 0.00791 0.00885 0.00094 
aThe electron density at the BCP (PC01+--H, e/au\ bThe Laplacian of the electron density at the BCP (\7 
2PC01+ __ H, e/au5). cThe potential energy density at the BCP (-VCo1+--H, hartrees/au\ dThe kinetic energy 
density at the BCP (GC01+--H, hartrees/au\ eThe total energy density at the BCP (HC01+--H, hartrees/au3). 
4.3.4 NBO Analysis of Co1+Cbx Model Complexes 
To gain insight into the electronic structure of the H-bonded complexes 
and to evaluate the role of orbital interaction between the Co 1+ ion and H20 
ligand in stabilizing Co 1+ --H interaction, NBO second-order perturbation 
analysis 190 was carried out on the BP86-optimized geometries of the Co 1+Cbl--H-
O-H and Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H complexes. The calculated stabilization energy (5.6 
kcal/mol; 10.4 kcal/mol) due to the nCo1+ (filled d-orbitals of Co 1+ ion) ~ a'H-O 
orbital interactions was significantly higher than that estimated for the nCo1+ ~ 
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O*H-O interactions (0.82 kcal/mol; 0.2 kcal/mol). This indicated the presence of 
sizeable contribution of metal to ligand charge transfer component in the Co 1+ --H 
linkage that was also reflected in terms of the orbital occupancies of the O*H-O 
(0.03; 0.06) and O*H-O (0.00; 0.00) orbitals (Table 4). Owing to the availability of 
metal antibonding orbitals (n*C01+) and H-O bonding orbital (OH-O) of appropriate 
symmetry and energy, the ligand to metal charge transfer also contributed 
towards the stabilization of the Co 1+ --H bond, though its impact was relatively 
lesser. The role of such orbital interactions in stabilizing non-covalent Se--N, Se--
o and Se--F linkages is well documented in literature. 1g8 
Table 4 
NBO Perturbation Analysis of Co1+Cbl--H-O-H and Co1+Cbi--H-O-H Complexes 
Complex ~E(2) [kcalmor1f 
G*H-O G*O-H 
. . 
llCol+ -~ llCol+ ~ GH-O ~ II Col+ GO-H ~ II Col+ 
Col+Cbl--H-O-H 5.6 0.8 4.1 0.3 
Co1+Cbi--H-O-H IDA 0.2 3.0 0.8 
*stabilization energy due to orbital interaction between the Co 1+ ion and the H20 axial ligand 
4.3.5 Computational Electrochemistry of Co2+/Co 1+ 
Process 
Considering that the model calculations predict a stable Co 1+ --H bond that 
has charge transfer, electrostatic, long-range correlation and empirical-dispersion 
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Figure 26. Co 1+ __ H interaction induced Redox Tuning (vs SHE) of C02+/Co 1+ 
process wherein the figure a) depicts the schematic of the studied reduction 
processes while figure b) illustrates the redox tuning computed as the difference 
between the reduction potentials of (C02+Cbl--OH2/Co 1+Cbl ;C02+Cbi--
OH2/Co 1+Cbi) and C02+Cbl--OH2/Co 1+Cbl--H20 ;C02+Cbi--OH2/Co 1+Cbi--H20) 
couples respectively (blue:Co 1+Cbl, dark yellow: Co 1+Cbi). The horizontal line 
(magenta color) in figure b) implies the biological redox gap corresponding to the 
reduction potential difference between the MetH-bound C02+Cbx cofactor ( -490 
mV vs SHE) and the physiological reducing agents (-440 mV vs SHE) as 
discussed in ref. 111. 
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catalytic C02+/Co 1+ reduction , a key step in many enzymatic reactions? Earlier 
studies111,114,116,117-121 ,139 indicate that the generation of tetra-coordinated square 
planar C01+Cbx is required to facilitate thermodynamically challenging C02+/C01+ 
reduction. But our computations suggest that Co 1+Cbx can indeed be penta-
coordinated square pyramidal due to Co 1+ --H bond formation . Thus to quantify 
the possible catalytic effect of Co 1+ --H interaction, the reduction potentials for 
(C02+Cbl--OH2/Co 1+Cbl; C02+Cbi--OH2/Co 1+Cbi) and (C02+Cbl--OH2/Co 1+Cbl--
H20 ;C02+Cbi--OH2/Co 1+Cbi--H20) couples were computed using a calibrated 
computational protocol (BP86/6-31 +G*) that predicts the reduction potentials of 
B12 cofactors within reliable degree of accuracy (Tables A19 - A24).192 A 
significant amount of redox tuning (-100 - 225 mV vs SHE) was noticed when the 
H-bonded conformation of Co 1+Cbx was employed (Figure 26; Table A25) 
H 
C01+ ... --
Scheme 9. An alternate mechanistic pathway for the enzyme-bound C02+/C01+ 
reduction . 
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which is appreciably higher than the redox gap (50 mV vs SHE) between the 
MetH-bound Co2+Cbx cofactor and the physiological reducing agents.111 This 
finding strongly suggests that Co 1+ --H interaction driven H-bonded conformation 
of Co 1+Cbx can playa deterministic role in explaining as to how Co2+/Co 1+ 
reduction is accomplished inside MetH enzyme. This reveals a novel catalytic 
strategy (Scheme 9) that might not only be deployed by MetH enzyme31 during its 
reactivation cycle but also by other methyltransferases and a no. of ACAs during 
their biochemical pathways .1 6 The axial H136 ligand in the case of MtaBC 
enzyme33 is located at 2.51 A distance from the Co2+ ion and hence can serve as 
a potential H-bond donor for Co 1+ --H bond formation . Similarily, in the case of 
PduO-type ACA, the topological location of F112 residue (Co2+ --C = 3.8 A)118 
also makes it an ideal H-donor to effectuate Co 1 + --H bond formation. 
Figure 27. Active site view of the X-ray crystal structure of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx 
(PDB-code: 31VA @ 2.7 A resolution). 
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Furthermore, the stability of such Co 1+ --H linkages when formed inside the 
enzymes, may be enhanced due to the cooperativity effect exerted by the local 
protein environment. For example, the axial H20 ligand in the reactivation cycle 
of MetH enzyme118 is engaged in extensive H-bond formation with the local 
protein domain (the active site Y1139 and E1097 residues) (Figure 27) and this 
H-bonded network may playa crucial role in stabilizing Co 1+ __ H interaction in the 
MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The existence of an unanticipated Co 1+ --H linkage that has charge transfer, 
electrostatic, long-range correlation and empirical-dispersion components is 
computationally validated using OFT, AIM and NBO tools. The usefulness of 
long-range correlation- and empirical dispersion-corrected OFT in the proper 
description of complexes containing Co 1+ --H bonds is illustrated. The analysis of 
the computed reduction potentials indicated that the Co 1+ ion-induced H-bond 
can potentially fine-tune the thermodynamics of the enzyme-bound Co2+/Co1+ 
process which is an indispensable chemical event in a wide body of 
methyltransferases and ACAs. 
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CHAPTER V 
ROLE OF THE AXIAL LIGAND CONFORMATIONAL CHANGE IN 
THE Co2+/Co1+ REDOX TUNING IN METHIONINE SYNTHASE 
ENZYME 
5.1 Introduction 
The Co2+/Co1+ reduction is a common corrinoid reaction in cytoplasmic 
methyltransferases and mitochondrial ACAs. 16 Despite its broad and general 
chemical appeal, the Co2+/Co1+ reduction remains poorly understood. This is 
because Co2+ ICo 1+ conversion is a thermodynamically challenging process due 
in part to the reduction potential of the unbound base-off Co2+Cbx (-500 mV vs 
SHE) being inaccessible by the physiological reducing agents (-260 to -460 mV 
vs SHE) operative in cellular conditions. 86,113 
On the basis of structuraI116,117-118,139 and spectroscopic evidence,111,114,119-
121 formation of tetracoordinated square planar Co 1+Cbx has been advocated as 
the most plausible mechanistic description to rationalize the enzyme-mediated 
tuning of the reduction process in the case of methyltransferases (Scheme 10a). 
Though such a mechanistic description significantly advances our understanding 
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of C02+/C01+ conversion, there are studies 199-201 indicating that C01+Cbx may also 
exist in other coordination geometries. Notably, two pentacoordinated Co 1+_ 
model compounds (i.e., [pyCo 1\dmgBF2)2r and [MeCNCo+1(dmgBF2hD 199-200 
and a hexacoordinated Co 1+ clathrochelate ([Co 1+(CI2gh(Bn-C4H9h1i01 in a 
trigonal prism arrangement have been structurally characterized. Further, a 
growing body of experimental and theoretical evidence 126-137 suggests that dB 
metal ions, such as pe+ and C01+ can display pentacoordinated square 
pyramidality because of their distinct H-bond forming ability. Importantly, Kozelka 
et aI., 133 have provided the first conclusive evidence of a dispersion driven O-H--
pe+ interaction in an uncharged trans-[PtCI2(NH3)(N-glycine)].H20 complex. 
Taking into account these findings, an alternative mechanistic preference has 
been recently proposed205 as described in chapter IV wherein the H-bonded 
pentacoordinated Co 1+Cbx--H20 intermediate is invoked to tune the reduction 
process. Scheme 10b shows the proposed mechanistic route that involves a 
conformational change at the axial H20 ligand rather than its complete 
dissociation from the cofactor. The formation of Co 1+Cbx--H20 complex is 
facilitated by the fact that the Co 1+ ion, which is a dominant dB system,39,40 prefers 
to deploy its filled d-orbitals for constructing a distinctive Co 1+ --H interaction that 
has noticeable charge transfer, long-range correlation, dispersion and 
electrostatic components. The OFT calculations202 indicate that the Co 1 + --H 
interaction exerts a sizeable amount of redox tuning (50-225 mV vs SHE) upon 





Scheme 10. Possible mechanistic routes for the enzyme-bound Co2+ ICo 1+ 
reduction in methyltransferases. 
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The computational work reported in this chapter demonstrates how the 
plausible mechanistic path shown in Scheme 9b may be realized inside the 
enzymes, i.e., precisely how the conformational change at the axial ligand may 
be induced en route to the formation of enzyme-bound Co 1+Cbx. Herein we 
employ OFT, AIM and ONIOM-based QM/MM computations to investigate the 
molecular details of a Co 1+ __ H bond formation during the reactivation cycle of 
MetH enzyme which is one of the better understood methyltransferases33 . 
5.2 Computational Details 
5.2.1 Model OFT Calculations 
All calculations were performed using HF and a variety of OFT (BP86,152 
B97_1,180 B98,181 B97_0,182 wB97X183 and wB97X-0184) functionals and 6-
31++G(d,p) basis set as embroidered into Gaussian09185 quantum chemical suite 
of program for electronic structure and properties calculations except for the AIM 
analysis that was carried out using AIM2000 189 software. The use of the long-
range correlation- and the empirical dispersion-corrected OFT functionals 
(wB97X, wB97X-0 and B97-0) was motivated by the fact that the non-covalent 
interactions had not been faithfully reproduced using conventional OFT116. 
Considering that the crystal structure of Co 1+Cbx had yet not been resolved, the 
employed simplified structural models of Co 1+Cbx (Co 1+Cbl) as well as those of 
Co2+Cbx (Co2+Cbl) were prepared from the high resolution X-ray crystal structure 
of isolated Co2+Cbx186 and were further improved by performing the geometry 
optimization. These structural models were constructed by removing all the 
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amide side chains and the nucleotide loop of the cofactor. To mimic the possible 
active site interactions of the p-axial H20 ligand, two types of the structural 
models were considered: (1) Co 1 +Cbl--H20--H20; C02+Cbl--H20--H20 where a 
H20 molecule, a universal H-bond donor, was placed in the vicinity of the axial 
ligand to replicate its H-bonding interaction with the proximal residues; (2) 
C01+Cbl--H20--HOPh; C02+Cbl--H20--HOPh where PhOH was used to model the 
local Y1139 residue of MetH enzyme. The latter kind of the structural models 
presented an excellent case study platform for extracting valuable insight into the 
catalytic role of Y1139 residue in relation to MetH-catalyzed reduction process. 
111,116,139 All the structural models were fully optimized using 6-31++G(d,p) basis 
set and their optimized geometries were validated to be global minima via 
frequency calculations. It should be noted that the optimization of C02+Cbl and 
Co 1+Cbl complexes was initiated using O-ended as well as H-ended geometries 
of H20 or PhOH interacting with the axial H20 ligand. Both the starting points 
converged to the same final structure i.e., in C02+Cbl complexes, the 
neighbouring H20 or PhOH interacted with the axial ligand via its O-end while in 
C01+Cbl complexes, the local motif communicated through its H-end. To analyze 
the stability of Co 1+Cbl complexes, the static thermodynamic data was computed 
supposing a standard state convention of 1 atm and temperature of 298.15 K. 
The solvation of Co 1+Cbl complexes was studied using chloroform (£ = 4.70) 
solvent as weaved into the PCM formalism of Gaussian09. 
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5.2.2 ON 10M QM/MM Calculations 
A recently resolved X-ray crystal structure of MetH-bound C02+Cbx (POB 
code: 31VA @2.7 A resolution)116 was used to build a computational model. The 
experimental artifacts were deleted from the X-ray crystal structure and 
consequently, no counter ions were included in the models investigated. The 
protonation states of histidine residues were determined at pH = 7.0 using 
PROPKA suite of program203 and visual inspection as follows: HI0759, HI0841 , 
HI01028, HIE1104, HIE1 145, HIE1184, HIP894, HIP927, HIP1 021 , HIP1027, 
HIP1080, 
Figure 28. OM:MM partition scheme used in the present ONIOM analysis. The 
red color curly lines represent the boundaries between the OM and MM domains. 
Here OM region is described by OFT while MM part is analyzed using AMBER 
force field . 
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and HIP1160. HID and HIE were used here to mean that these were neutral 
histidine residues with the protonated N81 and N82 atoms, respectively, and HIP 
was a doubly protonated histidine. However, aspartic acid and glutamic acid 
residues were assumed as ionized , and lysine and arginine residues were 
assumed as protonated , and the crystal H20 molecules were also included in the 
model. The model structure was first pre-equilibrated and was subsequently 
subjected to geometry optimization of hydrogen atoms using the AMBER force 
field as implemented in Gaussian09. Subsequently, AMBER geometry 
optimization was performed for hydrogen atoms and heavy atoms of the side 
chains. Merz-Kollman electrostatic potential atomic charges were determined for 
the cofactor,204 applying the ONIOM(B3L YP/6-31 G(d):AMBER) mechanical 
embedding (ME) scheme. In this calculation , the cofactor was defined as the 
model system to which OFT was applied , and the radius for the Co ion was set at 
0.79 A. The residues within 20 A from the Co center and hydrogen atoms were 
then geometry optimized with the ON 10M-ME method, where the cofactor was 
assumed the model system. The C02+Cbx model was turned out to be neutral. 
Then the model system was changed as shown in the Figure 28 and only the OM 
atoms were optimized using ONIOM-ME. After these preparatory calculations, 
ONIOM electronic embedding (EE) calculations were carried out where the OM 
part was analyzed using four different functionals (B3L YP, BP86, wB97X and 
wB97X-D) . 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 OFT Analysis of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
The optimized isolated Co2+Cbl complexes (Co2+Cbl--OH2--OH2 and 
Co2+Cbl--OH2--HOPh) were found to be O-bound at the ~ face of the corrin ring 
with a strong Co2+--0 (- 2.25 - 2.55 A) bond (Figure 29; Tables A26 - A27) 
implying that MetH-bound Co2+Cbx would prefer to be O-bound with the axial 
ligand endorsing prior structural ,116 spectroscopic and computational 
studies111 ,114. Note here that the axial H20 ligand in the optimized Co2+Cbl--OH2--
HOPh complex was displaced by PhOH moiety that formed a relatively weak 
Co2+--0 bond (-2.32 - 2.46 A). 
" 
1.77 A 
Figure 29. BP86-optimized Co2+Cbl structural models (Co2+Cbl--OH2--OH2 (left); 
Co2+Cbl--OH2--HOPh (right)). 
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5.3.2 QM/MM Analysis of MetH-bound C02+Cbx 
With the ONIOM-based QM/MM calculations, a similar conceptual picture 
was obtained i.e., the axial H20 ligand communicated with the Co2+ ion through 
its O-end (Figure 30). The QM/MM optimized Co2+--0 bond, ranging between 
2.44 A and 2.66 A, was noticeably lengthened in comparison to that in the 
isolated structural models (-2.25 - 2.55 A), implying that the enzyme environment 
would tend to weaken the interaction between the cofactor and the axial ligand. 
Furthermore, this computational finding was supported by the existing 
spectroscopic data of Brunold et aI., 111 where it had been shown that the enzyme 
environment would cause the elongation of Co2+--0 bond by 0.2 or 0.3 A and 
would result in the formation of a weakly-bound penta-coordinated Co2+Cbx--OH2 
state. It should be noted that the QM/MM optimized Co2+ --0 bond distance was 
significantly deviated from the experimental value reported in ref. 116 (Figures 27 
and 30). This discrepancy between the calculated and the experimental data 
might be due to the poor resolution of the X-ray crystal structure (i.e., 2.7 A) of 
the reactivation complex of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx 116 that is the most reasonable 
crystal structure available for this complex and was used as a reference point in 
the present work. The closer analysis of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx revealed that the 
axial H20 ligand was engaged in a tightly coupled H-bonding network (Y1139--
H20--E 1097 --R 1094) with the local enzyme scaffold. Noteworthy were the direct 
H-bonding interactions between the axial H20 ligand and the local Y1139 and 
E1097 residues where the axial ligand constructed a relatively stronger 
interaction with the E1097 residue (HH20---00CE1097 -1.69 A; OH20--HOY1139 
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-1.95 A). This suggested that the E1097 residue might be exerting a pull effect 
upon the axial ligand in order to disrupt its interaction with the cofactor, which in 
turn would be facilitated by the proximal R1094 residue owing to its strong salt-
bridge interaction with the E1097 residue (NR1094-H ---OOCE1097 = 1.78 A). This 
was consistent with the prior studies 111,116 suggesting that the local enzyme 
scaffold, especially the Y1139 and E1097 residues, promote the generation of a 
weakly-coordinated square pyramidal MetH-bound Co2+Cbx--OH2 to combat the 
thermodynamic demand of the reduction process. It is important to mention that 
the axial H20 ligand would be detached from Co2+Cbx inside the enzyme 
environment only if the active site of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx would be hydrophobic 
in nature. But since the tyrosine (Y1139), glutamate (E1097) and arginine 
(R1094) residues were present in the binding pocket of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx, 
the active site would be strongly hydrophilic. As a result, the axial H20 ligand 
would be retained in the active site. 
5.3.3 OFT Analysis of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
The axial H20 ligand in the case of isolated Co 1+Cbl structural models 
(Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 and Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh) (Figure 31, Tables A28 - A29), 
was found to be H-bonded with the Co 1+ ion of the cofactor documenting the 
unusual H-bond forming feature of d8 Co1+ ion. The binding motif (Co1+--H-O) in 
the optimized Co1+Cbl--H20--H20 (LCo1+--H-O = 157.9°) and Co1+Cbl--H20--
HOPh (LCo1+--H-O = 172.3°) complexes was found to be aligned in a strictly 
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Figure 30. Active site view of the ONIOM (OFT:AMBER) optimized MetH-bound 
Co2+Cbx (OFT = B3LYP/6-31 G(d) (top) , BP86/6-31 G(d) (middle 1), wB97X16-
31 G(d) (middle 2) and wB97X-O/6-31 G(d) (bottom)) . 
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1.ni 
Figure 31 . BP86-optimized Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 (left) and Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh 
(right) . 
linear fashion which had been a typical structural signature of H-bond forming 
systems. The axial H20 ligand in the Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh complex remained 
coordinated to the Co1+ ion in contrast to the analogous Co2+Cbl complex where 
it was displaced by the tyrosine mimick (i.e. , by PhOH). Notably the Co1+--0 bond 
distance (-3.13 - 3.29 A) in the optimized H-bonded complexes was appreciably 
lengthened in comparison to the analogous Co2+Cbl complexes implying that the 
weakening of Co2+ --0 linkage was mandated to inudce a conformational change 
at the axial ligand for forming a Co1+--H interaction, and should not be 
misinterpreted as a mechanistic prerequisite for generating square planar 
Co1+Cbx. The optimized Co1+--H linkage (-2 .12 - 2.25 A) in the Co1+Cbl--H20--
HOPh complex was stronger than in the Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 complex (Co 1+ --H 
-2.18 - 2.37 A) because the PhOH moiety, being a better H-donor, formed a 
stronger H-bonding contact with the axial H20 ligand (PhOH--H20 -1 .72 - 1.79 
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A) and exerted a noticeable push to strengthen the communication between the 
H20 ligand and the Co 1+ ion. 
5.3.4 OFT Thermodynamic Analysis of MetH-bound 
Co 1+Cbx Model Complexes 
The computed thermodynamic data for the isolated Co 1+Cbl models further 
asserted the stable character of the Co 1+ --H interaction (Figure 32 and Tables 
A30 - A33). The exothermicity affiliated with the H-bonded Co 1+Cbl complexes 
was validated only upon treatement with the long-range correlation- or the 
empirical-dispersion-corrected functionals (Tables A30 and A32) which signified 
the presence of a sizeable dispersion component in the Co 1+ __ H interaction. The 
formation of a similar Co1+--H interaction had also been noted during a previous 
study, 114 but the thermodynamic feasibility of such a linkage could not be verified 
because the calculations were only performed using the conventional OFT 
functional. Upon solvation in chloroform (£ = 4.70), an appreciable degree of 
destabilization was caused to the Co1+--H linkage (Tables A31 and A33). As a 
result, the Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 complex became endothermic at all levels of 
theory but the Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh complex, a realistic active site mimick of 
MetH-bound Co1+Cbx, remained a thermodynamically viable entity, when 
analyzed with the dispersion-corrected functionals suggesting that the Co1+--H 
interaction could be engineered inside the enzyme scaffold of MetH. 
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Figure 32. Computed Gibbs energy data for H-bonded Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 (left) 
and Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh (right). 
5.3.5 AIM Analysis of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
The AIM chemical tool could provide enriching quantitative insight into the 
precise nature of Co 1+ __ H interaction. Thus, as a next step, we performed AIM 
analysis on BP86 geometries of the Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 and Co 1+Cbl--H20--
HOPh models. The PCo1+--H estimated at the BCP of C01+--H interaction lied in the 
range of 0.02 - 0.03 e/au3 (Table V-1) that had usually been suggested for normal 
H-bonds205. This indicated that the C01+--H interaction could be classified as a H-
bond . The positive values of the '\72PC01+ __ H at the identified BCPs predicted Co 1+_ 
-H interaction to be a dominant electrostatic interaction. But it had been noted206 
that the total energy density (H) coupled with '\7 2p should be employed as a 
realistic descriptor of non-covalent interactions. The closer scrutiny of the AIM 
data instructed that the Co 1+ --H interaction was partially covalent rather than 
being purely electrostatic. But since the absolute HCo1 +_-H values were very small ; 
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the degree of partial covalence (electron sharing) should be treated as 
insignficant. It should be noted that the Co 1+ __ H interaction could not be 
categorized as an agostic-type because the transition metals that form such 
interactions were usually the early transition metals (e.g. Ti , Sc, Mo etc.) in high 
oxidation states207. Apparently, Co 1+ ion did not fall in this domain. On the other 
hand, the metal ion-induced H-bonds had been formed by the late transition 
metals in low oxidation states such as Pt2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ ions etc.128-139 The C01+--H 
interaction would clearly belong to this class. 
Table 5 
BCP Properties of Co 1+ __ H Interaction for Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 and Co 1+Cbl--H20--
HOPh Complexes 
Complex PCo l+-.H L'l.zPCO I+ __ H -VCo1+--H GCo1+--H HCo 1+_-H 
= -VCo1+--H + GCo1+--H 
Co l+Cbl--H2O--H2O 0.02686 0.042775 0.01681 0.01375 -0.00306 
Co l+Cbl--H2O--HOPh 0.03027 0.04185 0.01971 0.01509 -0.00462 
5.3.6 QM/MM Analysis of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx 
Using the optimized structure of MetH-bound C02+Cbx as a starting point, 
a QM/MM analysis of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx was carried out to investigate 
whether the axial H20 ligand would ligate to the Co 1+ ion via its 0- or H-end. The 
computed QM/MM data clearly indicated the formation of a Co 1+ --H interaction in 
MetH-bound C01+Cbx (Figure 33) . The calculated C01+--H bond distance (2.33 -
2.54 A) was in the domain of d8 metal ion-induced H_bonds.126-137 Notably, the 
Co 1+ --H interaction was strengthened by -0.1 - 0.2 A with the wB97X and 
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Figure 33. Active site view of the ONIOM (OFT:AMBER) optimized MetH-bound 
Co 1+Cbx (OFT = 83L YP/6-31 G(d) (top) , BP86/6-31 G(d) (middle 1), wB97X/6-
31 G(d) (middle 2) and wB97X-O/6-31 G(d) (bottom)). 
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wB97X-D functionals which pointed out the presence of a noticeable dispersion 
component in the Co1+--H interaction. The QM/MM estimated Co1+--H bond 
(-2.33 A - 2.56 A) was lengthened by - 0.2 - 0.3 A in comparison to that in the 
active site mimicks (Co1+--H -2.18 - 2.37 A (Co1+Cbl--H20--H20) and Co1+--H 
-2.12 - 2.39 A (Co1+Cbl--H20--HOPh); Figures 31 and 33, Tables A28 - A29). 
The comparative analysis of the QM/MM optimized Co2+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx 
complexes suggested how the Co 1+ --H interaction could be formed inside MetH 
enzyme. The free H-end of the axial H20 ligand in MetH-bound Co2+Cbx might 
undergo a conformational change (i.e., rotatory motion towards the metal ion) 
leading to the formation of a H-bonded Co 1+Cbx--H20 complex. This 
conformational switch would be mainly driven by a change in the electronic 
configuration of the metal ion (i.e., Co2+ (d7) ~ Co 1+ (dB)) as no significant 
alteration was observed in the local environments of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx and 
Co 1+Cbx. As a result of the Co 1+ --H interaction, enzyme-bound Co 1+Cbx might 
adapt to alternative pentacoordinated square pyramidal ligation geometry in 
addition to the commonly accepted tetracoordinated square planar 
geometry111,114,116. Since the Co1+--H interaction-driven square pyramidal 
Co1+Cbx could tune the thermodynamics of the Co2+/Co1+ process,202 the present 
QM/MM analysis might have implications for the reactivation cycles of 
methyltransferases as well as for the adenosylation pathways of ACAs. It is worth 
mentioning that the X-ray crystallographic methods cannot elucidate the 
formation of a Co 1 + --H interaction because of their inability to resolve the electron 
density patterns associated with hydrogen atoms. In order to experimentally 
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validate the formation of a Co 1+ --H linkage, a neutron diffraction technique must 
be used as has recently been demonstrated in the case of trans-[PtCI2(NH3)(N-
glycine)].H20 complex. 133 An early X-ray study138 on this complex predicted that 
the axial H20 ligand interacted with the Pt2+ center through its O-end (Pt2+ --0 = 
3.52 A), but a recent low temperature (20K) neutron diffraction study 133 led to the 
precise description of hydrogens and illustrated that the axial H20 ligand was 
rather H-bonded with the Pt2+ ion (Pt2+ --H = 2.89 A). We hope that our 
computational attempt would inspire an analogous neutron diffraction analysis of 
MetH-bound Co2+Cbx that would experimentally confirm the existance of a Co 1+ __ 
H interaction. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The QM/MM analysis of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx and Co1+Cbx complexes 
indicate that the Co1+ ion specifically constructs a Co1+--H interaction that have 
implications for the reactivation cycle of MetH enzyme. Benefitting from this 
associative interaction, MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx would judiciously adapt to the 
square pyramidal coordination environment, which in turn might drive the 
otherwise inaccessible thermodynamically up-hill Co2+ ICo 1+ reduction. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Co1+--H INTERACTION INSPIRED ALTERNATE COORDINATION 
GEOMETRIES OF BIOLOGICALLY IMPORTANT COB(I)ALAMIN 
6.1 Introduction 
Recently, an unprecedented Co 1+ __ H bond in the neutral model as well as 
enzyme-bound C01+Cbx complexes has been theoretically validated202 ,2o8 which 
suggests that Co 1+Cbx, a ubiquitous 8 12 intermediate, may be a 
pentacoordinated square pyramidal complex. The Co 1+ --H interaction alters the 
reduction potential of the C02+/C01+ couple via preferential stabilization of 
Co 1+Cbx. Taking this into account, an alternate mechanistic pathway has been 
suggested for the biological C02+/C01+ transformation (Scheme 8) that involves 
the conversion of pentacoordinated square pyramidal C02+Cbx into 
pentacoordinated square pyramidal Co 1+Cbx. The main feature of this 
mechanistic design is the conformational switch that may be induced at the axial 
ligand due to a change in the electronic configuration of the metal ion 
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(i.e., C02+ (d7) _ C01+ (dB)). Precisely, this conformational change is inspired by 
the fact that a Co 1+ ion can act as a Lewis base due to the availability of judicious 
filled d-orbitals. This alternate mechanistic proposal may provide useful 
mechanistic insight into the molecular basis of thermodynamically demanding 
C02+/C01+ reduction which is a common occurrence in a large family of 
methyltransferases. 
Building upon these new bioinorganic advances, herein we address a 
fundamentally important question: can Co 1+Cbx intermediate only be a 
pentacoordinated complex or can it also exist in hexacoordinated octahedral 
geometry owing to its plausible ability of communicating with the axial ligands via 
Co 1+ ion induced H-bonds? If yes, what could be the ensuing mechanistic 
prospects of such associative interactions in the context of C02+/C01+ reduction 
catalyzed by methyltransferases? Finally, what will be the impact of the enzyme 
environment upon the thermodynamic stability of weak non-covalent Co 1+ __ H 
interactions? 
Considering that the crystallographic identification of C01+Cbx has yet not 
been possible owing to its highly transient nature, the profile of computational 
tools, especially DFT and OM/MM, gets magnified with regard to understanding 
the inherent structural and electronic properties of Co 1+Cbx. Herein this 
increased reliance of DFT and OM/MM methods along with the usefulness of 
AIM analysis in quantifying the degree of electron sharing has been explored to 
investigate the primary coordination environment of Co 1+Cbx. 
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6.2 Computational Details 
6.2.1 Model OFT Calculations 
To probe the issue, simplified (Co 1+Cbl) as well as complete (Co 1+Cbi) 
structural models of Co 1+Cbx were considered wherein H20 and 1m were 
mimicked as the axial ligands respectively. H20 was modeled as a- as well as 13-
axial ligand while 1m was only used as the l3-axial ligand. The choice of the axial 
H20 ligand was inspired by the fact that the X-ray crystal structures of MetH-
(3IVA, Res. 2.7 A),116 Mta8C- (212X, Res. 2.5 A)209 and CFeSP-bound C02+Cbx 
(2H9A, Res. 1.9 A)210 disclosed the presence of a l3-axial H20 ligand in their 
active sites, while an a-axial H20 ligand had been revealed during a 
spectroscopic-cum-computational study of a CFeSP-bound methylated C02+Cbx 
intermediate 121. The selection of 1m ligand, an ideal structural replicate of His 
ligand was promoted by the fact that the Mta8C-bound C02+Cbx had recently 
been crystallized in His-on conformation. 209 Also, this conformation had been 
suggested as one of the possible binding modes for MetH-bound C02+Cbx.211 
Due to the lack of crystallographic data for Co 1+Cbx, the employed Co 1+Cbl and 
C01+Cbi models as well as C02+Cbl and C02+Cbi models were prepared from the 
high resolution X-ray crystal structure of isolated C02+Cbx186 and were further 
improved by performing full geometry optimizations. To test the H-bond forming 
ability of Co 1+Cbx, the optimization of penta- and hexacoordinated Co 1+Cbx 
model complexes was commenced using two different starting geometries: (1) 
ligands (1m, H20) with their hetero atom-ends (N, 0) towards the C01+ ion 
(Co 1+Cbl--OH2' Co 1+Cbl--N(lm); Co 1+Cbi--OH2' Co 1+Cbi--N(lm); H20--Co 1+Cbl--
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OH2, H20--Co 1+Cbi--OH2; H20--Co 1+Cbl--N(lm), H20--Co 1+Cbi--N(lm)) and (2) H-
ended ligands bound to Co 1+ ion (Co 1+Cbl--H20, Co 1+Cbl--HC(lm); Co 1+Cbi--H20, 
Co 1+Cbi--HC(lm); OH2--Co 1+Cbl-~H20, OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H20; OH2--Co 1+Cbl--
HC(lm), OH2--Co 1+Cbi--HC(lm)). All calculations were performed using 
Gaussian09185 quantum chemical suite for electronic properties and structure 
computations. Considering that the metal ion influenced H-bonds are long-range 
interactions with noticeable dispersion components,132-133,202 and since the non-
covalent interactions are not faithfully reproduced using conventional OFT, 114 the 
complexes were also studied using w897X, w897X-0 and 897-0 functionals in 
addition to HF and 8P86, 897-1 and 898 functionals. The C02+Cbl and C01+Cbl 
structural models were fully optimized using 6-31 ++G( d, p) basis set while the 
geometry optimizations of C02+Cbi and Co 1+Cbi complexes was only carried out 
with 6-31 G(d) (5d) basis set owing to the structural complexity of model 
compounds. The optimized structural models were validated to be global minima 
via frequency calculations. To analyze thermodynamic behavior of the 
investigated complexes, the static thermodynamic data was computed assuming 
a standard state convention of 1 atm and temperature of 298.15 K. The solvation 
of the complexes was studied using chloroform (£ = 4.70), acetonitrile (£ = 32.70) 
and water (£ = 78.36) solvents as weaved into the PCM formalism of Gaussian09. 
The computed solvation free energies were further corrected by adding the 
contributions of non-electrostatic terms that included repulsion, cavitation and 
dispersion. The non-electrostatic terms were calculated using SMO model of 
solvation as threaded into Gaussian09. 
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To gain deeper insight into the nature of interactions occurring between 
the Co 1+ ion and the axial ligands in the Co 1+Cbx models, the AIM analysis of the 
complexes was performed using AIM2000 software. The topological properties of 
the electron density at the relevant BCPs were characterized using the BP86 
optimized geometries of Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes respectively. 
In order to evaluate the contribution of orbital interactions to the stability of 
complexes, NBO perturbation analysis was performed on the BP86 optimized 
geometries of C01+Cbl and C01+Cbi complexes. To probe the bond strength of 
key structural elements, the WBI were also calculated during NBO analysis. 
To estimate the impact of the alternate coordination geometries of 
Co 1+Cbx model complexes upon the thermodynamics of the C02+/Co 1+ process, 
the reduction potentials of the C02+/Co 1+ couple were computed in three different 
solvents namely chloroform, acetonitrile and water using our calibrated 
computational protocol (BP86/6-31 +G*) that had been found to reasonably 
describe the electrochemistry of B12 corrinoids 192. The whole redox treatment 
was based on the Born-Haber cycle (Scheme 7) and the reduction potentials 
were calculated as follows: 
EO (vs NHE) = IP + 1/23.06 (-TLlS + LlGsolvation, RedOX) - 4.28 
6.2.2 ONIOM QM/MM Calculations 
To investigate the possibility of Co 1+ __ H bond formation inside the 
enzymes, ONIOM-based QM/MM analysis was performed wherein the full 
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enzyme models for ONIOM (DFT:MM) calculations were constructed from a 
crystal structure of MetH enzyme (1BMT, Res.3.0 A).2 The methyl group bound 
to the Co center was removed. His residues were treated as HID in which the No 
atom was protonated. After adding hydrogen atoms by VMD212 and GaussView, 
the AMBER parameters developed by Marques et aI., 213 were assigned to a B12 
cofactor. Preparatory AMBER-MM geometry optimization was performed with 
only H atoms being allowed to move. Subsequently, the side chains of amino-
acid residues were also subjected to geometry optimization. Assuming that the 
oxidation state of Co was +2 (i.e. doublet spin state), ONIOM(BP86/6-
31 G(d):AMBER)214,215 single-point calculation was then performed to derive 
Merz-Kollman204 atomic charges for the OM region. The entire cofactor was 
included in the OM region. The residues within 20 A from the Co center in the X-
ray structure were then geometry optimized by the ONIOM electronic-embedding 
method. Subsequently, the oxidation state of Co was changed to +1 (i.e" singlet 
spin state), and this geometry was optimized, A few rounds of energy scan 
calculations using the Co-N(His) distance as a reaction coordinate made the 
total energy lower, as the conformations of the amino acid residues and the 
corrin substituents were changed to more stable ones, A H20 molecule was 
added over the ~-face of the Co 1+ center of MetH, and the resultant state was 
fully optimized. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 OFT Structural Analysis of C01+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
As a first step, we analyzed the structural features of the optimized 
Co 1+Cbx model compounds. Surprisingly, the axial ligands in all the optimized 
complexes displayed unusual coordination modes i.e., their H-ends rather than 
the expected 0- or N-ends interacted with the Co 1+ ion thereby resulting in the 
formation of Co 1 + --H interactions. The optimized geometries of the H-bonded 
Table 6 
Selected BP86 Computed Bond Distances in the H-bonded Co 1+Cbx Model 
Complexes and Their Corresponding Wiberg Bond Indices (WBI) 
H-bonded Co1+--H Co1+--x* WBI WBI 
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2.25 3.19 0.04 
2.24 3.19 0.07 
2.25 3.29 0.05 
3.55 4.60 0.01 
2.32 3.30 0.03 
2.32 3.30 0.03 
2.30 3.27 0.09 
2.44 3.41 0.08 
2.28 3.32 0.04 
2.33 3.31 0.03 
2.73 3.80 0.04 
3.53 4.05 0.01 
a(a) corresponds to the contribution coming from the a-axial ligand 





























Figure 34. (left) Close-ups of BP86-optimized H-bonded Co 1+Cbl (Co 1+Cbl--H-O-
H (1) ; Co 1+Cbl--H-N(lm) (2) ; H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H (3) ; H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-
N(lm) (4)) and (right) Co 1+Cbi (Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H (1 ') ; Co 1+Cbi--H-C(lm) (2') ; H-O-
H--Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H (3') ; H-O-H--Co 1+Cbi--H-C(lm) (4')) structural models. The 
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Figure 35. Numbering scheme commonly used in the case of 8 12 cofactors 
(upper panel) and comparative analysis of calculated Co-Neq bond distances with 
the available EXAFS data (lower panel). Since CO-N21 - CO-N24 and CO-N22 -
CO-N23, we used Co-NEq(s) = (CO-N21 + CO-N24)/2 ; Co-NEq(l) = (CO-N22 + CO-N23)/2 
parameters to facilitate the discussion. The OFT values herein represent the 
average of Co-NEq(s) and Co-NEq(l) parameters computed using 8P86, 897-1, 898, 
897-0, w897X and w897X-0 functionals respectively. 
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C01+Cbl and C01+Cbi structural models are depicted in Figure 34 with their 
detailed information being accessible via Tables 6 and A34 - A41 respectively. 
Though there is no experimental precedence for the H-bonded Co 1+Cbx 
complexes, yet the EXAFS analysis has been reported for the tetracoordinated 
square planar C01+Cbx115 that was used as a reference point to test the accuracy 
of the employed theoretical methods. As illustrated in Figure 35, the OFT 
computed equatorial CO-NEq(S) [(CO-N21 + CO-N24)/2] and Co-NEq(l) [(CO-N22 + Co-
N23)/2] bond distances were in excellent accord while analogous HF bond lengths 
were significantly deviated (i.e., by 0.05 - 0.09 A) with regard to EXAFS values of 
1.86 A and 1.88 A. This underscored the reliability of the applied OFT methods in 
reproducing the structural aspects of Co 1+Cbx model compounds. Since all the 
used OFT functionals predicted approximately identical geometries for the H-
bonded complexes, we used OFT-averaged values to plot Figure 35. Note here 
although two different conformations of the axial ligands (H20 and/or 1m) were 
explored for optimizing Co 1+Cbx mimicks, yet both the starting geometries led to 
the same final conformation (i.e., C01+Cbl--H-O-H (1), C01+Cbi--H-O-H (1'); 
Co 1+Cbl--H-N(lm) (2), Co 1+Cbi--H-C(lm) (2'); H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H (3), H-O-H-
-Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H (3'); H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-N(lm) (4), H-O-H--Co 1+Cbi--H-C(lm) 
(4')) wherein the axial ligands were H-bonded to the C01+ ion of the C01+Cbx 
models. The formation of Co 1+ --H(lm) linkages in the 2' and 4' complexes was 
realized due to the interaction between the Co 1+ ion and the H-C fragment of the 
1m ligand while it was due to the interaction between the Co 1+ ion and the H-N 
fragment in the 2 and 4 complexes respectively. This difference in the 
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coordination modes of the axial 1m ligand in Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes was 
attributed to the fact that the 1m ligand in Co 1+Cbi models was engaged in a 
sterically-driven H-bonding interaction with the proximal amide side chain of the 
corrin ring (N-H--O=C- - 1.80 A) in addition to Co1+--H(lm) interaction while such 
an interaction was not possible in Co1+Cbl models. The computed Co1+--H bond 
distances (except in complexes 2' and 4' where they were 3.53 A - 3.73 A) were 
in the regime of previously identified dB metal ion induced H-bonds (2.11 - 2.90 
A).126-137,202,20B The length (-2.28 - 2.73 A) and the approximate linearity (-154° 
- 172°) of the Co 1+ --H linkages implied that these were reasonably strong 
interactions, which complemented the growing viewpoint that the dB metal ions 
could indulge in H-bond formation. The development of Co1+--H bonds was 
further appreciated by the relative lengthening of H-X (X = 0 (H20), N (1m) or 
C(lm)) bonds of the axial ligands (Table 6). As a general trend, Co1+--H bonds in 
Co 1+Cbi complexes were weaker than in the analogous Co 1+Cbls because the 
axial ligands in Co 1+Cbi models could engage in intramolecular multi-center 
hetero-acceptor H-bond formation with the Co1+ ion and the nearby amide side 
chains of the corrin ring, which was not feasible in Co 1+Cbl complexes (Figure 
34). Further, the a-axial 1m ligand bound less strongly to the Co 1+Cbi complexes 
(Co 1+ --H = 2.73 - 3.73 A) than the a-axial H20 ligand (Co 1+ --H = 2.30 - 2.44 A) 
owing to its greater steric bulk, which in turn accounted towards its H-bonding 
interaction with the proximal amide side chain of the corrin macrocycle. The Co 1+_ 
-H linkages in the hexacoordinated Co1+Cbl (3,4) and Co1+Cbi (3', 4') complexes 
were slightly weakened in comparison to the pentacoordinated ones (1, 2; 1', 2') 
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indicating that the two axial ligands exerted the mutual weakening effect in the 
hexacoordinated complexes. Although the present computations suggest that 
Co l+Cbx might exist in penta- as well as in hexacoordinated form, but since the 
axial 1m ligands in the hexacoordinated Co l+Cbi complex, that was the closer 
mimick of Co1+Cbx, was significantly displaced away from the Co1+ ion (Le., by 
2.73 A), it seems plausible to suggest that enzyme-bound Co l+Cbx might 
effectively be a pentacoordinated square pyramidal complex. 
To provide further information into the bonding interactions between the 
Co 1+ ion and H-X motives of the axial ligands, WBI for the key structural elements 
of the BP86 optimized H-bonded complexes were calculated (Table 6). WBI 
probe covalent interactions and provide a quantitative measure of bond strength. 
The computed WBI for H-X bonds in the (1 - 4) and (1' - 4') complexes were 
lower by 0.04 - 0.08 than their values computed for the isolated axial ligands 
indicating the noticeable elongation of the complex-bound H-X bonds which, in 
turn, was reflected in their increased interactions with the Co 1+ ion in the H-
bonded complexes (WBI (Co1+--H) = 0.01 - 0.09). 
Considering that Co l+Cbx model complexes were d16 electron systems, 
Co 1+ ion could participate in H-bond (4-electron 3-center) as well as in agostic 
bond (2-electron 3-center) formation, but the computational evidences suggested 
that Co1+--H interaction was a H-bond, but not an agostic interaction because of 
the following reasons. (1) The H-atom of the axial ligands (H20 and/or 1m) 
interacting with the Co 1+ ion was acidic in nature which was in line with the 
conventional H-bonds. However it is not a requirement for an agostic interaction 
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where H-atom is usually bonded to electropositive atoms (B, Li or Si).137 (2) In an 
agostic interaction, the side-on interaction occurs between the metal ion and the 
ligand motif i.e., the interacting fragment typically orients perpendicular to the 
plane of the metal ion. But in the optimized C01+Cbl and C01+Cbi complexes, an 
approximate linear arrangement of C01+--H-X (149.9° - 175.r) entities was 
observed which had been a typical characteristic of the metal ion induced H-
bonded systems.126-137,202,208 (3) It is well-documented in literature that a metal 
ion that forms H-bonds is usually a late transition metal in low oxidation state (i.e., 
Pt2+, Pd2+, Cu1+, Ni2+ or C01+ ion). Evidently C01+ ion belongs to this category. 
Apart from that, Co 1+Cbx, a B12 intermediate, is considered as a 
supernucleophilic species216 that plays a key role in methyl transfer reactions in 
methyltransferases and adenosyl group transfer reactions in ACAs. This lends 
further support to the fact that a C01+ ion may serve the role of a Lewis base for 
forming H-bond type interactions with its axial ligands. There have also been 
reports in literature indicating that the metal ion induced H-bonding interactions 
may solely be formed due to the steric constraints that are inherently imposed 
upon a complex-bound ligand.217,218 But the Co 1+ __ H interaction could not be 
characterized as a sterically-driven interaction because the axial ligands in 
C01+Cbx model complexes were situated along the z-axis of the complex where 
they experienced the least amount of steric interaction. Moreover, the final 
conformations of the axial ligands in Co 1+Cbx complexes were determined by 
performing full geometry optimizations where the two different starting 
geometries of the axial ligands were used. This further eliminated the possibility 
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of a steric Co 1 + --H interaction. This short discussion thus supplements our 
viewpoint that the Co1+--H interaction should be classified as an H-bond. 
6.3.2 AIM Analysis of C01+Cbx Model Complexes 
To investigate the nature of Co 1 + --H interactions from another point of view, 
AIM analysis was performed on the BP86 optimized geometries of H-bonded 
complexes. Within AIM methodology, the topological properties of electron 
density, p(r) such as its gradient vector field, \7 p(r), Laplacian, \7 2p(r) and total 
charge density, H(r) are analyzed to define the bond path between the interacting 
atoms. Chemical bonding is characterized by a BCP, where the p(r) attains a 
Table 7 
Key BCP Properties of Co1+--H Interactions in the H-bonded Co1+Cbl and 
Co 1+Cbi Complexes 
Complex PCol+--H \l2PCOl+ __ H -VCo1 +--H GCo1 +--H HCo1+_-H 
= -v Col+--H + GCo1 +--H 
1 0.0210 0.0410 0.0121 0.0112 -0.0009 
l' 0.0159 0.0451 0.0091 0.0102 0.0011 
2 0.0230 0.0417 0.0138 0.0121 -0.0017 
2' 0.0021 0.0073 0.0009 0.0014 0.0005 
3 0.0211 0.0408 0.0127 0.0114 -0.0012 
3' 0.0187 0.0519 0.0121 0.0125 0.0004 
4 0.0211 0.0408 0.0127 0.0114 -0.0012 
4' 0.0089 0.0256 0.0037 0.0050 +0.0014 
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minimum value along the bond path. For all Co 1+ --H interactions of H-bonded 
complexes, the BCPs were located, with Table 7 summarizing their key 
properties. The p(r) at a BCP correlates with the strength of an atomic interaction. 
The values of PCo1+--H obtained for the Co 1+ --H interactions ranged from 0.02 to 
0.03 ea-3, which were similar to that for neutral hydrogen bonds (PH-bond - 0.002 -
0.04 ea-3),205 suggesting that the strength of the C01+--H interactions competes 
with that of hydrogen bonds. In accordance with the empirical guidelines 
suggested by Popelier et al. ,219 the value of the V 2PC01+ __ H (r) at the BCP should 
be between 0.024 and 0.139 au for a particular interaction to be classified as a 
H-bond. The results enlisted in Table 7 clearly instructs that the C01+--H 
interactions in Co 1 +Cbl and Co 1 +Cbi complexes belongs to this category 
authenticating C01+--H contacts as genuine H-bonds. The behavior of the V 2p(r) 
at the BCP also serves as a useful source of information for understanding the 
nature of interaction. If V 2p(r) < 0, the interaction is referred to as a shared-
electron (covalent) interaction, and if V 2p(r) > 0, the interaction is called closed-
shell (electrostatic) interaction. The values of V 2PC01+ __ H(r) listed in Table 7 are all 
positive, suggesting that the Co 1+ --H interactions in Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi 
complexes have a dominant electrostatic character. However, it has been 
noted207 that H(r) at a BCP, along with its V 2p(r), constitutes a more appropriate 
probe for accessing deeper insight into non-bonded interactions i.e. (i) for pure 
electrostatic weak H-bonds, V 2p(r) > 0; H(r) > 0; (ii) for partial covalent H-bonds, 
V 2p(r) > 0; H(r) < 0; and (iii) for covalent strong H-bonds, V2p(r) < 0; H(r) < O. 
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Thus, within the framework of the AIM theory, the Co 1+ --H interactions in 1 - 4 
complexes had partial covalence while they were purely electrostatic weak H-
bonds in l' - 4' complexes. However, the absolute values of HCo1+ __ H(r) obtained 
for C01+--H interactions were very small, indicating that the degree of electron 
sharing calculated for 1 - 4 complexes must be considered negligible. 
6.3.3 NBO Analysis of Co 1+Cbx Model Complexes 
The linear propensity of the C01+--H-X (X = 0, N or C) interactions (Figure 34 and 
Table 6) suggests a significant contribution of the orbital interactions between the 
nCo1 + and the 0* H-X to the stability of Co 1 + --H linkages. Thus to gain a further level 
of insight into the principal interacting functionals, NBO analysis was performed 
on the BP86 optimized geometries of the H-bonded complexes. The NBO 
analysis provides a quantitative picture of donor-acceptor delocalization in terms 
of the second order delocalization energy correction to the donor NBO. The 
.6E(2)CT energies due to the nCo1+ ~ O*H-X interactions are listed in Table 8. 
Depending upon the availability of empty n *C01+ metal orbitals and bonding OH-X 
orbitals of appropriate energy and symmetry, the orbital interactions involving 
back bonding might also contribute appreciably to the stability of Co 1+--H_X 
interactions. To estimate the magnitude of such dative interactions, the .6E(2)BCT 
energies due to the OH-X ~ n*C01+ interactions were also evaluated (Table 8). 
Because Co 1+ ion had more than one filled and empty d-orbitals participating in 
dipolar interactions, the .6E(2)CT and .6E(2)BCT energies were evaluated as the sum 
of all such possible interactions. 
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Table 8 
NBO Perturbation Analysis of H-bonded Co 1+Cbx Model Complexes 
H-bonded Complex .:1ECT(2)/kcal/mol .:1EBC/ 2)/kcal/mol n"H-X n"*H-X 
1 3_1 3.5 1.987 0.030 
I' 5.6 3.7 1.987 0.053 
2 10.6 4.1 1.978 0.058 
2' 0.8 0.4 1.982 0.023 
3(a) 4.3 6.2 1.985 0.025 
3(~) 4.3 6.2 1.985 0.025 
3'(a) 6.4 7.9 1.984 0.058 
3'(P) 7.2 4.8 1.988 0.057 
4(a) 8.4 4.9 1.976 0.052 
4(~) 5.4 4.3 1.985 0.023 
4'(a) 1.4 3.2 1.974 0.038 
4'(P) 0.6 1.5 1.995 0.021 
According to the NBO analysis, the orbital interactions between the nCo1+ 
orbitals and the O*H-X orbitals contributed significantly to the stabilization of C01+ __ 
H interactions: 6E(2)CT was in the range of 0.8 - 10.6 kcal/mol for the 
pentacoordinated complexes and was 1.9 13.7 kcal/mol for the 
hexacoordinated complexes. Though the values were slightly lower, the orbital 
interactions involving the OH-X and the n*Co1+ orbitals (6E(2)BCT (1,1',2,2') = 0.4-
4.1 kcal/mol; 6E(2)BCT (3', 3, 4, 4') = 4.6 - 12.8 kcal/mol) also imparted noticeable 
stabilization effect to Co 1+ __ H interactions. However the orbital interactions 
involving H-C fragment of the 1m ligand in the 2' and 4' complexes contributed 
very less towards the stabilization of the Co 1+ --H linkages owing to relatively 
weaker communication between the C01+ ion and the 1m ligand (2.73 - 3.73 A). 
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The appreciable role of analogous dipole-dipole interactions in stabilizing the 
non-covalent contacts has also been observed in the case of Se--O, Se--F and 
Se--N linkages. 19B The net electronic populations of the OH-X and O*H-X orbitals of 
the axial ligands provided a quantitative measure of a charge transfer component 
of Co 1+ --H interactions. The appearance of noticeable electronic charge in the 
O*H-X orbitals (0.02 - 0.06) implied the charge transfer from the Co 1+ ion to the 
axial ligands while the appreciable decrease in the orbital occupancies of OH-O 
orbitals (0.01 - 0.02) indicated the extent of back charge transfer from the axial 
ligands to the Co 1+ ion. 
6.3.4 OFT Thermodynamic Analysis of Co 1+Cbx Model 
Complexes 
Taking into account that the Co 1+ __ H bonds are weak interactions that 
have critical dispersion contributions,33 the formation of the H-bonded complexes 
might not be feasible from a thermodynamic standpoint owing to the unfavorable 
entropic factors. Thus to provide a convincing evidence of Co 1 + --H bond 
formation, the static thermodynamic data for the complex formation reactions 
was computed (Figure 36, Tables A42 - A73) for all the complexes using a 
theoretical protocol as outlined in the Computational Section. The H-bonded 
Co 1+Cbl complexes (1 - 4) were found to be endothermic entities at conventional 
OFT level of theory (SP86, S97-1 and S98) with the exception of wS97X, which 
was in line with a previous study 114 suggesting that the formation of a 
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pentacoordinated Co 1+Cbl complex was not feasible from thermodynamic 
perspective. Note here that w897X functional correctly captured the long-range 
character of Co 1+ --H linkages and hence validated the exothermicity of the H-
bonded C01+Cbl complexes. When the thermodynamics of the H-bonded C01+Cbl 
complexes was studied with the dispersion-corrected functionals (w897X-0 and 
897-0), the exothermic effect affiliated with the H-bonded Co 1+Cbl complexes 
was appreciably enhanced (by -1.0 - 6.0 kcallmol). This implied that the long-
range and/or the dispersion-corrected OFT functionals must be used in order to 
correctly describe the complexes containing Co 1+ --H linkages. Further, the 
computed I1G values for the hexacoordinated Co 1+Cbl complexes (3 - 4) were 
only 0.3 - 1.0 kcallmol less than twice for the pentacoordinated Co 1+Cbl 
complexes (1 - 2) implying that the C01+--H linkages were only slightly weakened 
in the hexacoordinated Co 1+Cbl complexes. 
On the other hand, the H-bonded Co 1+Cbi complexes with the exception of 
l' - 2' were predicted to be exothermic (I1G = -ve) even with the conventional 
OFT functionals. The driving force associated with the H-bonded Co 1+Cbi 
complexes was found to be significantly enhanced upon the inclusion of long 
range and/or dispersion effects via w897X (I1G - -1.8 to -15.0 kcallmol), w897X-
o (I1G - -1.8 to -22.0 kcallmol) and 897-0 (I1G - -4.8 to -24.0 kcallmol) 
functionals. Although Co 1+ --H linkages in the Co 1+Cbi complexes were weaker by 
-5% in comparison to C01+Cbl ones, yet the H-bonded hexacoordinated C01+Cbi 
complexes (3' - 4') were found to possess I1G values that were appreciably 
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Figure 36. Computed Gibbs free energy data for H-bonded Co 1+Cbl (left) and 
Co 1+Cbi (right) complexes. 
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complexes (1' - 2'). This significant increase in the thermodynamic stability of 
hexacoordinated Co 1+Cbi complexes was attributed to the combined effect of 
steric bulk of the cofactor and capacity of the axial ligands to indulge in 
intramolecular multi-site H-bond formation with the metal ion and the proximal 
amide side chains of the corrin nucleus. 
Upon solvation, the H-bonded Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes were 
significantly destabilized with the optimum effect being noted in the case of water 
solvent. In particular, the Co 1+Cbl complexes were found to be endothermic 
entities in water at all levels of theory suggesting that H20--H20 interaction is 
stronger than a C01+--H(H20) or C01+--H(lm) interaction. This also explained why 
a tetracoordinated square planar Co 1+Cbx complex had been observed during 
electrochemical experiments.86 Despite the solvent-induced destabilization of 
C01+--H interactions, the H-bonded C01+Cbl and C01+Cbi complexes were 
predicted to be thermodynamically amenable entities in chloroform solution with 
the dispersion-corrected functionals (w897X-D and 897-D) that hinted towards 
their feasibility in the presence of the enzyme environment. Note here that 1 (boG 
= +0.5 kcallmol) and 3 (boG = +0.9 kcallmol) complexes were found to be slightly 
endothermic with the w897X-D functional. 
6.3.5 Computational Electrochemistry of Co2+/Co 1+ Redox 
Process 
Considering that the present computations suggest the existence of 
alternate Co 1+Cbx coordination geometries, an apparent question arises: how 
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these uncommon H-bonded complexes may impact 8 12 catalysis? It is believed 
that the coordination number of a Con+ ion (n = 1, 2 or 3) in a cofactor state 
follows a direct correlation with its oxidation state. 220-222 However, as 
found/unveiled here as well as during recent studies,202,208 C01+Cbx intermediate 
may represent an exception to this correlation as the electronic richness of the 
Co 1+ ion rather than its net positive charge seems controlling the coordination 
chemistry of C01+Cbx. Consequently it may also exist in square pyramidal or 
octahedral coordination environment in addition to the commonly accepted 
tetracoordinated square planar geometry. The H-bonded Co 1+Cbx complexes 
may also provide invaluable chemical tools for accessing atomistic insight into 
the thermodynamically unrealistic C02+/Co 1+ reduction that forms a vital part of 
the reactivation cycles of methyltransferases as well as of the biochemical 
pathways of ACAs. To comply with the thermodynamic demand of the C02+/Co 1+ 
reaction, formation of square planar Co 1+Cbx has been suggested as the most 
plausible mechanistic rationale. 111 ,114,116,117,119-121 However, recently an alternate 
mechanistic proposal202,208 has been postulated that takes advantage of the 
driving force associated with the Co 1+ --H interaction (Scheme 8) and bypasses 
the generation of highly energetic tetracoordinated square planar Co 1+Cbx. 
Owing to the significant thermodynamic advantages, the H-bonded square 
pyramidal or octahedral Co 1+Cbx complexes may further illustrate the usefulness 
of this alternate mechanistic scheme. To assess the catalytic impact of Co 1+ __ H 
interactions, the reduction potentials of the C02+ /Co 1+ couple were computed 
assuming all the possible coordination geometries of Co 1+Cbx model complexes 
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(square planar, and H-bonded square pyramidal and octahedral) (Table A69). 
The electrochemistry of the C02+/Co 1+ process was explored in three different 
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Figure 37. Computed C01+--H-induced redox tuning C02+/C01+ process. 
Section. The extent of redox tuning achieved with the H-bonded square 
pyramidal and octahedral Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes relative to the square 
planar analogues, is illustrated in Figure 37 (check Table A74 for a detailed 
information). The axial H20 ligand-mediated Co 1+--H(H20) interaction exerted a 
greater anodic shift (atleast in chloroform solvent) than the analogous Co 1+ __ 
H(lm) interaction (except in complexes 2' and 4' where the 1m ligand even 
caused cathodic shifts) in the reduction potentials of the C02+/Co 1+ couple. This 
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was due to the higher solvation cost of the 1m ligand which in turn was rooted in 
its greater steric bulk. This may also be the reason why an axial H20 ligand, 
rather than a His ligand, has specifically been observed in the active sites of 
methyltransferases as revealed by the high resolution X-ray studies of MetH,116 
MtaBC209 and CFeSp210 methyltransferases. It should be noted that 50 mV vs 
SHE is the estimated redox gap that has to be bridged in order to eventualize 
MetH-bound C02+/C01+ process. 111 ,114,116 However the anodic shift induced by 
Co 1+ --H interaction in the 1, 3, 3' and 4 complexes was higher than 50 mV vs 
SHE (in chloroform solution), suggesting that Co 1+ --H interaction might help in 
combating the thermodynamic demand of the enzyme-bound C02+/C01+ process. 
The greater amount of redox modulation calculated with the complexes 3 and 3' 
in comparison to 1 and l' suggested that the two Co1+--H(H20) bonds were 
catalytically more potent than the one. Interestingly, the anodic shift induced by 
the a-axial H20 ligand in l' complex (5 mV vs SHE in chloroform solution) was 
significantly lower than that noted recentl102,208 with the f3-axial H20 ligand (224 
mV vs SHE in chloroform solution). This indicates the functional importance of a 
ubiquitous f3-axial H20 ligand that has been identified in the active sites of 
methyltransferases. 
6.3.6 QM/MM Analysis of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx Complex 
Although, according to the current understanding,113,116,117,118,121-123 H20 or His 
ligands interact with Co2+Cbx via their conventional 0- or N-ends, and dissociate 
completely in the Co 1+Cbx intermediate state, herein presented model OFT 
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calculations suggest that the axial ligands in Co 1+Cbx may potentially undergo a 
conformational change rather than the complete dissociation, resulting in the 
formation of Co 1+ --H bonds because such a conformational change is 
thermodynamically feasible. The presented OFT data indicates the possibility of 
the His ligand undergoing slight rotation in order to provide its C-H (or N-H) 
fragment for H-bond formation with the Co 1+ ion of Co 1+Cbx. However the 
feasibility of such an H-bond formation would strongly depend upon the 
conformational freedom permissible to the His ligand inside the enzyme 
environment. 
In order to access a realistic description of the coordination environment of 
the enzyme-bound Co 1+Cbx, ONIOM-based OM/MM computations 
wereperformed where the X-ray crystal structure of MetH-bound MeCbl (POB-
code:1 BMT@ 3.0 A resolution)2 was employed as a reference point. Owing to 
the absence of crystallographic data for the Co 1+Cbx intermediate, MeCbl binding 
module of MetH was used by removing the Me ligand and adjusting the number 
of electrons of the OM system, consistent with the Co 1+ oxidation state. For the 
OM/MM treatment, His759-on pentacoordinated MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx was 
considered while to model the hexacoordinated form, an additional H20 ligand 
was incorporated over the 13 sector of the corrin ring. Although the His ligand in 
pentacoordinated MetH-bound Co1+Cbx ligated via its conventional N-end, but 
the l3-axial H20 ligand in MetH-bound octahedral Co 1+Cbx (an effective 
pentacoordinated square pyramidal complex due to long Co 1+ --N(His759) bond 
(-3.35 A)) manifested an unconventional binding mode i.e., it ligated to the Co 1+ 
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Figure 38. Close-ups of the ON 10M-based QM(BP86(top) , wB97X(midd/e) and 
wB97X-D(bottom))/MM-optimized MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx complex. 
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ion via its H-end (Figure 38) that rendered a definitive evidence of Co 1+ --H bond 
formation inside the enzyme scaffold of methyltransferases. The length (-2.34 A) 
and the linearity (-166°) of C01+--H-O bonding motif implied that it was a fairly 
strong interaction that falls within the domain of dB metal ion influenced H-
bonds 126-137,202,20B. This adds an important piece to the emerging picture that H-
bond forming feature is a bona fide signature of the low spin dB metal ions. 
Interestingly, the QM/MM estimated C01+--H bond distance was -20% shorter 
than the analogous Pt2+--H (-2.80 A)132-133 which suggested that C01+ ion 
constructs relatively stronger H-bonding contacts giving an impressive testimony 
of its well-known supernucleophilic character216. Though all three OFT functionals 
(BP86, wB97X and wB97X-O) provided an identical description of the H-bonded 
Co 1+Cbx complex, yet the wB97X-O functional predicted Co 1+ __ H interaction 
(-2.33 A) to be slightly stronger implying the presence of a noticeable dispersion 
component. The axial H20 ligand in MetH-bound C01+Cbx participated in 
intramolecular multi-center H-bond formation as it not only communicated with 
the cofactor via C01+--H interaction, but also through the propanamide side chain 
of the corrin ring where it formed a strong H-bonding contact (-1.95 A) with the -
NH2 tail of the amide chain (Figure 38). Taking into account that C01+Cbx is an 
intermediate species with a uniquely rich and diverse portfolio of biological 
activities, and since its ligation geometry has been poorly understood, the 
present QM/MM analysis unraveling its primary coordination sphere may 
considerably improve our understanding about the catalytic functioning of a 
broad family of methyltransferases. 
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6.3.7 X-ray Crystal Structure Analysis of 
Methyltransferases 
The present theoretical study indicates the possibility of the binding 
interaction between Co 1+Cbx and its plausible axial ligands that may have 
catalytic relevance for methyltransferases such as MetH, CFeSP and MtaBC as 
well as for ACAs. This viewpoint is also fostered by the analysis of the existing x-
ray crystal structures of MetH_,116 MtaBC-209 and CFeSP-bound C02+Cbx21o that 
encage an axial H20 ligand on their l3-faces (Figures 27 and 39). In the case of 
MetH-bound complex of C02+Cbx,116 the l3-axial H20 ligand is located at 3.94 A 
from the C02+ ion and is intensely involved in H-bonding network with the local 
Y1139 and E1097 residues (Figure 27). Notably, the C02+--0 bond is significantly 
lengthened inside the enzyme. It has been suggested based on spectroscopic 111 
and X-ray studies 116 that the Y1139 residue serves to weaken the interaction 
between C02+Cbx and the axial H20 ligand. However the present calculations 
suggest that the enzyme-induced lengthening of the C02+ --0 bond may be 
mandated to cause a conformational change at the axial ligand leading to the 
Co 1+ --H bond formation. The l3-axial H20 ligand is localized at a distance of 3.24 
A from the C02+ ion in the case of MtaBC-bound C02+Cbx209 that also implies the 
inclination of enzyme scaffold towards nurturing Co 1+ __ H interaction and 
advocates another strong case where the Co 1+ --H interaction-driven Co 1+Cbx 
might be participating in an analogous chemical reaction. Though, the axial H20 
ligand in the case of methylated CFeSP-bound C02+Cbx has been predicted in 
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the lower axial coordination site,121 a recent high resolution crystal structure of 
CFeSP-bound C02+Cbx indicates a p-axial H20 ligand bound to the C02+ ion 
Figure 39. Active site view of the X-ray crystal structures of MtaBC-(upper pane~ 
and CFeSP-bound C02+Cbx (lower pane~. Check Figure 27 for MetH-bound 
C02+Cbx. 
(C02+ --0 = 2.54 A) .210 This is clearly suggestive of the fact that the C01+--H 
interaction might also be formed in the case of CFeSP-bound Co 1+Cbx. The rich 
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indirect experimental precedence in conjunction with the present calculations 
thus implies that the Co 1+ --H interaction may be an unanticipated ubiquitous 
signature of methyltransferases. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The existence of square pyramidal or octahedral coordination environment 
of Co 1+Cbx, a key intermediate in a broad class of methyltransferases and ACAs 
is computationally explored using OFT, AIM and QM/MM tools. Taking into 
account the non-bonding nature of Co1+--H interactions (-2.28 - 3.73 A) and the 
enhanced thermodynamic stability of H-bonded Co 1+Cbx model complexes 
calculated with wB97X, wB97X-0 and B97 -0 OFT functionals, it is be concluded 
that the long-range- and/or the empirical dispersion-corrected functionals must 
be employed to correctly capture the thermodynamic essence of such complexes. 
The AIM analysis of the H-bonded Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes predicts the 
Co 1+ --H interactions to be H-bonding type interactions that either have a 
dominant electrostatic component or a very small covalent character. The larger 
extent of redox modulation computed for the H20-bound model complexes 
indicate that the Co 1+ --H(H20) interaction is catalytically more effective than the 
Co1+--H(lm) interaction with regard to the enzyme-bound C02+/C01+ process and 
signifies the functional importance of the l3-axial H20 ligand commonly observed 
in the crystal structures of the methyltransferases. The QM/MM analysis of MetH-
bound Co 1+Cbx indeed implies that a l3-axial H20 ligand may coordinate to the 
Co 1+ ion through its unusual H-end resulting in the formation of an effective 
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square pyramidal complex which would favor the formation of Co 1+ --H interaction 
inside the biological environments of methyltransferases. In summary, the H-
bonded Co 1+Cbx complexes may provide significant insight into the 
thermodynamically challenging C02+/C01+ reduction which is a key component of 
the reactivation cycles of methyltransferases, and also of the biochemical 
pathways of ACAs. 
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CHAPTER VII 
POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF THE LOCAL ENZYME SCAFFOLD 
IN THE Co1+--H BOND FORMATION: THE CURIOUS CASE OF 
METHIONINE SYNTHASE-BOUND COB(I)ALAMIN 
7.1 Introduction 
E. Coli MetH31 is a cobalamin-dependent modular methyltransferase that 
carries out the Me group transfer from CH3-folate to Hcy forming methionine 
(Met).16 The reaction cycle of MetH enzyme is composed of two components 
namely the main catalytic cycle and the reactivation cycle (Scheme 4) 
respectively. The main catalytic cycle involves the transfer of a Me group from 
CH3-folate to Hcy resulting in the formation of Met with MeCbl cofactor providing 
the intermediate platform for this reaction. Precisely, during the first half of the 
catalytic cycle, the methyl group is transferred from MeCbl to Hcy resulting in the 
formation of Met and Co 1+Cbx, while during the other half of the catalytic cycle, 
Co 1+Cbx is methylated by CH3-folate and catalytically competent MeCbl form is 
regenerated. Co 1+Cbx is an unsually strong nucleophile which is often referred to 
as a "supernucleophile,,216 due to its very high Karl-Pearson constant (14). 
However this supernucleophilicity of Co 1+Cbx under microaerophilic 
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circumstances also makes it a prime target for sporadic oxidation which results in 
a catalytically incompetent C02+Cbx form. This deactivation reaction is reported 
to occur once every 2000 turnover cycles. 108 In a related methyltransferase 
namely Fe-S corrinoid,32 the similar deactivation occurs every 100 catalytic 
cycles. 109 In order to maintain the efficient reaction cycle, the activated MeCbl 
form must be recovered. This mandatory reactivation which is achieved by the 
reductive methylation of C02+Cbx, involves a two-step process: (i) initially, the a-
axial His (H759) ligand is displaced from the MetH-bound C02+Cbx11o and is 
substituted by the axial H20 ligand on the ~-face of the cofactor 111. This step is 
the rate limiting step of the reactivation process and involves a significant amount 
of conformational motion of the interacting domains. 11o (ii) In the subsequent step, 
C02+Cbx is reduced to Co 1+Cbx by the physiological electron donors such as 
flavodoxins, followed by the subsequent methylation by AdoMet. 112 
Though the molecular basis of the first step of the reactivation cycle is 
relatively well-understood, yet the mechanistic details of the second step 
continue to remain elusive. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the C02+/C01+ 
reduction is an endergonic process under the cellular conditions due to its 
inaccessible redox chemistry.11 The reduction potential of C02+/C01+ couple is -
500 mV vs SHE which is more cathodic than that of the common biological 
reducing agents (-280 to -440 mV vs SHE) operational inside the 
methyltransferases.86,113 Evidently this reaction should not take place. But this 
reaction is indeed observed inside the enzymes indicating the rigorous control of 
the enzyme over the reduction process. The computational, structural and 
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spectroscopic studies suggest that the formation of tetracoordinated square 
planar C01+Cbx drives the C02+/C01+ reduction. 111 ,114,115,116 Especially, the 
catalytic role of Y1139 residue in the MetH-bound C02+ ICo 1+ reduction is well-
documented in literature: 111 ,116 the Y1139 residue serves to weaken the 
communication between the axial H20 ligand and the C02+ ion of the cofactor and 
thus promotes the generation of square planar Co 1+Cbx. In summary, the 
existing conventional wisdom indicates that the MetH-bound C02+/C01+ reduction 
involves the conversion of nearly square planar C02+Cbx into square planar 
C01+Cbx. Though the C02+/C01+ reduction would occur in a spontaneous fashion 
if the participation of the square planar C02+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx is assumed, but in 
that case the supernucleophile Co 1+Cbx may engage in the unwanted side 
reactions which will have a negative impact on the overall functioning of the 
reaction cycle. 
On the other hand, a recently proposed alternate mechanism202,2o8 
suggests that the activation of enzyme-bound C02+Cbx may involve the 
conversion of pentacoordinated square pyramidal C02+Cbx into pentacoordinated 
square pyramidal Co 1 +Cbx and the preferential stabilization of Co 1 +Cbx state via 
Co 1 + --H bond formation may provide the necessary driving force for the 
C02+/C01+ reduction process (Scheme 8). The major thermodynamic advantage 
of this mechanistic path is that it avoids the generation of highly energetic square 
planar Co 1+Cbx and may ensure that the supernucleophilicity of Co 1+Cbx remains 
protected from the deleterious side reactions to be selectively utilized for the 
subsequent methylation reaction. The QM/MM analysis of the MetH-bound 
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Con+Cbx (n = 1 or 2) complex described in chapters V and VI indicates that the 
Co 1+ --H linkage may also be constructed in the presence of enzyme environment 
which further advocates a case of a pentacoordinated square pyramidal Co 1+Cbx. 
Although these recent developments imply that the ~-axial H20 ligand may 
be H-bonded with MetH-bound C01+Cbx, but the closer analysis of the available 
crystallographic data about this MetH conformation (Figure 40) 116,139 implies that 
the local scaffold, especially Y1139 residue may also act as an H-donor for a 
Co 1+ --H bond formation because of its active site presence. This viewpoint is 
supported by the fact that the Y1139 residue in the X-ray crystal structure of 
MetH-bound C02+Cbx is located at a distance of 4.41 A from the C02+ ion (PDB-
code = 1 K7Y @ 3.0 A resolution) 139 and this distance is significantly shortened 
upon binding of AdoMet substrate (PDB-code: 1 K98 @ 3.8 A resolution; Y1139--
C02+ = 3.97 A). However it should be noted that these crystal structures were 
determined at poor resolutions of 3.0 A and 3.8 A respectively as a result of 
which the identity of the ~-axial ligand could not be confirmed. However this 
problem has been resolved to some extent in a recently determined X-ray crystal 
structure of the MetH-bound reactivation complex (PDB-code: 31VA @ 2.7 A 
resolution}.116 The electron density map near the ~-axial coordination site has 
been interpreted in favor of the H20 ligand stabilized by a H-bond with the E1097 
residue. Interestingly, the axial H20 ligand and the Y1139 residue were localized 
at a similar distance from the C02+ ion (H 20--C02+ = 3.96 A; Y1139--C02+ = 3.97 
A) indicating that the axial ligand may be substituted by the Y1139 residue. 
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Figure 40. Active site view of the MetH-bound Co2+Cbx complex. The top panel 
corresponds to the situation when the substrate AdoMet is not present (1 K7Y, 
3.0 A) , the middle panel represents a binary complex of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx 
and AdoMet substrate (1 K98 , 3.8 A) while the bottom panel shows the better 
resolved active site of the same binary complex (3IVA, 2.7 A). 
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Building upon these crystallographic developments, herein we explore the 
computational tools to address the following mechanistically important issue: 
what will happen if the p-axial H20 ligand is replaced by the active site Y1139 
residue? Will it communicate better with the C01+ ion of C01+Cbx? If yes, will it be 
O-bound with the C01+ ion or will it be offering its H-end for constructing a C01+ __ 
H linkage? And if it will be H-bonded, what will be the thermodynamic 
consequences in the context of C02+ ICo 1+ reduction i.e., will the Y1139-induced 
Co 1+ --H interaction be catalytically more efficient than that mediated by the axial 
H20 ligand? 
7.2 Computational Details 
All the calculations were performed using the Gaussian09 suite of 
program for the electronic structure and properties calculations. In order to 
perform the computational modeling of the MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx, the cobinamide 
type models (Co 1+Cbi) were used in which all the corrin amide side chains were 
retained and only the nucleotide loop was truncated at the phosphodiester end. 
To test the possibility of an alternate p-axial ligand, pentacoordinated square 
pyramidal as well as hexacoordinated octahedral Co 1+Cbi complexes were 
investigated where H20 and PhOH were used as the p-axial ligands. The use of 
p-axial PhOH ligand is promoted by the fact that the Y1139 residue is situated in 
the active site of MetH-bound C02+Cbx complex and has been shown to be 
catalytically important in the reactivation cycle of MetH enzyme111 ,116. In the 
octahedral complexes, the other axial ligand i.e., a-axial ligand was modeled by 
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H20 molecule. To understand how the presence of local enzyme environment will 
impact the stability of Co 1+Cbi complexes, the square pyramidal and octahedral 
complexes containing an additional H20 molecule in the proximity of the p-axial 
ligands were also considered. The geometry optimization of the Co 1+Cbi 
complexes was carried out using HF, BP86, wB97X and wB97X-O functionals 
respectively. Taking into account the structural complexity of the Co 1+Cbi models 
(Total no. of atoms = 143-159), the 6-31 G( d) 5d basis set was used in the 
optimizations. It should be noted that all the Co 1+Cbi complexes were exclusively 
treated at the OM level of theory in contrast to the earlier studies 121 where only 
certain part of the cofactor was investigated at the OM level of theory while the 
rest of the system was given molecular mechanics treatment. The static 
thermodynamic data for all the Co 1+Cbi complexes were computed assuming a 
standard state convention of 298.15 K and 1 atm. Taking into account recent 
studies202,208 that show that the long-range correlation- and the empirical-
dispersion-corrected OFT functionals must be used for properly describing the 
non-covalent Co 1+ --H interactions, we optimized the Co 1+Cbi complexes using 
wB97X (Iong-range-corrected functional) and wB97X-O (empirical-dispersion-
corrected functional) in addition to the HF and conventional OFT (BP86) 
functionals. The use of BP86 functional as a conventional OFT representative is 
inspired by its well-established usefulness in reproducing the structural, 
electronic, spectroscopic and electrochemical properties of B12 corrinoids. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 OFT Structural Analysis ofCo1+Cbi Complexes 
The Figure 41 displays the wB97X-D optimized Co1+Cbi structural models. 
The calculated Co1+-0 bond distance lies in the range of 3.30 - 3.40 A. Though 
the crystallographic identification of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx has not been feasible 
due to its transient nature, but the activation complex of MetH-bound Co2+Cbx 
and AdoMet has been well-investigated116.139 that provides a reasonable 
reference point for analyzing the computed structural data. The experimental 
value for the MetH-bound Co2+ -0 bond has been determined to be -3.97 A. This 
hints towards the noticeable elongation of Co 1+_0 bond inside the MetH enzyme. 
This structural aspect of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx is discussed in detail in the 
computational study reported in chapter V where the presence of the enzyme 
was shown to elongate the Co 1+_0 bond by 0.2 - 0.3 A. The analogous role of the 
enzyme environment in weakening the interaction between the cobalt cofactor 
and the axial H20 ligand has been illustrated in a spectroscopic study by Brunold 
et aI., 111 where the local enzyme scaffold, especially Y1139 residue and AdoMet 
substrate accounted for a Co2+ -0 bond lengthening of 0.05 A. 
In all the optimized model complexes, the axial ligands were H-bonded 
with the Co 1+ ion of the cofactor through their unusual binding centers in contrast 
to their traditional hetero O-atom ligation sites. The formation of the Co1+--H 
bonds had no effect upon the geometry of the equatorial corrin ring i.e. the corrin 
structure remained essentially unaffected in the presence of Co1+--H linkages as 
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Figure 41 . wB97X-D optimized H-bonded ~-axial H20-(Ieft) and PhOH-ligated 




Figure 42. w897X-D-optimized structure of tetracoordinated square planar 
Co 1+Cbi complex. The relevant part of the corrin ring is also labeled using the 
numbering scheme commonly used for 8 12 corrinoids . 
their impact was specifically localized in the axial region (Figure 42; Tables A75-
A83) . The computed Co 1+ -- H bond distances showed a reasonable agreement 
with the previously computed or experimentally determined values for the dB 
metal ion-influenced H_bonds.126-137,202,2oB The scatter plots of L Co 1+ --H-O vs 
Co1+--H and L Co1+--H-O vs Co1+--0 for the H-boned Co1+Cbi complexes are 
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illustrated in Figure 43. The linear structural arrangement of Co1+--H-O binding 
motives in the optimized structural models imply that the Co 1 + --H linkages fall in 
the bracket of conventional hydrogen bonds. The p-axial PhOH ligand in the 
Co1+Cbi models had a better interaction with Co1+ ion than the p- or a-axial H20 
ligand. This was due to the better H-donating capacity of the PhOH motif which 
was also reflected in terms of the directional character of Co1+--H-O binding units. 
The degree of Co1+--H-O motif linearity in the PhOH-ligated Co1+Cbx complexes 
was found to be higher than in the H20-ligated Co 1+Cbx complexes. The strength 
of Co 1+ --H interactions was noticeably impacted in going from the 
pentacoordinated to the hexacoordinated complexes. The a-axial H20 ligand in 
the octahedral Co 1+Cbi complexes constructed relatively stronger intramolecular 
H-bond with the carbonyl group of the nearby propanamide side chain (i.e., H-O-
H--O=C- - 1.91 A) which might be the reason that the a-axial H20 ligand bound 
less strongly to the Co1+ ion of Co1+Cbi than the p-axial ligand. To model the 
impact of the local enzyme environment, Co 1+Cbi models enclosing an additional 
H20 molecule in the vicinity of the p-axial ligand were also optimized. The local 
H20 molecule acted as an H-donor and formed an associative interaction with 
the p-axial ligand (i.e., H-O-H--O(PhOH or H20) = 2.20 - 2.30 A). This 
hydrophilic interaction strengthened the Co 1 + --H bonds. The p-axial H20 ligand in 
Co1+Cbi--H20 and H20--Co1+Cbi--H20 complexes also interacted with the 
peripheral amide side chains of the corrin ring via H-bond i.e., they formed a 
strong H-bond with the amino group (-NH2) of the proximal acetamide side chain 
(i.e., -N-H--OH2 - 2.01 A). In the complexes where the local environment effect 
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Figure 43. LCo1+--H-O vs Co1+--H (upper panel) and LCo1+--H-O vs Co1+--0 
(lower panel) in the H-bonded Co1+Cbi complexes. The w897X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 
calculated data have been shown. 
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was taken into account, the p-axial H20 ligand did not directly interact with the 
side chain, but the local residue, mimicked by H20 molecule, formed a H-bonding 
interaction with the -NH2 end of the acetamide chain (i.e., H20--H-N- = 1.83 A). 
The local H20 molecule in the PhOH-coordinated complexes formed a similar H-
bond but with the NH2- end of a different corrin side chain (i.e., H20--H-N- - 2.01 
A) due to the bulkier p-axial PhOH ligand which inhibited its interaction with the 
acetamide chain. This H-bond was found to be longer by -0.2 A than that in the 
H20-ligated complexes. This structural analysis suggests that the Y1139-
mediated C01+--H interactions may result in a better H-bonded C01+Cbx complex. 
Further, the presence of the local enzyme scaffold may augment the strength of 
these interactions which might have thermodynamic implications for the MetH-
bound C02+/C01+ reduction. 
7.3.2 OFT Thermodynamics Analysis of Co1+Cbi 
Complexes 
As a next step, we computed the gas phase thermodynamic data for the 
H-bonded Co 1+Cbi complexes. The comparative analysis of Co 1+Cbi model 
complexes with the p-axial H20 and PhOH ligands, is illustrated in Figure 44 
respectively (also check Tables A84 - A91 for further details). The complex 
formation reactions 
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were found to be exothermic in nature when the complexes were probed using 
the wB97X and wB97X-D functionals that indicated the presence of long-range 
correlation and empirical-dispersion components in the Co 1+ --H interactions. The 
PhOH-ligated Co 1+Cbi complexes were more stable than the H20-ligated Co 1+Cbi 
ones due to better coordinating ability of PhOH motif which resulted in the 
relatively tightly-bound H-bonded Co 1+Cbi complexes. The Co 1+ --H interactions in 
the hexacoordinated Co 1+Cbi complexes were appreciably weakened in 
comparison to the pentacoordinated ones revealing that the two axially directed 
Co 1+ --H interactions exert a mutual weakening influence. The computed driving 
force (~GO) for the OH2--C01+Cbi--H20 complex (~Go = -12.9 kcal/mol) was 5.7 
kcal/mol less than twice the value calculated for the Co 1+Cbi--H20 complex (~Go 
= -9.3 kcal/mol). The similar weakening effect was also evident in case of PhOH-
ligated complexes as the AGo value for the PhOH--Co 1+Cbi--H20 complex (~Go = 
-14.9 kcal/mol) was only slightly higher than that for the PhOH--C01+Cbi complex 
(~Go = -12.3 kcal/mol). The a-axial H20 ligand bound less efficiently to the Co 1+ 
ion than the p-axial H20 or PhOH ligand in the octahedral complexes because of 
its tendency to engage in the formation of stronger hydrophilic interaction with the 
proximal propanamide side chain which might also have contributed towards the 
observed weakening effect. However this destabilizing effect is expected to be 
completely diminished inside the cellular environments of MetH as only the p-
face of the enzyme-bound cofactor is exposed to the solvent. 223 The presence of 
local environment that was modeled by placing an additional H20 molecule in the 
vicinity of the p-axial ligand noticeably improved the driving force available for the 
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H-bonded Co 1+Cbi complexes which is rooted in the fact that the additional 
stabilizing contacts were formed and the communication between the corrin ring 
side chain and the axial ligand was either strengthened (in the case of H20-
ligated complexes) or established (in the case of PhOH-ligated complexes). For 
example, in the case of C01+Cbi--H20--H20 and OH2--C01+Cbi--H20--H20 
complexes, the local H20 constructed a strong H-bonding interaction with the p-
axial H20 ligand (i.e., H20--H20(local) -1.75 A). Besides that, it also formed a H-
bond with the corrin amide side chain (i.e., -NH2--OH2(local) -1.83 A) which is a 
stronger interaction than that noticed between the p-axial H20 ligand and the 
corrin side chain (i.e., -NH2--OH2 (axial ligand) -2.05 A). As a result, the L'lGo 
values for the Co 1+Cbi--H20--H20 and OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H20--H20 complexes were 
increased by 5.3 kcallmol and 2.2 kcal/mol respectively. Similarly, the local H20 
molecule in the Co 1+Cbi--PhOH--H20 and OH2--Co 1+Cbi--PhOH--H20 complexes 
constructed multi-center hetero acceptor H-bonds (i.e., PhOH--H20 -1.94 A; 
H20--H2N -2.01 A) that accounted towards the observed increase in the L'lGo 
values of these complexes. However they were relatively less strong than those 
formed in the H20-ligated C01+Cbi complexes. It should be noted that the two 
additional H-bonding interactions were gained in the C01+Cbi--PhOH--H20 and 
OH2--Co 1+Cbi--PhOH--H20 complexes due to the involvement of local H20 
molecule as compared to the C01+Cbi--PhOH and OH2--C01+Cbi--PhOH 
complexes which had no interaction between the PhOh ligand and the corrin side 
chain. The stabilization impact exerted by the local environment in the case of 
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Figure 44. w897X-D-computed thermodynamic data for H-bonded ~-axial H20-
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Figure 45. Degree of long-range correlation and empirical-dispersion in the H-
bonded ~-axial H20 -(upper panel) and PhOH-ligated (lower panel) Co 1+Cbi 
model complexes. 
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with the biologically active Co 1+Cbx intermediate and tends to suggest that the 
Co 1+ --H(HOPh) interaction may be strengthened in the presence of enzyme 
environment. 
The difference between the HF and wB97X computed ~Go and that 
between the wB97X and wB97X-D functionals-based ~Go values provided us a 
quantitative estimate of the long-range correlation and the empirical-dispersion 
component involved in the Co1+--H interactions respectively. As shown in the 
Figure 45, the H-bonded Co 1+Cbi complexes contained a significant amount of 
correlation component that was primarily stored in the Co 1+ --H interactions. The 
Co 1+Cbi model compounds with the PhOH axial ligand (8.0 - 19.5 kcal/mol) were 
found to be richer in correlation than those with the axial H20 ligand (7.0 - 17.0 
kcal/mol). The degree of correlation component was found to be directly 
proportional to the structural complexity of a Co 1+Cbi complex. For example, the 
p-axial H20-ligated octahedral Co 1+Cbi complexes (i.e., OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H20; 
~~Go= 12.0 kcal/mol) and OH2--Co1+Cbi--H20--H20; ~~Go = 17.0 kcal/mol) as 
well as the Co1+Cbi--PhOH--H20 (~~Go = 14.0 kcal/mol) and OH2--Co1+Cbi--
PhOH--H20 (~~Go = 19.5 kcal/mol) complexes had more correlation component 
than their corresponding pentacoordinated analogues because of the presence 
of two Co1+--H bonds. The comparison between wB97X and wB97X-D computed 
thermodynamics indicated that Co 1+Cbi models had 2.0 - 8.3 kcal/mol dispersion 
contributions in the computed ~Go values. However the effect of empirical-
dispersion was less pronounced than the long-range correlation. The p-axial 
PhOH-ligated Co1+Cbi complexes (~~Go = 5.3 - 8.0 kcal/mol) had greater 
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dispersion contribution than the p-axial H20-ligated Co 1+Cbi complexes (~~Go = 
2.5 - 5.0 kcallmol) which might be due to its better C01+--H bond forming ability 
as well as due to its greater steric bulk. The recent OFT and QM/MM calculations 
have also suggested the presence of a dispersion component in the Co 1+ --H 
interactions in the model as well as MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx complexes 
respectively.202,2oB The significance of dispersion interactions in the dB metal ion-
induced H-bonds in the case of Pt2+ complexes has also been recently illustrated 
where the MP2 calculations revealed the presence of dispersion interactions in 
the Pt2+ --H bonds.132-133 The present analysis thus supports the previous 
studies202,2oB that the C01+--H interactions contain a significant amount of long-
range correlation and a noticeable amount of empirical-dispersion components, 
and the right kind of OFT functionals must be used to accurately describe the 
Co 1+Cbx complexes containing such interactions. 
7.4 Conclusions 
The possible alternate role of the active site tyrosine (i.e., Y1139) residue 
in the context of C01+--H bond formation has been computationally investigated 
using OFT calculations. The calculated data suggest that the PhOH, an ideal 
structural mimick of tyrosine residue, constructs thermodynamically more stable 
Co 1+ --H interactions than the axial H20 ligand which may have relevance for the 
reactivation cycle of the MetH enzyme. In the reactivation cycle, the 
thermodynamically unfavorable C02+/Co 1+ reduction need to be executed to 
recover the catalytically active Co 1+Cbx form, however the mechanistic base of 
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this process is yet to be fully understood. The exisiting spectroscopic111 ,114 and 
structural116 studies on the reactivation conformation of MetH enzyme imply that 
the active site Y1139 residue plays a major catalytic role in the reduction process 
by promoting the dissociation of the p-axial ligand from the cofactor. However the 
presented calculations suggest that this residue may not only displace the axial 
ligand, but may also provide better H-donor facilities for constructing Co 1+ --H 
interactions. This finding is interesting in the wake of recent computational 
studies202,2oB which suggests that the preferential stabilization of Co 1+Cbx state 
via C01+--H interactions may drive the thermodynamically difficult reduction 
process. From thermodynamic perspective, the axial PhOH-induced Co 1+ --H 
interactions are found to be more stable than the axial H20 ligand-influenced 
ones which may result in the enhanced driving force available for the reduction 
process if the active site Y1139 residue is engaged in Co 1+ --H bond formation. 
So far two X-ray studies 116,139 have been reported on the MetH-bound C02+Cbx 
state and both seem to support this conceptual picture (Figure 40). In the first 
study,139 the active site Y1139 was localized at a distance of 4.41 A from the 
C02+ ion of MetH-bound C02+Cbx (PDB-code = 1 K7Y @ 3.0 A resolution) and no 
other direct axial interaction involving metal center was detected. Apparently the 
Y1139 was the judicious p-axial ligand. The Y1139--C02+ bond distance was 
significantly reduced upon binding of AdoMet substrate i.e. (Y1139)O--C02+ = 
3.97 A (PDB-code: 1 K98 @ 3.8 A resolution). Though in the subsequent X-ray 
analysis116 that afforded a better resolved reactivation complex of MetH-bound 
C02+Cbx with AdoMet (PDB-code: 31VA @ 2.7 A resolution), a p-axial H20 ligand 
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was identified, but it was 3.96 A distance away from the C02+ ion. The active site 
Y1139 residue was also located at an identical distance (i.e., 3.97 A) from the 
C02+ ion. The axial H20 ligand that is displaced in the MetH-bound C02+Cbx, is 
not only nteracting with Y1139 residues (H20--Y1139 = 3.30 A) but is also be 
involved in an H-bonding interaction with the COO- end of the E1097 residue 
((H20)O---OOC = 3.10 A) which is a slightly stronger interaction than Y1139--
H20 interaction and may be providing the additional driving force for rupturing the 
binding interaction between the axial H20 ligand and the cofactor. The recent 
QM/MM caicuiations208 also implied the feasibility of an intensive communication 
between the axial H20 ligand and the active site E1097 residue ((H-O-H---OOC = 
2.70 - 2.80 A).21 Also, the spectroscopic study of Brunold et al.,111 has 
established that the binding of the AdoMet substrate results in the translational 
motion of the Y1139 residue towards the binding pocket of the cofactor. It seems 
reasonable to suggest that the Y1139 residue may be sterically in a better 
position to interact with the Co 1+ ion through Co 1+ --H interactions. These non-
classical Co 1 + --H bonds may considerably stabilize Co 1 +Cbx and may playa part 
in ensuring the driving force for the C02+/Co 1+ reduction. In summary, the present 
OFT calculations and X-ray crystallographic analysis of the reactivation 
conformation of MetH enzyme suggest the possible involvement of Y1139 
residue as an H-donor in the Co 1 + --H bond formation. This may be one of the 
possible catalytic strategies that the MetH enzyme uses to carry out the 
thermodynamically challenging C02+ ICo 1+ reduction during its reactivation cycle. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, the various aspects of B12-dependent reaction cycles 
have been investigated using state of the art computational methods. In 
particular two problems are specifically studied: (i) Activation of Co-C bond in 
adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl)-dependent mutases; and (ii) 
cob(lI)alamin(Co2+Cbx)/cob(l)alamin(Co 1+Cbx) redox process in 
methyltransferases. 
The mechanism of Co-C bond activation as well as the initial step of B12 
catalysis that consists of Co-C bond cleavage and subsequent hydrogen atom 
(H-atom) abstraction from the substrate are studied by means of density 
functional theory, complete active space self-consistent field and quantum 
mechanics/molecular mechanics computational methodologies respectively. The 
solvation correction by polarizable continuum solvation model is applied as 
needed. 
The detailed theoretical study of Chapter II along with the X-ray crystal 
structure analysis of two of the most important adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl)-
dependent mutases namely methyl malonyl coenzymeA mutase (MCM) and 
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glutamate mutase (GLM) showed that the diradical state, [AdoCbW--Y·, is the 
lowest electronic state of the AdoCbl--Y- complex providing strong evidence that 
the electron transfer (ET) from the active site tyrosine (Y) residue to the AdoCbl 
cofactor is feasible. The diradical character of AdoCbl--Y- model complex is also 
approved by the complete active space self-consistent field calculations. The 
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations indicated that 
the active site Y89 residue of MCM enzyme does indeed induce ET onto the 
AdoCbl cofactor when present in its deprotonated form. The crystallographic 
analysis of the active sites of MCM and GLM enzymes revealed that the 
substrate binding can playa critical role in displacing the hydroxyl proton of Y 
residue (Y89 in case of MCM enzyme and Y181 in case of GLM enzyme) that will 
facilitate the ET, and the Co-C bond cleavage will preferably occur via proton-
coupled electron transfer (PCET) pathway. Thus the initial step of 8 12 catalysis is 
proposed to involve the one-electron reduced form of AdoCbl cofactor (i.e. 
[AdoCbW-) that provides an efficient mode of cleavage and can help in 
understanding the origin of catalysis in 8 12 mutases. 
As a next step, the energetic implications of the possible involvement of 
the [AdoCbW- in the initial step of 8 12 catalysis that involves Co-C bond cleavage 
and subsequent H-abstraction from the substrate are investigated. The intrinsic 
reaction coordinate computations predicted that the reaction consisting of Co-C 
bond cleavage and subsequent H-atom abstraction occurs in a concerted fashion 
if the reduced form of AdoCbl cofactor is involved in the reaction. The computed 
activation energy barrier of the reaction was significantly lowered (by -31.5%) in 
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comparison to the reaction involving the neutral cofactor model that lent further 
support to our PCET-based mechanistic pathway for the origin of catalysis in 
AdoCbl-dependent mutases. 
In the second part of the dissertation, the alternate coordination 
environments of cob(l)alamin (Co 1+Cbx) as well the mechanistic pathways of the 
C02+ ICo 1 + reduction process in the context of methyltransferases are evaluated 
by means of density functional (OFT), atoms in molecule (AIM), natural bond 
orbital (NBO) and QM/MM computational tools respectively. The polarizable 
continuum solvation model is adopted to investigate the thermodynamics of 
C01+Cbx complexes where the non-electrostatic contributions are computed 
within the formalism of SMO solvation model. 
The detailed research described in Chapter IV showed that the Co 1+ ion in 
Co 1+Cbx model complexes engage in the formation of H-bond with the beta-axial 
H20 ligand. The H-bond forming capacity of Co 1+ ion is rooted in the fact that it is 
dominant dB electronic configuration system that has appropriately oriented filled 
d-orbitals for interacting with the acidic ends of the axial ligands. The OFT and 
NBO analysis indicated that the Co 1+ --H interaction has noticeable amount of 
electrostatic, charge transfer, long-range correlation and dispersion contributions 
respectively. The AIM analysis indicated the presence of dominant electrostatic 
or partial covalent character in the Co 1 + --H interactions. As a result ofthis binding 
interaction, the Co 1+Cbx complexes adapt to an unprecedented pentacoordinated 
square planar coordination environement in addition to their well-established 
tetracoordinated square planarity. The computed reduction potentials of the 
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C02+/C01+ couple assuming the possible coordination geometries of Co1+Cbx 
indicated that the Co1+--H interaction exerts a significant amount of redox tuning 
upon the electrochemistry of the Co2+/Co 1+ reduction process. Based on these 
calculations, an alternate mechanistic pathway for the Co2+/Co 1+ reduction 
process was proposed that involves the conversion of the square pyramidal 
Co 1+Cbx into the square pyramidal Co 1+Cbx rather than its square planar form. 
The analysis of the existing X-ray crystallographic data about the reaction 
complex of methionine synthase (MetH) enzyme indicated that the axial H20 
ligand is located in the binding pocket of the cofactor and can interact with the 
cobalt center that provided experimental support to our proposed mechanistic 
scheme. 
As a next step, the possibility of Co1+--H bond formation inside the 
biological environment of MetH enzyme is investigated with the help of OFT, AIM 
and ONIOM-based QM/MM computational tools. The OFT and AIM calculations 
asserted the dominant electrostatic character of Co 1 + --H linkages in the model 
complexes of MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx. The QM/MM computations indicated that the 
axial H20 ligand in the MetH-bound Co2+Cbx (POB-code:3IVA @ 2.7 A 
resolution) with the Co2+ ion through its O-end while it coordinates to the Co 1+ ion 
of the MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx via its H-end which provides the first conclusive 
evidence of the formation of Co1+--H interaction inside the enzyme environment. 
The comparative analysis of the QM/MM optimized Co2+Cbx and Co 1+Cbx 
complexes revealed that the free H-end of the axial H20 ligand in the MetH-
bound Co2+Cbx undergoes a conformational change en route to the Co1+Cbx 
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complex formation. This conformational switch is primarily driven by the change 
in the electronic configuration of the metal ion (i.e., C02+ (d7) _ C01+ (d8)). 
Benefiting from the Co 1+ --H interaction, the MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx adapts to the 
unique square pyramidal coordination environment. 
The further computational analysis of the primary coordination 
environment of Co 1+Cbx suggested that Co 1+Cbx can also exist in octahedral 
coordination environment in addition to its square pyramidal and square planar 
geometries. The QM/MM calculations predicted that a l3-axial H20 in the QM/MM 
optimized hexacoordinated octahedral MetH-bound Co 1+Cbx (1 BMT, Res. 3.0 A) 
is coordinated to C01+ ion via its unusual H-end (C01+--H(H20) - 2.34 A (166°)) 
while the a-axial His ligand is significantly displaced away (C01+--N(His) = 3.51 A), 
thereby resulting in the formation of an effective H-bonded square pyramidal 
complex. The theoretical validation of H-bonded Co 1+Cbx complexes implied that 
the electron richness of Co 1+ ion rather than its net charge starts playing a 
deterministic role in governing the primary ligation sphere of the Co 1+ ion. The 
AIM analysis of the H-bonded Co 1+Cbl and Co 1+Cbi complexes predicted that the 
Co 1+ --H interactions in the square pyramidal or octahedral complexes are H-
bonding type interactions that either have a dominant electrostatic component or 
a very small covalence character. The computed reduction potentials of the 
C02+/C01+ couple using the possible coordination geometries of C01+Cbx model 
complexes implied that the Co 1+ --H(H20) interaction exerts a greater anodic shift 
(5 - 98 mV vs standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in chloroform solvent) than the 
analogous C01+--H(lm) interaction (1 mV vs SHE) upon the reduction potential of 
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the C02+/C01+ couple. This provided an explanation as to why a ~-axial H20 
ligand has specifically been identified during the X-ray studies of certain 
methyltransferases such as MetH, Fe-S corrinoid proteins and 
methanol: cobalam in. 
The OFT calculations and the X-ray crystal structure analysis described in 
the final chapter of this dissertation addressed the possibile involvement of the 
local enzyme scaffold especially that of the active site Y1139 residue of MetH 
enzyme in the Co 1 + --H bond formation. The calculations on the Co 1 +Cbi 
complexes indicated that the p-axial H20 or PhOH ligand tends to construct Co 1+_ 
-H interactions that contain a significant amount of long-range correlation and a 
noticeable amount of dispersion components respectively, and the PhOH ligand, 
a Y1139 mimick, forms stronger C01+--H contacts than H20 ligand due to its 
better H-donor capacity and supports the possibility of an alternate scenario 
where the PhOH ligand may be a p-axial ligand in the MetH-bound C02+Cbx. The 
analysis of the existing crystallographic data available for the reactivation 
conformation of MetH enzyme (1 K7Y (3.0 A); 1 K98 (3.8 A) and 31VA (2.7 A)) also 
corroborated our calculations as the Y1139 residue and the p-axial H20 ligand in 
the MetH-bound C02+Cbx complex are located at a similar distance from the C02+ 
ion (Y1139--C02+ = 3.97 A; H20--C02+ = 3.96 A). Taking into account that the 
Co 1+ --H interactions tend to stabilize Co 1+Cbx, and the Y1139-induced Co 1+ --H 
linkages are thermodynamically more stable than the H20-induced ones, the 
possibility of the Y1139 residue being the p-axial ligand in the catalytically 
competent reactivation conformation of MetH enzyme has been suggested. 
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Table At: BP86 computed Spin Density Distribution in the structural mimics of GLM 
andMCM 
<5*2> Corrin Tyrosine spin 
Model Complex value spin (odd-alternant pattern) 
07 Cl C4 C8 
AdoCbl-PhOH (GLM) 0.0000 0.000499 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 
AdoCbl-PhO- (GLM) 1.0028 -0.994421 0.5349 0.2118 0.1753 0.1739 
AdoCbl-PhOH (MCM) 0.0000 0.00010 00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
AdoCbl-PhO- (MCM) 1.0007 -0.989755 0.5405 0.2340 0.1997 0.1945 
Table A2: B3L YP Computed Spin Density Distribution in the Structural Mimics of 
GLMandMCM 
<5*2> Corrin TyrOSine spin 
Model Complex value spin (odd-alternant pattern) 
07 Cl C4 C8 
AdoCbl-PhOH (GLM) 0.0002 0.000446 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
AdoCbl-PhO- (GLM) 0.6278 -0.60327 0.3968 0.1669 0.1535 0.1520 
AdoCbl-PhOH (MCM) 0.0002 0.000524 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
AdoCbl-PhO- (MCM) 0.7356 -0.707306 0.4522 0.1986 0.1794 0.1742 
Table A3: Key structural features of the optimized Co2+Cbi--OH2 complex (bond lengths 
and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-OH20 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.93 1.96 1.96 1.93 2.53 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.93 1.93 1.87 2.29 
wB97X16-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.92 1.93 1.89 2.36 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.92 1.92 1.88 2.35 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.94 1.88 2.39 
B98/6-31++G(d,p) 1.89 1.94 1.94 1.88 2.40 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.94 1.88 2.30 
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Table A4: Key structural features of the optimized Co2+Cbi--OH2 complex (bond lengths 
and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-OH20 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.93 1.96 1.95 1.94 2.42 
8P86/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.85 1.91 1.90 1.86 2.23 
w897X16-31 G(d) 5d 1.87 1.91 1.90 1.88 2.28 
Ob97X-0/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.86 1.91 1.90 1.87 2.28 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d 1.87 1.93 1.91 1.88 2.31 
898/6-31G(d) 5d 1.87 1.93 1.91 1.88 2.31 
897-0/6-31G(d) 5d 1.85 1.92 1.91 1.86 2.28 
Table AS: Key structural features of the optimized Co2+Cbl--Im complex (bond lengths 
and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-Nlm 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) 1.94 1.97 1.97 1.94 2.40 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.93 1.88 2.14 
w897X16-31++G(d,p) 1.89 1.94 1.93 1.90 2.22 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.93 1.93 1.89 2.18 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.95 1.94 1.89 2.22 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.95 1.94 1.89 2.23 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.94 1.88 2.12 
Table A6: Key structural features of the optimized Co2+Cbi--Im complex (bond lengths 
and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-Nlm 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.95 1.98 1.96 1.96 2.45 
8P86/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.86 1.92 1.90 1.87 2.15 
w897X16-31G(d) 5d 1.88 1.92 1.90 1.89 2.25 
w897X-0/6-31G(d) 5d 1.87 1.92 1.90 1.88 2.21 
897-1/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.88 1.94 1.92 1.89 2.27 
898/6-31G(d) 5d 1.88 1.94 1.92 1.89 2.27 
897-0/6-31G(d) 5d 1.86 1.92 1.91 1.86 2.12 
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Table A 7: Key structural features of the optimized H20--Co2+Cbl--Im complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-Nlm CO-OH20 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.94 1.97 1.97 1.94 2.48 2.96 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.93 1.88 2.15 3.35 
w897X16-31++G(d,p) 1.89 1.94 1.93 1.89 2.28 2.61 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G( d, p) 1.89 1.93 1.93 1.89 2.25 2.57 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.95 1.94 1.89 2.29 2.79 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.95 1.94 1.89 2.29 2.83 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.94 1.88 214 2.97 
Table A8: Key structural features of the optimized H20--Co2+Cbi--Im complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 CO-Nlm CO-OH20 
HF/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.94 1.97 1.96 1.95 2.53 3.65 
8P86/6-31 G(d) 5d 1.86 1.92 1.91 1.87 2.14 4.36 
w897X16-31G(d) 5d 1.88 1.92 1.90 1.89 2.23 4.13 
w897X-0/6-31G(d) 5d 1.87 1.92 1.90 1.88 2.21 3.98 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d 1.88 1.94 1.91 1.89 2.25 4.26 
898/6-31G(d) 5d 1.88 1.94 1.91 1.89 2.25 4.26 
897-0/6-31G(d) 5d 1.85 1.92 1.91 1.86 2.12 4.18 
Table A9: Key structural features of the optimized Col+Cbl--H-O-H complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31++G{d,p) 1.94 1.96 1.96 1.94 2.62 3.54 164.61 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.84 1.91 1.91 1.84 2.29 3.29 170.32 
w897X16-31 ++G(d,p) 1.86 1.91 1.91 1.86 2.41 3.37 168.90 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.85 1.90 1.90 1.85 2.39 3.33 162.98 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.86 1.91 1.91 1.86 2.39 3.36 170.36 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.86 1.91 1.91 1.85 2.39 3.35 170.77 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.85 1.92 1.91 1.85 2.44 3.40 16806 
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Table AIO: Key structural features of the optimized Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.93 2.55 3.48 166.24 
8P86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.45 3.42 166.11 
w897X16-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.88 1.88 1.84 2.44 3.40 167.04 
w897X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.88 1.87 1.84 2.42 3.37 166.27 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d .1.83 1.90 1.89 1.84 2.52 3.47 164.70 
898/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.90 1.89 1.84 2.52 3.47 164.64 
897-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.90 1.89 1.83 2.56 3.51 160.93 
Table All: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H2O • Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H 
toE toU toH -TtoS toG 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -4.12 -3.30 -3.89 6.10 2.21 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) -5.54 -4.91 -5.51 6.94 1.43 
w897X/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8.09 -7.48 -8.07 7.53 -0.54 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8.80 -8.18 -8.77 7.61 -1.16 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.18 -5.54 -6.13 7.34 1.21 
898/6-31++G(d,p) -5.84 -5.21 -5.80 7.30 1.49 
897-D/6-31 ++GJd,p) -9.14 -8.40 -8.99 6.56 -2.42 
Table A12: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in gas Phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbi + H2O • Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H 
toE toU toH -TtoS toG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -9.60 -9.57 -10.16 9.81 -0.35 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -13.91 -14.04 -14.63 9.57 -5.06 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -17.04 -17.23 -17.82 10.43 -7.39 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d -18.62 -18.64 -19.23 9.97 -9.26 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -1447 -14.59 -15.18 9.97 -5.21 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -13.88 -13.98 -14.57 10.01 -4.56 
B97 -D/6-31 GJQ25d -19.09 -19.03 -19.63 9.46 -10.16 
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Table A13: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Co1+Cbl--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in Chloroform solution assuming standard state convention 
of latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -2.00 -1.16 ·1.75 6.01 4.30 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -4.38 -3.74 -4.34 7.04 2.67 
w897X16-31++G(d,p) -·5.92 -5.25 -5.84 7.37 1.66 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.92 -6.20 -6.80 7.23 0.59 
897-1/6-31 ++GJd,p) -4.78 -4.00 -4.59 6.15 1.56 
898/6-31++G(d,p) -4.33 -3.64 -4.23 6.89 2.67 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -7.50 -6.91 -7.50 7.60 0.18 
Table A14: Computed thermodynamic data for the Col+Cbl--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in acetonitrile solution while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -0.92 -0.01 -0.60 5.99 5.38 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.82 -3.71 -4.31 8.54 4.02 
w897X/6-31++G(d,p) -4.94 -4.23 -4.82 6.94 2.12 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -5.89 -5.26 -5.85 7.32 1.42 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.98 -3.25 -3.84 6.32 2.31 
898/6-31 ++G( d, p) -3.69 -2.95 -3.54 6.34 2.61 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.93 -6.41 -7.00 7.89 0.77 
Table A15: Computed thennodynamic data for the Col+Cbl--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in water solution while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -0.82 0.10 -0.49 5.88 5.26 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) -3.76 -3.65 -4.24 8.46 4.52 
w897X/6-31 ++G(d,p) -4.84 -4.11 -4.70 6.68 2.03 
w897X-0/6-31++G(d,p) -5.88 -5.19 -5.79 6.88 1.21 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.89 -3.19 -3.78 6.86 3.38 
898/6-31 ++GJd,p) -3.58 -2.88 -3.47 6.85 3.71 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.88 -6.36 -6.95 7.86 1.08 
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Table A16: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Co1+Cbi--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in Chloroform solution while assuming standard state 
convention of latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbi + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -4.50 -4.43 -5.02 9.69 4.85 
8P86/6-31G(d) 5d -10.00 -10.11 -10.70 10.09 -0.48 
w897X16-31G(d) 5d -12.76 -12.86 -13.45 9.69 -3.64 
w897X-D/6-31 G(d) 5d -14.63 -14.67 -15.26 10.40 -4.69 
897-1/6-31G(dl5d -10.90 -10.81 -11.40 9.14 -2.09 
898/6-31 GJ.Ql5d -10.22 -10.11 -10.71 8.85 -1.69 
897 -D/6-31 Q(QL 5d -20.08 -20.62 -21.21 13.62 -6.85 
Table A17: Computed thermodynamic data for the CoI+Cbi--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in acetonitrile solution while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbi + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(dl5d -2.35 -2.15 -2.74 9.09 6.45 
8P86/6-31G(dl5d -8.12 -8.39 -8.98 10.84 1.93 
w897X16-31G(dl5d -9.79 -10.32 -10.92 12.53 1.76 
w897X-D/6-31G(dl5d -12.55 -12.57 -13.61 9.79 -3.19 
897-1/6-31G(dl5d -8.84 -8.94 -9.53 9.42 -003 
898/6-31G(dl5d -7.99 -8.17 -8.76 10.56 1.93 
897-D/6-31G(d) 5d -19.01 -19.49 -20.09 13.34 -6.00 
Table A18: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in water solution while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbi + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbi--H-O-H 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(dl5d -2.08 -1.92 -2.51 9.47 6.40 
8P86/6-31G(dl5d -7.87 -8.18 -8.77 11.31 1.85 
w897X16-31G(dl5d -9.54 -10.09 -10.69 12.60 1.32 
w897X-D/6-31G(dl5d -12.38 -12.43 -13.02 9.69 -3.81 
897-1/6-31G(dl5d -8.50 -8.67 -9.26 10.90 0.97 
898/6-31G(d) 5d -7.82 -7.99 -8.58 10.94 1.69 
897-D/6-31G(d) 5d -18.83 -19.37 -19.97 13.78 -6.64 
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Table A19. Reduction Potentials of MeCbl Cofactor computed using a variety ofDFT 
functionals and 631 G( d) 5d basis set. 
Reduction Potential [V units) vs SCE 
Functional Naked MeCbl Cofactor Full MeCbl Cofactor 
DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ DMF+ DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ 
Propanol MeOH Propanol 
BP86 -1.81 -1.80 -1.79 -1.79 -1.78 -1.79 -1.76 -1.88 -1.92 -1.81 -1.81 
B3LYP -1.86 -1.86 -1.85 -1.86 -1.84 -1.85 -1.85 -1.98 -2.02 -1.91 -1.90 
B3LYP-D -2.10 -2.00 -1.99 -2.01 -2.11 -2.11 -1.98 -2.01 -1.83 -1.91 -1.98 
B3PW91 -1.84 -1.83 -181 -1.82 -1.80 -1.81 -1.84 -1.96 -2.01 -1.89 -1.89 
PBE1PBE -1.84 -1.83 -1.82 -1.82 -1.81 -1.81 -1.86 -1.98 -2.03 -1.91 -1.91 
mPW1PBE -1.84 -1.83 -182 -1.82 -1.81 -1.81 -1.86 -1.98 -1.71 -2.29 -1.91 
mPW3PBE -1.82 -1.81 -179 -1.80 -1.78 -1.79 -1.83 -1.95 -1.99 -1.88 -1.87 
mPW1PW91 -1.83 -1.82 -180 -1.81 -1.79 -1.80 -1.84 -1.97 -2.01 -1.89 -1.89 
Table A20. Reduction Potentials of MeCbl Cofactor computed using a variety of DFT 
functionals and 631 +G basis set. 
Reduction Potential [V units) vs SCE 
Functional Naked MeCbl Cofactor Full MeCbl Cofactor 
6-31G* DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ DMF+ DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ 
Propanol MeOH Propanol 
BP86 -2.01 -2.00 -1.99 -1.98 -1.98 -1.98 -2.12 -2.14 -2.16 -2.15 -2.16 
B3LYP -1.87 -1.86 -1.85 -1.86 -2.02 -2.02 -2.00 -2.01 -2.02 -2.03 -2.03 
B3LYP-D -2.20 -2.17 -2.16 -2.17 -2.19 -2.19 -2.14 -2.20 -2.02 -2.08 -2.16 
B3PW91 -2.01 -2.00 -1.98 -1.99 -1.97 -1.97 -1.97 -1.97 -1.99 -1.99 -2.00 
PBE1PBE -2.01 -2.00 -1.98 -1.98 -1.97 -1.97 -2.14 -2.15 -2.17 -2.18 -2.18 
mPW1PBE -2.07 -2.06 -2.04 -2.04 -2.02 -2.03 -1.99 -1.99 -2.01 -2.03 -2.02 
mPW3PBE -1.93 -1.92 -1.90 -1.98 -1.89 -1.89 -1.98 -208 -2.00 -2.01 -2.00 
mPW1PW91 -2.02 -2.02 -2.00 -1.99 -1.98 -1.98 -2.01 -2.02 -2.03 -2.05 -2.04 
Table A2l. Reduction Potentials of MeCbl Cofactor computed using a variety of DFT 
functionals and 631 +G* basis set. 
Reduction Potential [V units) vs SCE 
Functional Naked MeCbl Cofactor Full MeCbl Cofactor 
DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ DMF+ DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF+ 
Propanol MeOH Propanol 
BP86 -1.76 -1.76 -1.74 -1.75 -1.74 -1.74 -1.63 -1.77 -1.81 -1.71 -1.71 
B3LYP -1.84 -1.83 -1.82 -1.84 -182 -1.83 -1.77 -1.87 -1.92 -1.81 -1.80 
B3LYP-D -2.10 -2.00 -1.99 -2.01 -2.11 -2.11 -1.91 -1.93 -1.91 -1.84 -1.91 
B3PW91 -1.80 -1.79 -1.78 -1.79 -177 -1.78 -1.74 -1.85 -1.89 -1.79 -1.78 
PBE1PBE -1.81 -1.80 -1.78 -1.79 -178 -1.78 -1.75 -1.87 -1.91 -1.80 -1.80 
mPW1PBE -1.81 -1.80 -1.78 -1.79 -178 -1.78 -1.75 -1.87 -1.91 -1.80 -1.80 
mPW3PBE -1.78 -1.77 -1.76 -1.77 -175 -1.76 -1.72 -1.83 -1.87 -1.77 -1.80 
































Table A22. Reduction Potentials of AdoCbl Cofactor computed using a variety of DFT 
functionals and 631 G( d) 5d basis set. 
Functional Naked AdoCbl Cofactor Full AdoCbl Cofactor 
DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF DMSO MeOH H2O 
BP86 -1.71 -1.86 -1.75 -1.76 -1.81 -1.92 -1.94 -2.04 
B3LYP -1.84 -1.87 -1.87 -1.88 -1.93 -1.91 -2.07 -1.91 
B3LYP-D -1.76 -1.76 -175 -1.77 -1.84 -1.84 -1.85 -1.84 
B3PW91 -1.72 -1.75 -1.75 -1.75 -1.75 -1.85 -1.89 -2.00 
PBE1PBE -1.81 -1.84 -1.84 -1.85 -1.56 -1.66 -1.70 -1.79 
mPW1PBE -1.75 -1.78 -1.78 -1.78 -1.69 -1.79 -1.83 -1.92 
mPW3PBE -1.64 -1.66 -1.67 -1.67 -1.69 -1.79 -1.83 -1.94 
mPW1PW91 -1.78 -1.80 -1.81 -1.81 -1.79 -1.90 -1.93 -2.02 
Table A23. Reduction Potentials of AdoCbl Cofactor computed using a variety ofDFT 
functionals and 631 +G basis set. 
Functional Naked AdoCbl Cofactor Full AdoCbl Cofactor 
6-31+G DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF DMSO MeOH H2O 
BP86 -1.57 -1.60 -1.60 -1.61 -1.55 -1.40 -1.72 -1.83 
B3LYP -1.65 -1.68 -1.69 -1.71 -1.60 -1.73 -1.78 -1.90 
B3LYP-D -1.59 -1.59 -1.58 -1.60 -1.68 -1.68 -1.68 -1.67 
B3PW91 -1.61 -1.64 -1.64 -1.66 -1.60 -1.72 -1.78 -1.89 
PBE1PBE -1.60 -1.63 -1.63 -1.64 -1.59 -1.72 -1.77 -1.89 
mPW1PBE -1.61 -1.63 -1.64 -1.65 -1.60 -173 -1.78 -1.90 
mPW3PBE -1.58 -1.61 -1.61 -1.63 -1.57 -1.70 -1.75 -1.87 
mPW1PW91 -1.60 -1.62 -1.51 -1.64 -1.59 -1.71 -1.77 -1.88 
Table A24. Reduction Potentials of AdoCbl Cofactor computed using a variety of DFT 
functionals and 631 +G* basis set. 
Functional Naked AdoCbl Cofactor Full AdoCbl Cofactor 
DMF DMSO MeOH H2O DMF DMSO MeOH H2O 
BP86 -1.56 -1.59 -1.60 -1.60 -1.45 -1.56 -1.61 -1.70 
B3LYP -1.67 -1.70 -1.71 -1.72 -1.51 -1.62 -1.67 -1.79 
B3LYP-D -1.60 -1.61 -1.60 -1.62 -1.58 -1.58 -1.58 -1.57 
B3PW91 -1.62 -1.64 -1.65 -1.66 -1.50 -1.61 -1.66 -1.60 
PBE1PBE -1.61 -1.63 -1.58 -1.65 -1.49 -1.60 -1.65 -1.76 
mPW1PBE -1.62 -1.64 -1.65 -1.66 -1.50 -1.62 -1.67 -1.78 
mPW3PBE -1.59 -1.61 -1.62 -1.63 -1.47 -1.59 -1.63 -1.74 
mPW1PW91 -1.61 -1.63 -1.64 -1.65 -1.63 -1.22 -1.65 -1.76 
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Table A2S. Computed Reduction Potentials ofCo2+/C0 1+ Couple assuming tetra- and 
penta-coordinated Conformations of Co I + Cbx 
Co2+/Co1+ Redox Couple Reduction Potential [mV] vs SHE 
Chloroform Acetonitrile Water 
Co2·Cbl--OH2/Co "Cbl -220 -275 -303 
Co2·Cbi--OH2/Co "Cbi -239 -328 -291 
Co2• Cbl--OH2/CO '·Cbl--H-O-H -110 -223 -279 
Co2• Cbi--OH2/CO '·Cbi--H-O-H -15 -236 -255 
Table A26: Key Structural Features of the Complex Co2+Cbl--OH2--OH2 optimized 
using a variety of theoretical methods (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A 
and degrees respectively). 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 Co-O 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.93 1.95 1.95 1.93 4.29 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.93 1.93 1.88 2.25 
wB97X16-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.92 1.93 1.89 2.44 
wB97X-0/6-31++G(d,p) 1.86 1.91 1.90 1.87 2.28 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.94 1.94 1.89 2.52 
B98/6-31++G(d,p) 1.88 1.94 1.94 1.89 2.55 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.85 1.92 1.91 1.86 2.28 
Table A27: Key Structural Features of the Complex Co2+Cbl--OH2--HOPh optimized 
using a variety of theoretical methods (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A 
and degrees respectively). 
Theoretical Method CO-N21 CO-N22 CO-N23 CO-N24 Co-O 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) 1.93 1.95 1.95 1.93 3.34 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.88 1.93 1.93 1.87 2.32 
wB97X16-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.92 1.93 1.89 2.40 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d, p) 1.88 1.92 1.93 1.88 2.40 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.93 1.94 1.89 2.45 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) 1.89 1.93 1.94 1.89 2.46 
B97 -0/6-31 ++G(d, p) 1.88 1.93 1.93 1.88 2.32 
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Table A28: Key Structural Features of the Complex Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 optimized 
using a variety of theoretical methods (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A 
and degrees respectively). 
Theoretical Method Co-H Co-O Co-H-O OH20--HH20 OH20--0H20 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.54 3.43 115.62 1.97 2.92 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) 2.18 3.17 167.09 1.77 2.76 
wB97X16-31++G(d,p) 2.35 3.25 153.60 1.81 2.78 
wB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) 2.30 3.21 154.47 1.80 2.78 
B97-1/6-31++G(d,p) 2.37 3.29 157.44 1.83 2.81 
B98/6-31++G(d,p) 2.33 3.27 160.62 1.83 2.80 
B97-D/6-31++G(d,p) 2.26 3.18 154.08 1.79 2.78 
Table A29: Key Structural Features of the Complex Co 1+Cb--H20--HOPh optimized 
using a variety of theoretical methods (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A 
and degrees respectively). 
Theoretical Method Co-H Co-O Co-H-O OH20--HphOH OH20--0PhOH 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.39 3.34 174.12 1.90 2.85 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) 2.12 3.13 175.69 1.72 2.71 
wB97X16-31++G(d,p) 2.15 3.13 174.51 1.77 2.74 
wB97X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.25 3.21 164.74 1.77 2.74 
B97-1/6-31++G(d,p) 2.20 3.19 175.83 1.79 2.77 
B98/6-31++G(d,p) 2.17 3.16 175.83 1.75 2.74 
B97-D/6-31++G(d,p) 2.17 3.15 166.93 1.74 2.73 
Table A30: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 
flE flU flH -TflS flG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.36 -8.47 -9.65 15.36 5.71 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) -13.00 -12.54 -13.73 17.06 3.33 
wB97X/6-31++G(d,p) -18.15 -17.78 -18.96 17.91 -1.05 
wB97X-D/6-31 ++G(d, p) -19.01 -18.59 -19.78 17.77 -2.01 
B97-1/6-31++G(d,p) -14.21 -13.73 -14.91 17.47 2.56 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,pl -13.58 -13.01 -14.19 16.96 2.77 
B97-D/6-31++G(d,pl -18.40 -18.13 -19.32 18.38 -0.94 
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Table A31: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H20--H20 complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
I atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbl--H20--H20 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -4.27 -3.86 -4.34 13.70 9.36 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) -8.70 -8.71 -9.89 18.72 8.82 
wB97X16-31++G(d,p) -12.47 -11.81 -12.99 16.71 3.72 
wB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -13.24 -12.65 -13.84 16.81 2.97 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.70 -9.71 -10.89 17.23 6.34 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.40 -9.31 -10.23 17.80 6.78 
B97-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -13.36 -12.98 -14.16 17.82 3.66 
Table A32: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H20--HOPh complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H20 + PhOH ~ Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -14.14 -12.29 -13.47 15.98 2.51 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -14.97 -13.62 -14.80 17.82 3.02 
wB97X/6-31 ++G(d,p) -22.84 -21.69 -22.88 19.82 -3.06 
wB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -29.62 -28.31 -29.50 20.19 -9.30 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -17.12 -15.88 -17.06 19.14 2.07 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) -17.26 -16.01 -17.19 19.00 1.80 
B97-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -24.91 -23.94 -25.12 21.05 -4.07 
Table A33: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H20--HOPh complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units) 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H20 + PhOH ~ Co 1+Cbl--H20--HOPh 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -6.74 -5.07 -6.25 15.20 8.95 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -11.09 -9.54 -9.84 17.12 7.28 
wB97X16-31++G(d,p) -16.80 -15.62 -16.80 19.63 2.83 
wB97X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -21.15 -20.12 -21.30 21.05 -0.26 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -12.09 -11.14 -12.10 17.40 5.30 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) -11.79 -10.96 -12.02 17.25 6.23 
B97-D/6-31++G(d,p) -19.91 -18.99 -20.18 21.19 1.01 
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Table A34: Key structural features of the optimized Co1+Cbl--H-O-H complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated H20 ligand. 
Theoretical Method Co·H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) 2.62 3.54 0.95 (0.94) 164.61 
BP66/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.29 3.29 1.00 (0.97) 170.32 
wB97X16-31 ++G(d,p) 2.40 3.35 0.97 (0.96) 171.73 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.39 3.33 0.97 (0.96) 162.96 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.45 3.44 0.96 (0.96) 165.10 
B96/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.46 3.45 0.96 (0.96) 165.11 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.44 3.40 0.98 (0.97) 168.06 
Table A35: Key structural features of the optimized Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated H20 ligand. 
Theoretical Method Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 2.51 3.45 0.95 (0.95) 170.71 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 2.41 3.38 0.99 (0.98) 167.82 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d 2.45 3.41 0.97 (0.96) 172.92 
wB97X-0/6-31G(d) 5d 2.41 3.37 0.97 (0.96) 169.74 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d 2.55 3.50 0.97 (0.97) 166.10 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d 2.53 3.49 0.97 (0.97) 165.23 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d 2.51 3.48 0.98 (0.97) 166.28 
Table A36: Key Structural Features of the optimized Co1+Cbl--H-N(lm) Complex (bond 
lengths and bond angles are expressed in A and degrees respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated 1m ligand. 
Theoretical Method Co-H CooN H-N Co-H-N 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.50 3.49 1.00 (0.99) 174.40 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) 2.25 3.29 1.04 (1.02) 175.22 
wB97X/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.29 3.25 1.02 (1,01) 155.54 
wB97X-0/6-31++G(d,p) 2.22 3.13 1.02 (1.01) 147.03 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.29 3.31 103 (1.01) 171.83 
B98/6-31++G(d,p) 2.28 3.31 1.03 (1.01) 174.39 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.16 3.12 103 (1.01) 149.92 
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Table A37: Key Structural Features of the optimized Col+Cbi--H-C(Im)Complex (bond 
lengths and bond angles are expressed in A and degrees respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated 1m ligand. 
Theoretical Method Co-H Co-C H-C(lm) Co-H-C 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 4.09 5.06 1.07 (1.07) 152.61 
8P86/6-31G(d) 5d 3.55 4.60 109 (1.09) 162.13 
w897X16-31G(d) 5d 3.25 4.28 109 (1.08) 160.21 
w897X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 3.05 406 1.08 (1.08) 154.75 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d 3.54 4.58 1.08 (1.08) 161.67 
898/6-31G(d) 5d 3.58 4.62 1.08 (1.08) 161.76 
897-D/6-31G(d) 5d 2.92 3.97 109 (1.09) 162.55 
Table A38. Key structural features of the optimized H-O-H--Co1+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated H20 ligand. 
Theoretical Method a-axial ligand p-axial ligand 
Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/S·31++G(d,p) 2.63 3.55 0.95 (0.94) 162.98 2.63 3.55 0.95 (0.94) 162.99 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.32 330 0.99 (0.97) 169.15 2.32 3.30 0.99 (0.97) 169.21 
w897X/6-31++G(d,p) 2.41 3.37 0.97 (096) 169.10 2.41 3.37 0.97 (0.96) 169.20 
wB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) 240 3.34 0.97 (0 96) 160.69 2.40 3.32 097 (0.96) 157.85 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.43 343 0.97 (0.96) 165.12 2.44 3.45 0.97 (0.96) 166.21 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.40 336 097 (0 96) 16746 2.40 3.36 0.97 (096) 167.41 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.49 3.42 0.98 (0.97) 158.52 2.50 3.42 0.98 (097) 157.29 
Table A39. Key structural features of the optimized H-O-H--CoI+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively). The values 
mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated H20 ligand. 
Theoretical Method a-axial ligand p-axial ligand 
Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 3.37 3.99 0.95 (0 95) 124.65 2.46 3.40 0.95 (0.95) 169.49 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 2.44 3.41 099 (0.98) 164.96 2.30 3.27 099 (098) 164.57 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d 2.43 340 0.98 (0 96) 165.12 232 3.23 0.98 (0.96) 152.11 
wB97X-0/6-31G(d) 5d 2.40 3.36 0.98 (0.96) 166.65 2.28 3.19 098 (0.96) 154.77 
B97-1I6-31G(d) 5d 2.46 3.42 0.98 (0 97) 166.37 2.62 3.57 098 (0.97) 163.86 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d 2.50 3.45 098 (0 97) 164.28 2.35 3.28 098 (0.97) 158.71 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d 2.56 3.50 0.98 (0 97) 161.05 232 329 0.98 (0 97) 166.98 
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Table A40: Key Structural Features of the optimized H-O-H--Col+Cbl--H-N(Im) 
Complex (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A and degrees respectively). 
The values mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated 1m and H20 
ligands. 
Theoretical Method a-axial ligand (1m) l3-axialligand (H2O) 
Co-H Co-C H-N Co-H-C Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 2.81 3.88 1 00 (0.99) 175.69 3.41 401 0.95 (0.94) 122 eo 
8P8616-31G(d) 5d 2.73 3.80 1.04 (1.02) 167.61 3.53 404 0.99 (0.97) 114.86 
w897X16-31 G(d) 5d 2.60 3.66 102 (1.01) 167.37 3.57 4.00 0.97 (0.96) 110.20 
w897X-0/6-31 G(d) 5d 256 3.61 102 (1.01) 165.01 3.37 385 0.97 (0.96) 111.93 
897-116-31G(d) 5d 2.77 385 1.02 (1.01) 173.12 3.60 4.05 0.97 (0.96) 111.42 
89816-31G(d) 5d 278 3.86 102 (101) 173.42 3.61 406 0.97 (0.96) 110.72 
897-016-31G(d) 5d 2.61 3.67 103 (1.01) 163.97 3.44 3.52 097 (0.97) 86.43 
Table A41: Key Structural Features of the optimized H-O-H--CoI+Cbl--H-C(Im) 
Complex (bond lengths and bond angles are expressed in A and degrees respectively). 
The values mentioned in parentheses correspond to those in the isolated 1m and H20 
ligands. 
Theoretical a-axial ligand (1m) l3-axial ligand (H2O) 
Method 
Co-H CooN H-N Co-H-N Co-H Co-O H-O Co-H-O 
HF/S-31++G(d,p) 2.53 3.52 1.07(107) 174.67 2.63 3.56 0.95(095) 169.46 
BP86/B-31++G(d,p) 2.28 3.32 109 (1.09) 17466 233 3.31 0.98 (0.98) 16848 
wS97XJ6-31++G(d,p) 232 325 1 08 (108) 150.40 2.40 3.32 0.98 (0.96) 157.13 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.24 3.16 1.08 (108) 149.77 236 326 0.97 (0.96) 15442 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) 2.28 3.30 108 (1.08) 173.64 2.36 3.33 0.97 (0.97) 168.12 
898/6-31++G(d,p) 2.32 3.34 1.08 (1.08) 173.73 2.40 3.36 0.97 (0.97) 168.30 
897-016-31 ++G(d,p) 2.21 3.13 1.09 (1.09) 147.34 2.65 324 0.98 (0.97) 119.44 
Table A42: Computed thermodynamic data for the Col+Cbl--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'+Cbl + H2O ~ Co'+Cbl--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31++G(dJJl. -4,1 -3,3 -3,9 6,1 2,2 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -5.4 -4.9 -5.5 7,5 2,0 
w897X16-31 ++G(d,p) -8,1 -7,6 -7.9 7.4 -0,5 
w897X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8,8 -8,2 -8,8 7.3 -1.5 
897-1/6-31++G(d,p) -7.8 -7.1 -7,7 7.9 0.2 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) -7,2 -6,7 -7.1 7,7 0,6 
897-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.1 -8.4 -9,0 7.1 -1.9 
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Table A43: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the CoI+Cbl--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in chloroform solution assuming standard state convention 
of latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + H2O ~ Co '·Cbl--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p} -2.0 -1.2 -1.8 6.0 4.2 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p} -4.4 -3.8 -4.3 7.4 3.0 
w897X16-31++G(d,p} -5.9 -5.3 -5.8 7.4 1.7 
w897X-D/6-31++G(d,p} -6.9 -6.2 -6.7 7.0 0.5 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p} -5.0 -4.0 -4.6 6.2 1.6 
898/6-31++G(d,p} -4.3 -3.6 -4.2 6.8 2.6 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p} -7.4 -6.7 -7.3 7.1 -0.1 
Table A44: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Col+Cbl--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in acetonitrile solution assuming standard state convention 
of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co"Cbl + H2O ~ Co'·Cbl--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p} -0.9 -0.0 -0.6 6.0 5.4 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p} -3.8 -3.1 -3.7 6.8 3.1 
wB97X/6-31 ++G(d,p} -5.0 -4.2 -4.8 6.4 1.8 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p} -6.0 -5.8 -6.4 7.4 1.2 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p} -4.0 -3.3 -3.8 6.3 2.5 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p} -3.8 -3.5 -4.1 7.8 3.7 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p} -6.9 -6.4 -7.0 7.9 1.0 
Table A45: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Col+Cbl--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in water solution assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + H2O ~ Co'·Cbl--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p} -0.8 0.1 -0.5 5.9 5.4 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,!Jl -3.7 -3.6 -4.2 8.4 4.2 
w897X16-31 ++G(d,p) -4.8 -4.1 -4.7 6.9 2.4 
w897X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -6.2 -5.6 -6.2 7.5 1.5 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.9 -3.2 -3.8 6.9 3.1 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.6 -2.9 -3.5 6.8 3.4 
B97-D/6-31++G(d,J'L -6.9 -6.4 -7.0 7.9 1.0 
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Table A46: Computed thermodynamic data for the Col+Cbi--H-O-H complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
"
Cbi + H2O ~ Co" Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -4.6 -4.3 -4.9 8.7 3.8 
BP86/6-31G(d) Sd -70 -6.6 -7.2 8.7 1.S 
wB97X16-31G(d) Sd -17.0 -10.1 -10.7 8.9 -l.B 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) Sd -11.1 -11.0 -11.6 9.B -l.B 
B97-1/6-31G(d) Sd -12.1 -ll.B -12.3 9.4 -2.9 
B9B/6-31G(d) Sd -7.9 -7.S -B.l 8.4 0.3 
B97-D/6-31G(d) Sd -13.S -13.4 -14.0 9.2 -4.B 
Table A47: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Col+Cbi--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in chloroform solution assuming standard state convention 
of 1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
"
Cbi + H2O ~ Co "Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -27 -2.4 -3.0 9.4 6.6 
BPB6/6-31G(d) Sd -S.B -S.4 -S.9 B2 2.S 
wB97X16-31G(d) Sd -B.B -B.S -9.0 8.9 0.2 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) Sd -10.2 -10.0 -10.S 9.3 -1.0 
B97-1/6-31G(d) Sd -10.9 -10.B -11.4 9.1 -2.0 
B9B/6-31G(d) Sd -6.3 -S.9 -6.S B.l 1.9 
B97-D/6-31G(d) Sd -11.7 -11.6 -12.2 8.7 -3.4 
Table A48: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Col+Cbi--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in acetonitrile solution assuming standard state convention 
of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
"
Cbi + H2O ~ Co
"
Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -2.4 -1.7 -2.3 B.2 6.1 
BPB6/6-31G(d) Sd -S.2 -4.9 -S.S 9.2 3.9 
wB97X/6-31G(d) Sd -B.3 -B.S -9.1 10.8 2.0 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) Sd -9.9 -9.6 -102 9.1 -0.7 
B97-1/6-31G(d) Sd -B.8 -B.9 -9.S 9.4 0.1 
B9B/6-31G(d) Sd -S.9 -S.6 -6.2 8.6 2.7 
B97-D/6-31G(d) Sd -16.1 -16.4 -17.0 12.S -4.4 
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Table A49: Computed Thermodynamic Data for the Co1+Cbi--H-O-H Complex 
Formation Reaction studied in water solution assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + H2O ~ Co'·Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -20 -1.6 -2.2 8.4 6.4 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -5.1 -4.9 -5.4 9.8 4.6 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -8.2 -7.9 -8.4 9.3 1.2 
wB97X-0/6-31G(d) 5d -9.8 -9.5 -10.1 9.1 -0.6 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -6.4 -6.1 -6.7 9.1 2.7 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -5.9 -5.6 -6.2 9.3 3.3 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d -16.1 -16.5 -17.0 12.8 -4.1 
Table ASO: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m ~ Co'·Cbl--lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -6.9 -5.5 -6.1 7.3 1.2 
BP86/6-31++G(d,p) -7.5 -6.1 -6.7 8.0 1.3 
wB97X16-31 ++G(d,p) -11.7 -10.4 -11.0 8.4 -2.6 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -15.5 -14.3 -14.9 10.0 -4.9 
B97-1/6-31++G(d,p) -8.9 -8.1 -8.7 10.5 1.8 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8.5 -7.2 -7.8 8.1 0.3 
B97 -0/6-31 ++G( d, p) -15.1 -14.0 -14.6 10.4 -4.3 
Table AS1: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m ~ Co' ·Cbl--lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.9 -2.4 -3.0 6.7 3.5 
BP86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -5.7 -4.3 -4.9 8.4 3.1 
wB97X/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8.8 -7.5 -8.1 8.6 0.9 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -12.4 -11.1 -11.7 9.0 -2.0 
B97-1/6-31++GJd,pJ -6.9 -6.1 -6.6 9.4 2.7 
B98/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.4 -5.0 -5.6 8.1 2.4 
B97-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -12.9 -11.7 -12.3 9.1 -2.5 
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Table A52: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in acetonitrile solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m ~ Co '·Cbl--Im 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -20 -0.5 -1.1 7.9 6.6 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) -4.3 -2.9 -3.5 8.1 4.3 
w897X/6-31++G(d,p) -7.2 -5.8 -6.4 7.9 1.9 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -10.6 -9.3 -9.9 9.3 0.2 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -5.3 -4.0 -4.6 7.7 3.1 
898/6-31++G(d,p) -5.3 3.9 -4.5 7.7 3.1 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p) -11.5 -10.3 -10.9 9.6 -0.6 
Table A53: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m ~ Co'·Cbl--lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -1.9 -0.3 -0.9 7.8 6.7 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -4.1 -2.8 -3.4 8.1 4.4 
w897X16-31 ++G(d,p) -7.0 -5.6 -6.2 7.8 2.1 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -10.4 -9.1 -9.7 9.3 0.4 
897-1/6-31++G(d,p) -5.2 -3.8 -4.4 7.6 3.1 
898/6-31++G(d,p) -4.7 -3.3 -3.9 8.0 4.0 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p) -11.4 -10.7 -11.3 11.5 0.8 
Table A54: Computed thermodynamic data for the CoI+Cbi--H-C(lm) complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + 1m Co '·Cbi--Im 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -9.0 -7.8 -8.4 9.9 1.5 
8P86/6-31G(d) 5d -10.6 -9.7 -10.3 11.4 1.1 
w897X/6-31G(d) 5d -16.6 -15.9 -16.5 12.7 -3.8 
w897X-D/6-31G(d) 5d -210 -20.2 -20.8 11.8 -9.0 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d -12.9 -12.2 -12.8 12.3 -0.4 
898/6-31G(d) 5d -12.1 -11.4 -12.0 12.1 0.1 
897-D/6-31G(d) 5d -20.1 -19.4 -20.0 12.1 -7.9 
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Table ASS: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + 1m ~ Co'·Cbi--lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 G(d} 5d -4.7 -3.5 -4.1 9.7 6.9 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -6.5 -5.3 -5.9 9.8 4.2 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d -11.0 -10.3 -10.9 12.4 2.4 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) 5d -15.3 -14.4 -15.0 12.4 -1.6 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -8.5 -7.5 -8.1 10.1 2.5 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -7.7 -6.7 -7.2 9.9 3.0 
B97-D/6-31G(d) 5d -15.3 -14.6 -15.2 13.1 -0.9 
Table AS6: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbi--H-C(lm) complex 
formation reaction studied in acetonitrile solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of 1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co' ·Cbi + 1m ~ Co'·Cbi--lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -3.8 -2.8 -3.4 10.4 9.5 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -4.7 -3.7 -4.2 10.3 6.4 
wB97X16-31 G(d) 5d -8.7 -8.0 -8.6 12.7 4.9 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d). 5d -14.0 -12.8 -13.4 10.8 -1.6 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -6.8 -5.8 -6.4 10.2 4.2 
B98/6-31G(dI5d -6.0 -5.0 -5.5 9.9 4.7 
B97-D/6-31G(dI5d -13.7 -12.9 -13.5 12.6 0.3 
Table AS7: Computed thermodynamic data for the Co1+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + 1m ~ Co 1·Cbi __ lm 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(dI5d -3.8 -2.6 -3.2 8.5 13.8 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -4.6 -3.5 -4.1 10.5 6.7 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d -8.6 -7.9 -8.5 12.8 5.2 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) 5d -13.9 -12.7 -13.3 10.5 -1.7 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -6.4 -5.5 -6.1 12.1 6.4 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -5.7 -48 -5.4 11.6 6.5 
B97-D/6-31G(d) 5d -13.4 -12.7 -13.3 13.2 1.1 
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Table ASS: Computed thennodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
fonnation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co 1·Cbl--H20 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -B.O -6.4 -7.6 12.5 4.9 
BPB6/6-31++G(d,p) -10.7 -9.4 -10.6 14.3 3.7 
wB97X16-31++G(d,p) -15.B ·14.5 -15.7 15.0 -0.7 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -17.3 -16.0 -17.2 14.4 -2.B 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -12.1 -10.7 -11.9 14.2 2.3 
B9B/6-31++G(d,p) -11.5 -10.1 -11.3 13.B 2.5 
B97 -0/6-31 ++G( d,p) -17.7 -16.3 -17.5 14.B -2.7 
Table AS9: Computed thelmodynamic data for the H-O-H--CoI+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
fonnation reaction studied in chloroform solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co1+Cbl--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -4.0 -2.3 -3.5 12.3 B.B 
BPB6/6-31++G(d,p) -B.1 -7.3 -B.5 16.2 7.6 
wB97X16-31 ++GldJl) -11.5 -10.2 -11.4 15.0 3.9 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++Q(d,p) -13.6 -12.1 -13.3 13.9 0.9 
B97-1/6-31 ++G(d,JJJ. -9.2 -7.7 -B.9 13.B 5.0 
B9B/6-31++G(d,JJJ. -B.7 -7.1 -B.3 12.7 4.4 
B97 -0/6·31 ++G( d,p) -14.B -13.B -15.0 14.5 -0.4 
Table A60: Computed thennodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co 1+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
fonnation reaction studied in acetonitrile solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of latm and 298.l5 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co' ·Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co 1·Cbl--H2O 
AE AU AH ·TAS AG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -2.5 -0.1 -1.3 11.0 9.B 
BPB6/6-31++G(d,p) ·7.0 -5.6 -6.B 14.1 7.2 
wB97X16-31 ++G( d,p) -9.B -B.3 -9.5 13.2 4.1 
wB97X-0/6-31 ++G(d,p) -11.7 -10.9 -12.1 16.1 4.3 
B97-1/6-31++G(d,0 -B.O -7.5 -B.7 15.B 7.2 
B9B/6-31++G(d,pl. -7.3 -6.3 -7.5 13.9 6.4 
B97 -0/6-31 ++G( d, IJl -13.4 -12.2 -13.3 14.7 1.5 
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Table A61: Computed thelIDodynamic data for the H-O-H--Col+Cbl--H-O-H complex 
fOlIDation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co1+Cbl + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co '·Cbl-.H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -1.8 -1.0 -2.1 13.4 11.4 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -6.9 -S.S -6.7 13.5 6.7 
w897X/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.S -8.1 -9.2 13.S 4.6 
w897X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -11.5 -10.1 -11.3 13.9 2.9 
897-1/6-31++G(d,p) -7.9 -6.8 -8.0 13.3 S.4 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) -7.2 -6.1 -7.3 13.8 6.S 
897-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -13.3 -12.7 -13.9 16.S 2.8 
Table A62: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Col+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co '·Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -14.6 -14.3 -1S.S 18.7 3.2 
8P86/6-31G(d) Sd -21.4 -21.4 -22.6 19.6 -3.0 
w897X16-31G(d) Sd -29.1 -30.0 -31.1 23.1 -8.0 
w897X-D/6-31 G(d) Sd -33.2 -33.7 -34.8 22.0 -12.9 
897-1/6-31G(d) Sd -30.0 -31.S -32.7 27.1 -S.6 
898/6-31G(d) Sd -21.8 -22.4 -23.6 22.7 -0.8 
897-D/6-31G(d) Sd -3S.3 -3S.8 -37.0 22.S -14.S 
Table A63: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform solvent while assuming standard state 
convention of 1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol 
units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbi + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co '·Cbi--H2O 
~E ~U ~H -T~S ~G 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -7.2 -6.7 -7.9 18.4 11.2 
8P86/6-31G(d) Sd -1S.9 -1S.7 -16.9 18.9 2.4 
w897X/6-31G(d) Sd -20.0 -20.8 -22.0 23.1 1.1 
w897X-D/6-31G(d) Sd -23.9 -24.S -2S.7 23.2 -2.5 
897-1/6-31G(d) 5d -14.8 -1S.2 -16.3 21.7 S.4 
898/6-31G(d) Sd -13.1 -13.S -14.7 21.7 7.1 
897-D/6-31G(d) Sd -27.9 -28.7 -29.9 23.2 -6.S 
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Table A64: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
formation reaction studied in acetonitrile solvent while assuming standard state 




+Cbi + H20 + H2O OH2··CO 1+Cbi.-H2O 
flE flU flH -TflS flG 
HF/B-31G(d) 5d -4.4 -3.B -4.8 17.0 14.3 
8P8B/B-31G(d) 5d -13.5 -13.B -14.7 20.B 11.5 
w897X/B-31G(d) 5d -15.B -1B.B -17.8 24.1 7.8 
w897X-0/B-31G(d) 5d -20.9 -21.3 -22.5 21.9 0.8 
897-1/B-31G(d) 5d -11.1 -11.B -12.8 21.5 14.4 
898/B-31G(d) 5d -9.2 -9.8 -11.0 22.2 12.7 
897-0/B-31G(d) 5d -29.B -30.B -31.7 25.9 -3.9 
Table A65: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-O-H complex 
formation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
'
+Cbi + H20 + H2O ~ OH2--Co' +Cbi--H2O 
flE flU flH -TflS flG 
HF/B-31G(d) 5d -4.1 -3.3 -4.5 1B.8 14.5 
8P8B/B-31G(d) 5d -13.3 -13.4 -14.B 20.9 12.0 
w897X1B-31G(d) 5d -15.0 -1B.8 -17.9 2B.B 10.1 
w897X-0/B-31G(d) 5d -20.5 -20.8 -22.0 21.9 1.2 
897-1/B-31G(d) 5d -17.0 -17.7 -18.9 24.4 11.2 
898/B-31G(d) 5d -8.8 -9.4 -10.B 22.9 13.8 
897-0/B-31G(d) 5d -29.5 -30.4 -31.5 25.8 -3.9 
Table A66: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
'
+Cbl + 1m + H2O ~ Im·-Co'+Cbl •• H2O 
flE flU flH -TflS flG 
HF/B-31++G(d,p) -10.B -8.3 -9.5 13.3 3.8 
8P8B/B-31 ++G(d,p) -12.3 -10.2 -11.4 14.7 3.3 
w897X/B-31 ++G(dJll. -18.9 -17.0 -18.2 1B.4 -1.8 
w897X-0/B-31 ++G(d, p) -23.9 -22.0 -23.2 1B.9 -B.3 
897-1/B-31++G(d,p) -11.9 -10.5 -11.B 13.3 1.7 
898/B-31 ++G(d,p) -13.7 -11.7 -12.9 15.0 2.1 
897 -0/B-31 ++G( d, p) -23.5 -21.8 -23.0 17.8 -5.1 
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Table A67: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m + H2O ~ Im--Co'·Cbl--H2O 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -5.8 -3.5 -4.6 12.5 7.7 
8P86/6-31++G(d,p) -9.3 -7.2 -8.4 -15.3 6.5 
w897X16-31++G(d,p) -14.5 -12.5 -13.7 15.5 2.5 
w897X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -19.0 -17.2 -18.4 17.2 0.0 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -11.1 -9.5 -10.7 -16.6 6.1 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) -10.4 -8.3 -9.5 14.4 4.6 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p) -19.8 -18.1 -19.3 17.4 -0.8 
Table A68: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15.K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m + H2O ~ Im--Co'·Cbl--H2O 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31 ++G(d,p) -3.0 -1.1 -2.3 14.2 7.7 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -7.3 -5.4 -6.6 15.8 6.5 
w897X16-31 ++G(d,p) -12.0 -10.0 -11.1 15.2 2.5 
w897X-D/6-31++G(d,p) -16.6 -14.7 -15.9 15.9 00 
897-1/6-31 ++G(d,p) -9.0 -6.8 -8.0 14.5 6.1 
898/6-31 ++G(d,p) -8.4 -6.2 -7.4 14.4 4.6 
897-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -17.8 -16.1 -17.3 17.4 -0.8 
Table A69: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbl--H-N(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'·Cbl + 1m +H2O • Im--Co'·Cbl--H2O 
aE au aH -Tas aG 
HF/6-31++G(d,p) -2.8 -0.4 -1.6 13.6 11.8 
8P86/6-31 ++G(d,p) -7.1 -5.2 -6.4 15.8 9.1 
w897X16-31 ++G( d, p) -11.9 -9.8 -10.9 14.7 4.5 
w897X-D/6-31 ++G(d,p) -16.4 -15.0 -16.2 18.1 3.2 
897-1/6-31++G(d,p) -89 -7.3 -8.5 16.4 8.1 
898/6-31++G(d,p) -8.1 -6.0 -7.2 14.4 7.0 
897-D/6-31++G(d,p) -17.7 -16.0 -17.2 17.6 1.5 
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Table A 70: Computed thennodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
fonnation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thennodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
'
+Cbi + 1m + H2O ~ Im--Co 1+Cbi--H20 
toE tou toH -TtoS toG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -19.3 ·18.4 -19.6 22.0 2.4 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -24.7 ·24.3 ·25.5 23.8 -1.7 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -37.6 -37.0 -38.2 23.1 -15.1 
wB97X-O/6-31G(d) 5d -44.6 -44.0 -45.2 23.2 -22.0 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -31.3 -30.8 -32.0 23.8 -8.2 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -29.2 -28.6 -29.8 24.0 -5.9 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d -48.4 -48.1 -49.3 25.3 -24.0 
Table A71: Computed thennodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in chloroform while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
'
+Cbi + 1m + H2O Im--Co 1+Cbi--H2O 
toE toU toH -TtoS toG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -9.3 -8.3 -9.5 21.3 13.3 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -17.8 -17.1 -18.3 22.6 6.1 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d -29.8 -29.3 -30.5 24.0 -4.7 
wB97X-O/6-31G(d) 5d -37.5 -36.8 -38.0 24.1 -12.1 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -22.4 -21.7 -22.9 22.6 1.5 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -20.4 ·19.7 -20.8 22.5 3.5 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d -40.4 -39.9 -41.1 25.1 -13.9 
Table A 72: Computed thennodynamic data for the H-O-H--Co1+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in acetonitrile solvent while assuming standard state 




+Cbi + 1m + H2O ~ Im··Co' +Cbi-·H2O 
toE toU toH -TtoS toG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -7.1 -5.8 -7.0 19.7 13.3 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -14.9 -14.4 -15.6 23.7 6.1 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -26.0 -25.6 -26.7 24.9 -4.7 
wB97X-O/6-31 GLd) 5d -33.5 -33.0 -34.2 25.0 -12.1 
B97 -1/6-31 Qicll. 5d -19.0 -18.3 -19.5 23.6 1.5 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -16.8 -16.2 -17.4 24.1 3.5 
B97-0/6-31G(d) 5d -38.0 -37.3 -38.5 24.2 -13.9 
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Table A73: Computed thermodynamic data for the H-O-H--Col+Cbi--H-C(Im) complex 
formation reaction studied in water solvent while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co'+Cbi + 1m + H2O ~ Im--Co '+Cbi--H2O 
t.E t.U t.H -Tt.S t.G 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -7.1 -5.8 -7.0 19.9 14.5 
BP86/6-31G(d15d -14.8 -14.2 -15.4 23.6 10.0 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -25.7 -25.2 -26.4 249 0.3 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d15d -33.2 -32.7 -33.9 25.0 -7.1 
B97-1/6-31G(d) 5d -18.6 -18.0 -19.2 24.8 7.4 
B98/6-31G(d) 5d -16.8 -16.1 -17.3 24.1 8.6 
B97-D/6-31G(d) 5d -37.8 -37.1 -38.3 24.5 -11.8 
Table A74. Computed reduction potentials of the C02+;CoI+ couple for various 
coordination geometries ofCoI+Cbl and Co1+Cbi. The data in parentheses correspond to 
the tetracoordinated square planar Col+Cbl and Col+Cbi complexes. 
Co2+/Co'+ Redox Couple Reduction Potential [mV] vs NHE 
Chloroform Acetonitrile Water 
Co2' Cbl--OH2/Co "Cbl--H-O-H 98 (-203) 12 (-255) -5 (-274) 
Co2'Cbi--OH2/Co "Cbi--H-O-H 5 (3) -53 (-43) -116 (-110) 
Co2'Cbl--N(lm)/Co 1 'Cbl--H-N(lm) 1 (-449) -128 (-457) -212 (-423) 
Co2' Cbi--N(lm)/Co "Cbi--H-C(lm) -168 (-41) -345 (158) -432 (85) 
H20--Co2'Cbl--OH2/H-O-H--Co "Cbl--H-O-H 198 (-174) 53 (-167) 10 (-137) 
H20--Co2'Cbi--OH2/H-O-H--Co" Cbi--H-O-H 194 (-5) -7 (-4) -90 (27) 
H20--Co2'Cbl--N(lm)/H-O-H--Co 1 'Cbl--H-N(lm) 53 (-274) -87 (-218) -294 (-140) 
H20--Co2'Cbi--N(lm)/H-O-H--Co" Cbl--H-C(lm) -21 (-275) -344 (-165) -449 (-64) 
Table A 75. Key structural features of the optimized tetracoordinated square planar 
Col+Cbi complex (bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree 
respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring 
Co-N2, CO-N22 Co-N23 Co·N2• 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.91 1.95 1.94 1.93 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.88 1.87 1.83 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.84 
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Table A76. Key structural features of the optimized Co l+Cbi--H20 complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring /3-axial ligand 
Co-N21 Co-N22 CO-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.93 2.35 3.29 167.0 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.21 3.18 163.5 
wB97XJ6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.85 2.25 3.20 163.6 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.23 3.18 161.7 
Table A77. Key structural features of the optimized Co l+Cbi--H20--H20 complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring /3-axial ligand 
Co-N21 Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2' Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 193 2.55 3.48 166.2 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.45 3.42 166.1 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.88 1.88 1.84 2.44 3.40 167.0 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.88 1.87 1.84 2.42 3.37 166.3 
Table A 78. Key structural features of the optimized OH2--Col+Cbi--H20 complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring a-axial ligand /3-axial ligand 
Co-N21 Co-N22 Co-N23 CO-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.92 3.37 3.99 124.7 2.46 3.40 169.5 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.44 3.41 165.0 2.30 3.27 164.6 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.43 3.40 165.1 2.32 3.23 152.1 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.40 3.36 166.7 2.28 3.19 154.8 
Table A79. Key structural features of the optimized OH2--Col+Cbi--H20--H20 complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring a-axial ligand /3-axialligand 
Co-N21 Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.91 1.96 1.94 1.93 2.64 3.55 166.3 2.34 3.27 164.6 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.90 1.88 1.83 2.48 3.39 154.1 2.20 3.17 162.0 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.84 1.90 1.87 1.85 2.39 3.31 158.1 2.23 3.18 162.5 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.36 3.28 158.6 2.20 3.15 161.1 
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Table A80. Key structural features of the optimized Co'+Cbi--HOPh complex (bond 
lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring !i-axial ligand 
Co-N2, Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.93 2.39 3.34 170.5 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.25 3.25 172.6 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.84 1.89 1.88 1.84 2.27 3.25 172.6 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.24 3.21 170.0 
Table A81. Key structural features of the optimized Co'+Cbi--HOPh--H20 complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring !i-axial ligand 
Co-N2, Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.93 2.39 3.34 172.6 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.28 3.29 174.6 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d 1.84 1.89 1.88 1.85 2.26 3.24 173.7 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.88 1.87 1.84 2.22 3.20 171.8 
Table A82. Key structural features of the optimized OH2--Co'+Cbi--HOPh complex 
(bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree respectively) 
Theoretical Method Corrin ring a-axial ligand !i-axial ligand 
Co-N2, Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d 1.92 1.95 1.94 1.93 2.63 3.56 166.5 2.41 3.36 170.2 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d 1.82 1.90 1.88 1.84 2.41 3.33 154,1 2.26 3.26 172.0 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d 1.84 1.89 1.88 1.85 2.38 3.31 159.5 2.27 3.25 171.0 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.36 3.27 157.3 2.23 3.20 171.4 





complex (bond lengths and bond angle are expressed in A and degree 
respecti vel y) 
Corrin ring a-axial ligand !i-axial ligand 
Co-N2, Co-N22 Co-N23 Co-N2• Co-H Co-O Co-H-O Co-H Co-O Co-H-O 
1.92 1.96 1.94 1.94 2.64 3.57 164.6 2.40 3.35 172.3 
1.83 1.89 1.88 1.83 2.48 3.39 153,5 2.09 3.11 174.5 
1.84 1.89 1.88 1.85 2.39 3.30 157.2 2.26 3.24 173.0 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d 1.83 1.89 1.87 1.84 2.34 3.25 155.7 2.21 3.19 172.3 
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Table A84. Computed thermodynamic data for Co 1+Cbi--H20 complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co"Cbi + H2O ~ Co'+Cbi--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd ··9.6 -9.6 -10.2 9.8 -0.4 
BP86/6-31G(d) Sd -13.9 -14.0 -14.6 9.6 -S.1 
wB97X16-31G(d) Sd -17.0 -17.2 -17.8 10.4 -7.4 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) Sd -18.6 -18.6 -19.2 10.0 -9.3 
Table A8S. Computed thennodynamic data for Co 1+Cbi--H20--H20 complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co
'
+Cbi + H20 + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbi--H2O--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -19.6 -19.1 -20.3 18.0 -2.3 
BP86/6-31G(d) Sd -27.6 -27.8 -29.0 19.0 -9.9 
wB97X/6-31G(d) Sd -31.2 -31.3 -325 19.5 -13.0 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) Sd -32.S -32.5 -33.7 19.0 -14.6 
Table A86. Computed thermodynamic data for OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H20 complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcal/mol units). 
Theoretical Method H20 + Co' +Cbi + H2O ~ OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H,O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -14.6 -14.3 -1S.S 18.7 3.2 
BP86/6-31G(d) Sd -21.4 -21.4 -22.6 19.6 -3.0 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -29.1 -30.0 -31.1 23.1 -8.0 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) Sd -33.2 -33.7 -34.8 22.0 -12.9 
Table A87. Computed thermodynamic data for OH2--CoI+Cbi--H20--H20 complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
latm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method H,O + Co
'
+Cbi + H,O + H2O ~ OH2--Co 1+Cbi--H,O--H,O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) Sd -22.9 -22.7 -24.5 28.5 4.0 
BP86/6-31G(d) Sd -34.6 -35.0 -36.8 30.5 -6.3 
Ob97X/6-31G(d) Sd -42.6 -43.4 -45.8 32.2 -13.0 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) Sd -44.8 -4S.7 -47.5 32.4 -15.1 
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Table A88. Computed thermodynamic data for Col+Cbi--HOPh complex formation 
reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 1 atm and 
298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co' ·Cbi + HOPh ~ Co 1·Cbi--HOPh 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -10.3 -9.2 -9.8 10.9 1.1 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -12.5 -11.3 -11.9 10.0 -1.9 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -19.3 -18.3 -18.9 12.2 -6.7 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d -25.0 -24.2 -24.8 12.5 -12.3 
Table A89. Computed thermodynamic data for Co1+Cbi--HOPh--H20 complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1 atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method Co' ·Cbi + HOPh + H2O ~ Co 1+Cbi--HOPh--H2O 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -17.7 -16.5 -17.7 20.7 3.1 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -21.6 -20.7 -21.9 21.7 -0.2 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -31.7 -31.1 -32.3 23.1 -9.2 
wB97X-D/6-31G(d) 5d -37.9 -37.6 -38.8 24.1 -14.7 
Table A90. Computed thermodynamic data for OH2--Co1+Cbi--HOPh complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method H20 + Co'·Cbi + HOPh ~ OH2--Co 1·Cbi--HOPh 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -13.6 -12.6 -13.7 21.2 7.5 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -18.2 -17.7 -18.9 23.3 4.3 
wB97X16-31G(d) 5d -30.3 -30.1 -31.3 24.7 -6.6 
wB97X-D/6-31 G(d) 5d -38.1 -38.0 -39.2 25.1 -14.1 
Table A91. Computed thermodynamic data for OH2--Col+Cbi--HOPh--H20 complex 
formation reaction studied in gas phase while assuming standard state convention of 
1atm and 298.15 K (all thermodynamic parameters are given in kcallmol units). 
Theoretical Method H20 + Co'·Cbi + HOPh + H2O ~ OH2--Co "Cbi--HOPh--H20 
AE AU AH -TAS AG 
HF/6-31G(d) 5d -208 -19.7 -21.5 30.9 9.4 
BP86/6-31G(d) 5d -31.5 -31.1 -32.9 33.2 0.2 
wB97X/6-31G(d) 5d -43.3 -43.1 -44.9 34.7 -10.2 
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